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Foreword

This exhibition, 'Art of the Arab World', and its catalogue carry

out two ofthe cherished desires ofthe founder ofthe Freer Gallery

of Art, Charles Lang Freer. They are the preservation for and

presentation to the people of the United States and the world of

objects of the highest aesthetic standards and the research and

publication of scholarly findings so that all may learn of the in-

spired creativity ofmankind. In contrast to many collectors ofhis

age, Mr. Freer did not seek to amass objects with quantity and

fashion his goals. Instead he collected in areas not yet in vogue

with the avowed purpose that the works ofart he possessed serve

to awaken our people to the importance of the Eastern ci\dliza-

tions as cradles oflearning and beauty.

It was late in his life that he turned to the vast reaches ofIslam

and the Arab peoples who had greatly enriched our world with

the principles of this inspired faith. They had also expanded our

horizons and contributed to humanity's development through

scientific invention, an art of healing, mathematics, literature,

and art ofgreat beauty. It is to art that this exhibition is devoted.

In truth it is difficult for an art historian to think of that which is

beautiful and graceful, delicate yet strong and eternal, without

the 'arabesque' coming to mind. How apt that this aesthetic

device of refined, rhythmical, intertwined flowing lines epito-

mizes the spirit ofthe Arab world. The simple elegance ofArabic,

written with beautiful calligraphic style, unites religion to art

and art to the people of these lands. The sacred word ofIslam is

most ever present in Arabic art, and even when objects for secular

use were fashioned, Islam's influence was felt through the use of

calligraphy and line.

Arabic art has rarely been presented in our American institu-

tions. We are honored at being entrusted with a small portion of

the cultural heritage of these noble peoples. The Arabs were

noted teachers, and it is our hope that through this exhibition we

may emulate them, and a window will be opened encouraging

our understanding ofa major area ofthe Eastern world.

The Freer Gallery ofArt is deeply grateful to Dr. Esin Atil, our

Associate Curator of Near Eastern Art, for her scholarship and

organization of the exhibition. We hope that this catalogue, over

which she so lovingly labored, will serve as an important addition

to the literature on Arabic art. Her effort, as well as that of the

superb photographic stafTofthe Freer Gallery ofArt, would have

meant little had we not received a very generous grant from

Mobil Oil Corporation and the services of Derek Birdsall, a

designer of great distinction. To these people and that organiza-

tion, we are most grateful. To those who wrote and made the

objects now before us, we are humble.

Harold P. Stern

Director
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THE FORMATIVE YEARS

Early Abbasidand TulunidArt

The study ofIslamic civilization reveals an extraordinary feature

in which rehgious concepts became the determining factors in

world political events. Yet it would be valid to state that the im-

pact of Islam was not based on physical domination but on the

cultural power of its teaching. It was the universaUty of this

teaching which determined its speedy and far-flung acceptance.

The early history ofIslam shows the transformation ofan Arab
sect into an empire which imposed its own qualities upon vari-

ous civilizations. Needless to say, Arab cultural history predates

Islam, but with the coining of the Prophet Muhammad a new
kind of community crystallized and a new conception of the

world emerged which found expression both in language and the

arts.'

Muhammad, born into a prominent family in Mecca, was a

political leader, administrator and legislator as well as a prophet.

He received his call in 6io when he was about 40 years old. The
Prophet and his small group of followers were not immediately

accepted in Mecca, and migrated to Medina in 622, This famous

flight, called the hijray is considered as the beginning of the

Muslim era. Eventually Mecca was subjugated and at the time of

Muhammad's death in 632 most of the Arabian Peninsula had

converted to Islam.

The four immediate followers of the Prophet assumed the title

of caliph which literally means "successor." Abu Bakr, Umar,
Uthman and Ali were related to Muhammad either by blood or

through marriage. During the period of the orthodox caliphs

(632-661), the Arab armies won phenomenal victories, defeating

the Byzantines in Syria, Palestine and Egypt as well as the

Sasanians in Iran and Irak. The frontiers ofIslam extended from

AnatoHa and the Caucasus to Tripoli on the Mediterranean,

incorporating the entire Near East up to Transoxiana.

The golden age of Islamic conquest was not without internal

strife. Ah, the last of the orthodox caliphs, was challenged by
Muawiya, the governor ofSyria. The latter evolved as the victor

and established the Umayyad dynasty (661-75-0) upon the death

of Ali. A group ofMuslims, the Shiites, claimed Ali's descendants

as the rightful caliphs, and broke away from the orthodox faithful,

theSunnites.

Under the Umayyads Islam witnessed its second great period

ofexpansion. In 71 1 Tarik crossed the straits named after him, the

Jabal-i Tarik, or Gibraltar. The Arab armies swept through Spain,

penetrating the Pyrenees and raiding France. In 717 the Arabs

attempted to capture Constantinople, the capital ofthe Byzantine

Empire. During the early decades of the 8th century, Khorasan

and Transoxiana were taken and Islam was implanted in India.

[9]



The frontiers of the MusHm world now extended from the

Atlantic Ocean to the Indus River.

The Umayyads, who ruled from Syria, were in direct contact

with the late classical tradition which prevailed in that region.

The impact of this tradition as well as that of Sasanian Iran and

Central Asia can be observed in the arts ofthe period.

The few surviving examples of Umayyad ceramics, metal-

work and glass are either utilitarian or strongly influenced by

Sasanian or Roman examples.^ The greatest achievement of the

period is seen in religious and secular architecture and decoration.

The earliest monumental Islamic building, the Dome of the

Rock in Jerusalem, completed in 691 by Caliph Abd al-Malik, is

the most profound statement ofthe pohtical and religious victory

ofIslam. 3 The mosaics that adorn this spectacular building sym-

bolize the triumph of the Umayyads while the Koranic inscrip-

tions, encircHng the sacred rock, profess the fundamental

principles ofIslam and the universality ofthe mission ofMuham-
mad. The Byzantine and Sasanian traditions of the Near East can

be detected in the form and decoration ofthe Dome ofthe Rock,

yet what evolves through their synthesis is a uniquely Islamic

building, commemorating the dawn ofa new era and civilization.

The mosaics, paintings, stone and stucco carvings adorning

the secular architecture ofthe Umayyads reveal an extraordinary

range of motifs and themes. Eighth-century royal baths and

palaces, such as Kusayr Amra, Khirbat al-Mafjar, Kasr al-Hayr

East and West, and Mschatta are decorated with a profusion of

floral and geometric motifs in conjunction with figural com-

positions which depict courtly activities, astrological subjects or

purely ornamental themes.'*

The Umayyads adopted the vocabulary ofthe diverse cultures

to which they were exposed. Through their fusion, they created

original forms of art which reflected the aims, achievements and

tastes of the newly-founded society. The civilization of Islam

began to take shape under their rule with Arabic becoming the

official language ofthe Muslim world.

The vast Umayyad Empire was overthrown by a revolution

which began in Khorasan, led by Abu Muslim. The caliphate was

taken over by the Abbasids who exterminated the Umayyad
family. The grandson of the last caHph escaped to North Africa

and founded the Umayyad hne in Spain, which ruled up to the

1 1 th century.

The Abbasids (75-0-1 2 5-8) moved the capital from Syria to

Baghdad which was founded by Caliph al-Mansur in 762. During

the early part of their reign, the frontiers of the world of Islam

remained more or less intact with only two major campaigns

undertaken in Central Asia and Anatolia. In 75-1 the Arab armies

subjugated the Chinese at the Battle on the Talas, securing the

eastern provinces, and in 806 Caliph Harun al-Rashid defeated

the Byzantines, advancing to Ankara,

Although theoretically the Abbasids ruled until 125-8, when
the Mongols sacked Baghdad and killed the last Abbasid caliph,

their external and internal authority deteriorated around the 9th

century. Arab domination gradually dissolved due to di^^erse

regional and ethnic segments within the empire and the absence

ofa strong central government.

In the 3rd century after hijra the governors ofthe western and

eastern provinces began to break away from the supremacy of

Baghdad and to establish independent dynasties. The Turks,

who were incorporated into the Abbasid military system and

held major positions, also started to assert their influence. The
Umayyads were already independent in Spain; the Aghlabids

seceded Tunisia and Algeria; the Tulunids established their

dynasty in Egypt and Syria; and a number ofautonomous rulers,

such as the Tahirids, Safarids and Samanids, controlled Iran. The
Turkish guards were becoming a major threat. In order to pre-

vent further conflict between them and the native population,

the caliphs even moved the court to the newly-established city of

Samarra situated north ofBaghdad on the Tigris River.

The political power ofthe Abbasids, limited to Irak and under-

mined by their Turkish officers, was further reduced in the loth

century when Shiism began to triumph over Sunnism. The
Fatimids seized the North African provinces and proclaimed

themselves the rival caliphs in 909. The greatest blow came in

945" when the Shiite Buyids of Iran captured Baghdad. The
Abbasid caliphs became mere puppets under the Buyid rule and,

although relieved to some extent by the arrival of the Sunnite

SeljukTurks in 105-5-, their political powerwas not fullyreinstated.

It was only in the 12th century when the Seljuk domination

declined that the Abbasid caliphs were able to assert some inde-

pendence, but this recovery was short-lived since the Mongols

arrived on the scene soon after.

Even though the political unity of the world ofIslam had dis-

integrated, w/^w/c^ persisted through the strength ofits faith

and the Islamic system ofadministration. The first three centur-

ies ofAbbasid rule witnessed the full flowering ofArabic civiliza-

tion: arts and science flourished, and economic and com-

mercial progress prevailed throughout the land. Assimilating the

late classical. Christian and Sasanian traditions of the Near East

with those of Central Asia and, to some extent, of India, Islam

fully developed its own artistic vocabulary.
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Unfortunately, nothing remains today ofthe fabulous Abbasid

city ofBaghdad which was conceived as a circular complex with

four axial gates. ^ Samarra, occupied by the court between 836 and

892, has retained some of its monumental structures, including

the colossal mosque of al-Mutawakkil which is the largest re-

Hgious building in Islam. Without doubt the most significant

complex in Samarra is the great palace ofal-Mutasim, the Jausak

al-Khakani, which is adorned with the finest examples ofAbbasid

wall paintings and stucco decoration.^

The artistic features developed in Irak were introduced to

Egypt by the Tulunids (868-905-) who were the first to set up an

independent dynasty and obtain recognition from Baghdad.

Ahmad ibn Tulun, the founder, was a Turkish soldier in the

service of the caliphs. He was given the governorship of Egypt

and Syria and eventually established his own autonomous regime.

Egypt flourished under the brief rule of the Tulunids, and new

structures were added to the capital at Fustat on the outskirts of

modern Cairo. In the famous palace and mosque of Ahmad the

impact ofthe imperial art ofIrak is clearly visible.'^

Singular elements taken from the repertoire ofCoptic, Byzan-

tine, Roman and Sasanian traditions can still be detected in the

objects executed in this period. However, the final product is

indigenously Islamic, representing the aesthetics ofthe society.

With the exception ofKoranic manuscripts and ceramics, very

few examples ofearly Abbasid and Tulunid art are in existence.

The unique bronze incense burner and carved crystal flask in-

cluded in the exhibition are among the exceptionally rare pieces

which have survived (nos. 8 and 1 3).

The most significant expression ofIslam is found in the Koran,

the sacred book which is written in Arabic and contains the

teachings ofthe Prophet. Through its content and language, the

Koran is the singular indisputable power which unites the

Muslims around the world. The art ofthe Koran combines two of

the most outstanding contributions of the Arabs, namely cal-

Hgraphy and an abstract form ofdecoration, commonly called the

arabesque. Calligraphy, which perpetuates the word of God,

developed into the highest form of art under the Muslims. Due
to its sacred and mystical nature, it is employed on all forms

of religious and secular architecture and art.^ A similar feature

can be observed in the arabesque which, through the flow and

interaction of its geometric, floral and vegetal components,

creates a sense ofinfinity and omnipotence.^

According to tradition, sections of the Koran were written on

loose leaves and placed between wooden boards during the life-

time of the Prophet. The holy book was first compiled by Abu

Bakr and codified by Uthman ; the first Koranic illuminations are

attributed to Ali, the last ofthe orthodox caliphs.

In the execution of the book the Arabs followed the classical

model of a codex with bound quires. The earliest Korans con-

tained parchment leaves placed between wooden boards which

were covered with leather. The binding possessed flaps on three

sides, enabling it to be closed like a box. The oldest bookbindings,

found in Kairouan and dating from the 9th century, indicate that

the leather coverings were adorned with blind tooling and stamp-

ing. '° In the later examples pasteboard replaced the wooden core

and only the flap on the edge was retained (see no. 40).

The early Korans were oblong, or horizontal, in shape. They

were written in various types of angular script, collectively

called kufic^ rendered in black or dark brown ink with small red

dots used to indicate the diacritical marks." There are also

fragments of rare examples written in gold and silver on colored

parchment.

Illuminated roundels separating the verses and marginal orna-

ments marking the fifth and tenth verses seem to have been

employed in the formative years (no. i). Decorative bands placed

between the chapters initially contained only geometric or floral

motifs (no. 2), but in time, the title ofthe chapter and the number

of verses within that chapter began to be inserted into this zone

(no.3).

The next stage in Koranic decoration reveals full-page illumi-

nations which were incorporated into the manuscripts. They

appear alone or in pairs at the beginning or end of the books, or

are placed between the chapters (nos. 4 and y).

The illuminated chapter headings and full-page decorations

generally combine a rectangular field with a rounded ornament

which extends into the margin. This particular form has been

related to the tabula ansata which are rectangular tablets with

knob-shaped handles used to afiix them to the walls. The tablets

were employed for inscriptions in the Roman world as well as in

pre-Islamic Egypt and South Arabia. The tabula amata must have

been well known in the Islamic period since it is represented in a

14th-century painting (no. 5-0).

A cursive style of writing called naskhi appears to have co-

existed with the kufic script although the early Korans were

written in the latter. In time, paper was used instead of parch-

ment, the cursive style replaced the angular script, and the shape

of the Korans changed from horizontal to vertical (no, 7). The

earliest dated paper Koran was executed in 972 while the oldest

surviving manuscript written in naskhi was completed in 1000-01

.

The latterwork is also on paper and employs the vertical format. '

^



The precise dating of the early kufic Korans is impossible to

determine since the great Arab Hbraries in Baghdad, Cairo,

Medina and Tripoli were destroyed and complete manuscripts

with proper colophons giving their date and place of execution

were not preserved. Due to this reason, the identification of

regional styles is also problematic. However, some indication for

the dating of later Korans is provided by wakf, or donation,

notices which are affixed to the manuscripts. These notices are

useful in determining the terminus ante quem dates for a limited

number of examples. The oldest dedication bears the date

866' 3. Three other manuscripts were donated in the 88os and

eight have dated notices which fall within the first half of the

Ioth century.''*

The most remarkable achievement ofthe period is the appear-

ance of new techniques and themes on ceramics which were

created for the urban dweller and reflect the taste ofthe people.

A group ofwares reveals the impact ofChinese ceramics which

were imported to the Near East. The earliest record ofthe arrival

of Chinese wares occurs in an 1 1 th-century record which states

that a large shipment of porcelains was sent as a gift from the

governor ofKhorasan to CaHph Harun al-Rashid.'^ The Muslim

potters made imitations of the three-color-glazed T'ang pottery,

adorned with green, yellow and purple glazes, often enhanced by

incised decorations, as well as copies of the pure white wares.

Even though the shapes and white glazes of the latter show a

strong Chinese influence, their surface decorations employ the

artistic vocabulary of the age. These tin-glazed wares are gener-

ally adorned with inscriptions or arabesques, rendered in blue,

green or other colors (no. 9). This period also shows the first

appearance of cobalt blue used as a pigment for decoration, a

feature later employed by the celebrated blue and white Yiian

and Ming porcelains ofChina.

A second innovation of the Abbasid potters was luster paint-

ing, the greatest creation ofthe Muslim artists. "With this unique

technique, a prosaic piece ofearthenware was made to resemble a

sumptuous object through the use of silver and copper oxides

which produce shimmering metallic reflections. There exist few

polychrome examples with yellow, green, brown and red lusters.

However, due to the difficulty in execution, they are made in

limited quantities and abandoned in favor ofmonochrome green-

ish gold or brownish gold lusters.

The early monochrome lusterwares rely on metal prototypes

for their shape and decoration (no. 10). In time, luster began to be

applied as a pigment on the tin-glazed white surface, depicting

stylized animal and human figures (nos. 1 1 and 12).

Abbasid lusterwares were in great demand throughout the

Islamic world. The technique appears to have originated in the

capital of the Abbasids, as indicated by the excavations at Sam-

arra. Luster painting was introduced to Egypt by the Tulunids

and a number offragments were discovered in Fustat. ''^

The characteristic features of the two types of Abbasid pot-

tery represented in the exhibition include a cream-colored paste

which is covered by an opaque white glaze. The decoration,

either luster-painted or rendered in different colored pigments, is

applied over the glaze and fixed during a second firing. Molded

and carved pieces with relief decoration were also produced in

this period. These wares are either unglazed or covered with

monochrome glazes. '
^

Detail ofno. y
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I

Two Pages from a Koran

Ink, color and gold on parchment

Sth-pth century

Height: 24.5- cm.(9|J- in.)

Width (single folio): 33.0cm. (13 in.)

37.6i(r)-37.6h(v)
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These two pages belong to a

fragmentary parchment Koran

consisting ot ^ 2 fohos which include

\'erses 1 87 to 2 3j 3 from the second

chapter, Sura II, entitled The Con'. The
manuscript is written in dark brown
kitfic script with red diacritical marks.

Each folio contains five lines of text,

adorned with gold verse stops.

The passages on display pertain to

the obstacles and ordinances relating to

pilgrimage, verses 196 to 199. At the

end of the first line ofthe right folio

there is an illuminated ashira in the

margin which indicates every tenth

\'erse; it contains the word miatiiiii,

that is, "two hundred." Although the

following verse is 197 in contemporary

Korans, it is possible that the early

versions used a different system of

numbering the verses which may have

varied from one region to another.

These folios are representative of the

early Koranic manuscripts which

employ horizontal formats; the\' are

written in bold kufic script on

parchment and frequently use red

diacritics. These Korans also have

illuminated roundels indicating the

end of each \'erse and marginal

ornaments marking the fifth or tenth

verses of the chapters, thus aiding the

reader in locating the desired passages.

The identification ofthe provenance

and the precise dating ofthe early

kufic Korans are extremely difficult

since many examples are fragmentary

and there are no indications as to w here

or when they were copied. E\-en the

rare complete kufic Korans lack

proper colophons which would

normally gi\'e the date and place of

execution with the name ofthe

copyist.





Page from a Koran

Ink, color and gold on parchment

8th-9th century

Height; 28.3 cm.(i in.)

Width: 39-8cm.(iy-U-in.)

45'.i6v

This unusual folio uses dark brown

kufic script and red diacritical marks,

enclosed by white contour lines,

against a parchment sheet which has

been tinted blue. The four lines on top

ofthe page belong to the last two

verses ofSura xxi, entitled The

Prophets. In the middle ofthe second

line is a decorative rosette, separating

the verses.

The illuminated horizontal band

extending into the margins indicates

the beginning ofthe next chapter.

The Pilgrimage. The following seven

lines contain the hasnijlci and the first

two verses ofSura XXII. The hasmahi,

usually translated as "in the name

ofGod, the Merciful, the Com-
passionate," traditionally appears

at the beginning ofeach Koranic

chapter.

The illuminated band contains

several borders training a field

adorned with a braided pattern w hich

is painted in blue, green and red.

A series of gold ovals breaks the field

into 12 units. The band extends into

the left margin with an architectural

motif. On the right is a much larger

marginal ornament concei\ ed as a

naturalistic tree with two pome-

granates growing amidst green

and red leaves.

The blue pigment on the parch-

ment sheet has faded and flu-

darker outlines ofthe neutral zone

around the letters have virtually

disappeared. The verse stops, which

are indicated as three small diagonal

strokes, are only faintly visible.

The decorative band contains no

text and is employed as a separation

between the two chapters. The tact

that it does not possess the title ot the

following chapter indicates an early

form of Koranic illumination.

Manuscripts using colored

parchment are extremely rare. The

most renowned example is a Koran

which was w ritten in gold ink on

dark blue pai chment and presented to

the mosque in Mashhad by Caliph

al-Mamun (813-837). Several folios

from this work are now owned by

diverse collections." There is also an

unusual Sth-oryth-century page

written on red parchment in the

Metropolitan tvluseum ot Art, New
York.2o
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Page from a Koran

Ink, color and gold on parchment

8th-9th century

Height: 2 5.8 cm. (pf in.)

Width: ^s-S cm. (i 3^ in.)

30.6or

The kufic script written in dark hrown
ink with red diacritical marks is very

similar to that seen in no. i

.

The first three lines on the folio belong

to the last two verses ofSura xxxviii,

entitled Sad. A gold and green palmette

separates the verses and six gold dots,

forming a triangle, terminate

the chapter.

The magnificent illumination,

which divides the folio and extends

into the left margin, contains the title

ofthe next chapter, The Cumpaintfs,

Seventy-Two (verses). It is followed by
the basmala and the beginning ofthe

first verse ofSura xxxix.

The illuminated chapter heading has

a beaded border framing a field which

is adorned with gold leaves and

blossoms. The title ofthe chapter is

reserved in white and outlined in gold.

The large palmette in the margin,

composed offloral elements, is

reminiscent ofthe Sasanian motifs seen

in pre-Islamic art ofIran and Irak.

Touches ofgreen pigment appear in

the borders around the horizontal band

and the marginal ornament.

The development from a simple

illuminated band separating the

sections (as seen in no. 2) to one which

includes the title ofthe ensuing chapter

took place during early stages of

manuscript production. This example

belongs to one ofthe first Korans which

show illuminated chapter headings.

[18]
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Page from a Koran

Ink, color and gold on parchment

8ch-9th century

Height:2j.Scm.C9^-n.)

Width:iJ.jcm.(l}ftin.)
jo.fior •

The ^«;^c script written in dark brown
ink with red diacritical marks is very

similar to that seen in no. i.

The first three lines on the folio belong

to the last two verses ofSura XXXVUl,

entitled Sad. A gold and green palmette

separates the verses and six gold dots,

forming a triangle, terminate

the chapter.

The magnificent illumination,

which divides the folio and extends

into the left margin, contains the title

ofthe next chapter, The Companies,

Seveiiry-TjTo^vcrSQs). It is followed by
the hasmala and the beginning ofthe

first verse ofSura XXXIX.

The illuminated chapter heading has

a beaded border framing a field which
is adorned with gold leaves and

blossoms. The title ofthe chapter is

reserved in white and outlined in gold.

The large palmette in the margin,

composed offloral elements, is

reminiscent ofthe Sasanian motifs seen

m pre-Islamic art ofIran and Irak.

Touches ofgreen pigment appear in

the borders around the horizontal band
and the marginal ornament.

The development from a simple

illuminated band separating the

sections (as seen in no. 2) to one which
includes the titleofthe ensuing chapter

took placeduringearly stages of

manuscript production. This example
belongs to one ofthe first Korans which
show illuminated chapter headings.
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Page from a Koran

Color and golden parchment

9th century

Height: 1 2.2 cm. (4 jj! in.)

Width : 19.0 cm. (7^ in.)

37.1IV

A further development in manuscript

decoration involves the appearance

offull-page illuminations placed at

the beginning or at the end ot the

chapters. The folio, which exemplifies

this trend, is decorated on both sides

with illuminated rectangular panels

attached to large marginal ornaments.

The side on display (above left) was

originally placed at the beginning of a

chapter. The rectangular illumination

is composed ofa scries ofbands, framed

by a border tilled with palmettes.

The central portion is di\ ided into two
units by a braid, encircled by thick

strips which intersect at inter\'als.

Each ofthe two units is adorned with

varying types ofintcrlacing patterns.

A circular ornament, decorated with

stylized leaves and twisting stems,

extends into the right margin. Aside

from an abundant use ot gold, touches

ofgreen, black and blue appear in the

rectangular portion as well as in the

marginal ornament.

The other side of the folio (above

right) is less elaborately decorated and

possesses an almost identical design.

The rectangular panel shows two

braided bands w hich enclose units



adorned with loosely executed floral

scrolls. The palmette extending, into

the left margin is also less ornate.

Illuminated rectangular panels with

rounded marginal ornaments found

in early Korans are thought to be

related to the tablets which were used

lor inscriptions in pre-Islamic times

(see the tablet held by the scribe in

no. ^o).

The decoration of this folio combines

the geometric motifs found in Eastern

Christian manuscripts and mosaics

with thewinged palmetteand fluttering

ribbons or scar\'es seen in Sasanian art.

f^>l
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Page from a Koran

Color and gold on parchment

pth-ioth century

Height: 20.5^ cm. (81V in.)

Width: 29.1 cm.(ii5in.)

52.62r

This page, originally placed at the

beginning ofa Koranic section, contains

seven lines oftext on the back, written

in dark brown knfic script with red

diacritics. Although more elaborately

decorated than the previous full-page

illumination (no. 4), it employs the

same principle. A large palmette

extends into the margin and the

horizontally placed rectangular panel

is composed ofa series ofbraided bands

separated by wide strips which

intersect at intervals and break the

field into smaller units. These units,

grouped in threes, repeat the rect-

angular format and are alternately

filled with two different types of

interlacing patterns.

The palmette in the margin is

composed ofhighly stylized leaves,

blossoms and branches. A thin blue

line frames both the palmette and the

rectangular panel while touches of

blue and green are used to accentuate

various portions of the composition.

The combination ofa rectangular

field utilizing geometric motifs and a

rounded marginal ornament filled

with floral elements also appears in a

fragmentary Koran which contains a

note stating that the manuscript was

donated by Abd al-Munim ibn Ahmad
in Damascus in 9 1 1 .-^ The date for the

above example, terminus ante quern, is

extremely useful in tracing the

development offull-page illuminations.

[22]
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Page from a Koran

Color and gold on parchment
9tli-iothccntur}'

Height:20.jcm.(8Ain.)

Width:29.icm.(iijin.)

j2.62r

This page, originally placed at the

bcginningofa Koranic section, contains

seven lines ot text on the back, written

in dark brown In^c script with red

diacritics. Although more elaborately

decorated than the previous full-page

illumination (no. 4), it employs the

same principle. A large palmctte

extends into the margin and the

horizontally placed rectangular panel

is composed ofa series ofbraided bands

separated by wide strips which

incerscctatinter\'3lsand break the

field into smaller units. These units,

grouped in threes, repeat the rect-

angular format and are alternately

filled with two different types of

interiacingpatterns.

The palmctte in the margin is

composed ofhighly stylized leaves,

blossoms and branches. A thin blue

line frames both the palmctte and the

rectangular panel while touches of

blue and green are used to accentuate

various portions ofthe comfX)sirion.

The combination ofa rectangular

field utilizing geometric motifs and a

rounded marginal ornament filled

with floral elements also appears in a

fragmentary Koran which contains a

note stating that the manuscript was
donated by Abd al-Munim ibn Ahmad
in Damascusinpi 1.2' The date for the

abo\'e example, Urmiiius aiile quern, is

extremely useful in tracing the

development offull-page illuminations.

[27.\
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Page from a Koran

Ink, color and gold on parchment

pth-ioth century

Height: :2.4cm. (8|| in.)

Width: 29.4cm. (i ifin.)

29.71V

The single folio from a Koran has 17

lines written in black ink with red

diacritics and gold verse stops. The
side on display contains verses s

through 1 2 from Sura xxn, Tlv

Ptlahmao-e. Toward the end ofthe i uh
line is a square gold ashira mark which

indicates the beginning ofthe loth

verse. Three small dots placed on an

angle appear at the end ofeach verse.

Comparison with Korans executed

about a century earlier(nos. i-3)shows

that the horizontal format is still

retained and the text is written in the

same black or dark brown kufic script

with red diacritical marks. However,

the letters have become smaller and less

spaciously placed ; the entire folio is

tightly composed, including consider-

ably more lines per page.

[Ml
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P-ipc frnm a Komn
Ink, color and gold on parclir

9tli-ioth century

HciBln:22.4cni.(8^3in.)

\Vidth::9-4cm.(iigin.)

Tlic single folio from a Koran has 1

7

lines written in black ink with red

diacritics and gold verse stops, Tlic

side on display contains verses y

til rough 12 from Sura XXii, The

I'll^nma^e. Toward the end of the 1 jth

line is a square gold asbira mark which

indicates thebeginningofilic loth

\ erst. Three small dots placed on an

Ltngle appearat the end ofeach verse.

Comparison with Korans executed

ahuut a century earlier (nos. i-5)shows

that the horiz-ontal format is still

ret-nned and the text is written in the

same black or dark brown ktifx script

with red diacritical marks. However,

the letters have become smaller and less

spaciously placed ; the entire folio is

tightly composed, including consider-

ably more lines per page.
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Two Pages from a Koran

Ink, color and gold on parchment

North Africa, i ^th century

Height: i6.> cm. (6^ in.)

Width (single folio) : i cm. (6^ in.)

29.68v-29.69v

Both folios contain seven lines ofscript

written in dark brown ink with green,

blue and yellow orthographical marks.

Gold knots are used to indicate \ erse

stops and the khamsj, which marks the

fifth verse, is rendered as an illuminated

leaf The passages are from Sura v,

The Food, verses i y through 18.

The script used here is commonly
called maghnhi and refers to a particular

style used in the Maghrib, that is,

North Africa and Spain. The mai^hnbt

script is more flowing than the angular

kufic and shows a tendency to

elaborate the roundness and the

elongation ofcertain letters.-- It is

more closely related to the cursive

styles such as thuluth and naskhi which

were fully developed by this time.

The vertical format ofthese folios

represents a development in the

production ot manuscripts which

evolved around the 1 1 th century.

Vertical manuscripts gradually

replaced those using the horizontal

format and began to be written on

paper instead ofparchment. The text

was rendered in various styles of the

cursive script with full orthographical

marks, kufic being reserved for the title

pages and chapter headings.

Although these folios are executed on

parchment, which remained in fashion

longer in the Maghrib, they reflect the

contemporary trend in manuscript

production by employing the vertical

format and a complete set ofortho-

graphic signs.

k

[26J
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Incense Burner

Bronze, cast in sections

Egypt, 8th-9th century

Height: ^i.^' cm.(i2jin.)

Width: 2 1.2 cm. (8|in.)

Length (including handle) : 40.8 cm.

(i6,Vin.)

The overall shape of this unusual

object resembles a square building

surmounted bv a large central dome
w itii additional smaller domes placed

on the four corners. The incense burner

rests on four legs, each ofwhich is

adorned with the head ofa lion or

griffin, placed above a large paw. The
long handle terminates w ith an

ibex, the front legs ofwhich are

missing. Of the original five eagles

perched on the pinnacles ofthe domes,

only those on two of the smaller domes

have been preser\ ed.

The piece is extremely ornate with a

scries ofroundels, braids, interlacing

bands, and otlier geometric and floral

elements covering the entire surface.

Two rows ofcrenellations encircle the

top and bottom of the square body

w hich is in twoequal parts and joined

by hinges, allowing it to be opened.

The incense was burned in the hollow-

square portion with its tumes escaping

from the holes on the body and domes.

This example diH'ers from both

know n Coptic and Islamic incense

burners. The former tend to be domed
cylindrical or square-shaped objects

surmounted by animals or pyramidical

roots. Early Islamic incense burners are

closely related to the CJoptic ones and

possess long handles attached to

cylindrical bodies which areotten

topped by a single dome.--' The birds

on the finials, and the paws and animal

masks on the legs have parallels in

Coptic art whereas the long handle and

large dome can be found in the early

Islamic objects.

There are no extant buildings of the

period w hich could have been used as

the model tor the f reer piece. Although

the Byzantine plan ofa square

surmounted by five domes can be

traced to the 9th century, the

remaining examples ofarchitecture and

small church furniture employing this

feature are from a later period. The
earliest Islamic structure showing five

domes on a square is the 10th-century

Mausoleum ofIsmail the Samanid in

Bukhara. The prototype for this

incense burner was most likely either

a Christian building or a church

implement whicli imitated such a

structure, both ofwhich no longer

exist.

This singular incense burner reveals

an interesting transition between

Coptic and Islamic art. Decorative

motifs such as interlacing bands and

braids are reminiscent ofthe themes

employed in contemporary manuscript

illummations(nos. 4and y).







Incense Burner

Bronze, cast in sections

Egypt, 8th-9th century

Height: }i.ycm.(i3iin.)

Width;2i.2cm.(8gin.)

Length (including handle) : 40.S c

(16A in.)

The overall shapeufchisunusunl

ohject resembles a square huildin^

surmounted hy a large central dome
with additional smaller domes placed

on the four corners. The incense burner

rests on four legs, each ofwhich is

adorned with the head ofa lion or

griffin, placed above a large paw. The
iong handle terminates with an

ibex, the Iront legs ofwhich arc

missing. (.)fthe original five eagles

perched on the pinnacles ofthe domes,

only those on two ofthc smaller domes

have been preserved.

The piece is extremely ornate with a

series ofroundels, braids, interlacing

bands, and other geometric and Horal

elements covering the entire surface.

Two rows ofcrenellations encircle the

top and bottom nfthe square body

which is in two equal parts and joined

by hinges, allowing it to be opened.

l*he incense was burned in the hollow

square portion with its fumes escaping

fnini the holes on the body and domes.

This exampleditfers from both

known {Jopticand Islamic incense

burners. The former tend to be domed
cylindrical or square-shaped objects

surmounted by animals or pyramidical

roofs, liarly Islamic incense burners arc

closely related to the Coptic ones and

possess long handles attached to

cylindrical bodies which arc often

topped by a single dome." The birds

on the finials, and the paws and animal

masks on the legs have parallels in

Coptic art whereas the long handle and

large dome can be found in the early

Islamicobjects.

There are no extant buildings ofthc

peril id w liich could have been used as

the model li)r the f rcer piece. Although

the ISyzantine plan ot a square

nted by five domes can be

traced to the 9th century, the

remaining examples ofarchitecture and

small church furniture employing this

feature are from a later period. The
earliest Islamic structure showing five

domes on a square is the 10th-century

Mausoleum ofIsmail the Samanid in

Bukhara. The prototype for this

incense burner was most likely either

a Christian building or a church

implement which imitated such a

structure, both ofwhich no longer

exist.

This singular incense burner re\

an interesting transition between

Coptic and Islamic art. Decorative

motifs such as interlacing bands and

braids are reminiscent ofthe themes

employed in contemporary manuscript

illuminations (nos. 4 and 5-).
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Bowl
Overglaze painted in blue

Irak, 9th century

Height: 6.0 cm. in.)

Diameter: 20.5 cm. (8^ in.)

66.11

Two ofthe characteristic features of

early Islamic pottery are represented

in this bowl which reveals the first use

ofcobalt blue and the abstract design

composed ofgeometric and floral

elements.

The piece has a fine cream-colored

paste which is covered by an opaque

white glaze. The decoration, applied

over the glaze, employs a sym-

metrical composition. Stylized

leaves and palmcttes surround a

diamond-shaped unit which contains

a three-petaled blossom. The blue

pigment is used to outline the

elements, some ofwhich arc fully

painted while others are filled with

diagonal strokes.

The bowl belongs to a group of

tin-glazed wares which are decorated

with irregular splashes ofcolor.

stylized palmettes, floral elements,

geometric designs and inscriptions.

Although their shapes and opaque

w hite glazes reflect the influence of

Chinese wares exported to the Near

East, their decorative repertoire is

definitely ofIslamic origin.

Many similar examples have been

found in Samarra"^ as well as in Syria,

Egypt and Iran. This type ofware is

thought to have originated in Irak and

was either exported to the other lands

and imitated by local potters, or pro-

duced by itinerant Iraki craftsmen.

10

Plate

Moulded and covered with golden

luster

Irak, 9th century

Height: 2.8 cm. (i J in.)

Diameter: 28.0cm. (1 1 in.)

One ofthe most significant con-

tributions ofthe Abbasid period

is the creation ofluster which enabled

the potters to imitate the expensive

metal objects used by the members

ofthe court. The shapes and

decorations ot early lusterwares

clearly reflect their models, as seen

on this example which attempts to

simulate a gold repousse plate

with a flat base.

The decoration w as applied with

a mold which left the outlines ofthe

motifs, and the bosses and strokes, in

low relief Three zones filled with

roundels and braids appear on the

shallow walls. The inner surfice

reveals a symmetrical design with

interlacing bands and winged

palmettes evolving from a central

four-petaled rosette. Both the

interior and exterior are covered

with golden luster while irregular

splashes ofgreen are applied to the

four palmettes and to the four knots

placed between them.

Similar molded lusterwares have

been exca\'ated in Samarra and

Susa-'. The Freer plate is said to have

been found at the latter site.





II

Large Bowl
Overglaze painted in golden luster

Irak, loth century

Height : 9.9 cm. (3I in.)

Diameter 37.9 cm. (14^ in.)

2r.6

Around the loth century the potters

started using figural compositions to

decorate their lusterwares. The
stylistic features of this bowl
characterize a group ofIraki wares

which was exported as far west as

Brahminabad in Pakistan and as far

castas Madinah al-Zahrain Spain.

These wares have a series oflarge

circles with dots and dashes adorning

the exterior walls. A scalloped band
encircles the inner rim while a highly

stylized animal or human figure

appears in the center; the main motifs

are enclosed by white contour

bands and minute dots fill in the

background. Inscriptions, generally

bestowing good wishes, are found both

on the exterior and in terior. The pieces

have a cream-colored paste covered by
an opaque white tin glaze over which
the luster was applied.

The Freer bowl, one ofthe largest

examples ofthis type, represents a

bearded man playing a lute. He sits

cross-legged in the center ofthe bowl
and wears a peaked cap on his head.

A long branch terminating with a leaf

appears on the left and on the upper

right is a cartouche containing the

words J jr>j' that is, "trust (in

God) and." The background is

filled with dots while the figure, branch

and the scalloped border on the rim are

enclosed by white bands.

The exterior shows six concentric

circles with irregular dots and strokes

filling the voids. On the base there is

another inscription which reads

or "blessing."

Courtly musicians playing lutes

are one ofthe most common themes

found in early Abbasid art. They are

represented on the wall paintings of

Samarra^* and on medals struck by two
caliphs ofBaghdad, al-Muktadir

(908-9^ 2) and al-Muti (946-974)."
An identical figure appears on a

luster-painted bowl in the Islamic Art

Museum, Cairo, as well as on several

fragmentary pieces ofpottery.







Large Bowl

Overglaze painted in golden luster

Irak, loth century

Height:9-9Cfn.(?gin.)

Diameter j^.pcm. (14! in.)

Around the loth centurj' the potters

started using figural compositions to

decorate their lusterwares. The
stylistic features ofthis bowl

characterize a group oflraki wares

whicli was exported as far west as

Brahminabad in Pakistan and as far

s Madinah al-Zahra in Spain.

These wares have a series oflarge

circles with dots and dashes adorning

the exterior walls. A scalloped band

encircles theinncrrim while a highly

stylized animal or human figure

appears in the center; the main motils

are enclosed by white contour

bands and minute dots fill in the

background. Inscriptions, generally

bestowing good wishes, are found both

on theexterior and interior. The pieces

have a cream-colored paste covered by

an opaque white tin glaze over which

the luster was applied.

The Freer bowl, one of the largest

examples ofthis type, represents a

bearded man playing a lute. He sits

cross-legged in the cen ter ofthe bowl

and wears a peaked cap on his head.

A long branch terminating with a leaf

apfjears on the left and on the upper

right is a cartouche containing the

words J JSV that is, "trust (in

God) and." The background is

tilled with dots while the figure, branch

and the scalloped border on the rim arc

enclosed by white bands.

The exterior shows six concentric

circles with irregular dots and strokes

filling the voids. On the base there is

another inscription which reads iT^^

or "blessing."

Courtly musicians playing lutes

eofthe most common thci

found in early Abbasid art. They are

represented on the wall paintings of

Samarra" and on medals struck by two

caliphs ofBaghdad, al-Muktadir

(908-9^) and al-Muti (946-974)."

An identical figure appears on a

I us ter-pain ted bowl in the Islamic Art

Museum, Cairo, as well as on several

fragmentar)' pieces ofpotter)'.**
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Talljar

Overglaze painted in brownish gold

luster

Irak, loth century

Height: 28.2 cm. (i i |in.)

Diameter: 25.2 cm. (9^in.)

T3-90

Another example ofmonochrome
lusterware combines human and
animal figures with geometric and
floral motifs. The narrow neck ofthe

jar reveals a scalloped band on the

inner side while circles and strokes

appear on the exterior. The shoulder

has a zone filled with dotted circles,

known as the "peacock's eye" motif

frequently seen on early Abbasid

lusterwares. This zone is interrupted

by four vertical strips containing

stylized trees. The strips extend to

the base ofthe jar and divide the

body into four equal compartments.
Four lugs executed in reliefare

applied between these strips.

Two alternating scenes decorate

the body ofthe jar. One set represents

two superimposed birds with large

ribbons fluttering from their heads.

The animals hold leaves in their beaks

and have pearl collars around their

necks. Each ofthe remaining panels

shows a human figure attired in a long

hooded garment. The personages

wear large earrings and neckbands and
have belts decorated with roundels.

With both hands they hold a rope or

chain which appears to hang from their

inclined heads.

The figures and their activities are

not properly identified. Either the

potter copied an image without fully

understanding its meaning and mis-

represented it, or the significance of

the scenes is not comprehensible to us





Flask

Carved rock crystal with enameled

gold mount
Egypt, 9th-ioth century

Height (crystal): io.ocm.(5-}f in.)

Height (with mount): 1^.2 cm. (6 in.)

Width (crystal) : 6.6 cm. (if in.)

Depth (crystal): 3.7 cm. (if in.)

49.14

The flat and oval-shaped vessel

is decorated on both sides with

symmetrically arranged and highly

stylized floral motifs. An axial stem

CN'olving from two pairs ot winged

palmettes forms a ring in the center

and terminates with an arrow-shaped

unit. The palmette tree commonly
called the "tree oflife," is flanked by a

pair oflarge S-shaped elements, the

volutes ofwhich are filled with

additional winged palmettes.

The flask is encased in a fine gold

mount, decorated with polychrome

enamels. The piece once belonged to

the collection ofthe Hapsburg

Emperor Rudolph II (i 5-76-161 2), one

ofthe greatest art collectors of his

period. The mount, which is dated

around 1600, was made at his court in

Vienna.

The technique ofcarving rock

crystals was perfected during the

Sasanian period and continued into the

early Islamic times. The majority ofthe

Islamic pieces have been preserved in

the West, used as reliquaries in

churches or collected by the members
ofthe aristocracy.

The chronological development and

provenance ofa vast number ofcarved

rock crystals have yet to be solved.

Stylistic evidences indicate that the

pieces were executed between the 9th

and 1 1 th centuries in Irak and in

Egypt. Literary references mention

that Basra produced carved crystals

and the treasury ofthe Fatimids in

Cairo possessed between 1 8,000 and

36,000 items. Although close to 200

pieces are known today, only three can

be dated through their inscriptions

:

two ofthese refer to Fatimid caliphs

and the third gives the title ofa well-

known H,gyptian commander.^" The
excavations in Irak have not yielded

examples ofcarved crystals but

fragments of"crystal glass" - that is,

cut glass - found in Samarra reveal a

similar technique.

A number ofearly rock crystals are

adorned with winged palmettes or

split leaves which are related to the

architectural decoration ofSamarra as

well as to Tulunid woodwork and

stucco. These crystals pieces, mostly

parts ot Christian reliquaries, chess-

men or bottles, are attributed to

the 9th and 1 oth centuries and assigned

to the short-lived Tulunid (868-907)

and Ikhshidid (93 7-969) dynasties.

Two carved rock crystals with the

same shape are in the Church ofSanta

Chiara, Assisi,^- and in the Victoria and

Albert Museum, London. The
former is decorated with a palmette

tree which also appears on several

other rock crystal bottles, ewers and

cups as well as on contemporary carved

glass vessels.'^

The majority ofcarved rock crystals

are thought to have been executed

during the Fatimid period which was

renowned for the production of

sumptuous and expensive objects. The
Freer flask represents a rare type ot

luxury object used in the courts of

pre-Fatimid Egypt.

The winged palmette as well as the

styiiz-cd tree seen on the Freer piece

can be found on the manuscript

illuminations and the ceramics ofthe

period (nos. 3-7,9, 10 and 12).
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The Fatimid dynasty (909-1 171) originated with Ubaidallah

who came to North Africa from Syria and estabHshed an independ-

ent Shiite caHphate in the newly-founded city ofal-Mahdiya near

Tunis, The name of the family derives from Fatima, daughter of

the Prophet and wife of Ali, whose descendants were claimed by
the Shiites as the only rightful caliphs.

The Fatimids gained considerable strength in North Africa and

soon extended into Sicily, Egypt, Palestine, Syria and Arabia.

In 969 their illustrious generalJawhar entered Fustat and laid the

foundations for the new capital, al-Kahira, or Cairo.

The dynasty reached the peak ofits political power during the

long reign of Caliph al-Mustansir (1036-94). However, it was

continually threatened by two outside forces, the Seljuks and the

Crusaders. With the loss of Sicily and the major centers of Syria

and Palestine, the empire of the Fatimids was gradually reduced

to Egypt. Towards the middle of the 12 th century the regime

started to crumble internally and in 1 168 Cairo was besieged by
the Crusaders. The Fatimids sought the aid of the Zengids who
had grown strong in Syria, replacing the Seljuks. This proved to

be fatal since a few years after the Zengids entered Cairo, their

famous leader Salah al-Din, or Saladin, put an end to the Fatimid

caliphate and established his own dynasty.

Under the Fatimid rule, Egypt witnessed a remarkable eco-

nomic and cultural vitality, and became the center of learning.

Cairo produced some of the finest works of art in the history

of Islamic civilization, rivaUng Baghdad in its creativity. The
rivalry also extended to religious and political spheres, with

Cairo becoming the seat of the Shiite caliphate, in opposition to

Baghdad which was the center ofthe Sunnite caliphs.

The monumental religious architectural works ofthe Fatimids,

such as the mosques ofal-Azhar, al-Hakim and al-Akmar, are still

standing and thoroughly documented.' The great palaces have

been destroyed, but the existing examples ofcarved woodwork,
textiles, ceramics, wall paintings, ivory, glass and metalwork

provide a glimpse of the magnificence that once surrounded the

Fatimid court.^

The best preserved series ofarchitectural paintings outside of

Egypt is found in the Cappella Palatina in Palermo, the private

chapel ofRoger 11, the king of Sicily.^ The spectacular mukarnas,

or honeycomb, ceiling is covered with scores of panels which

represent various courtly activities, genre episodes and religious

scenes, following the stylistic features developed in the Muslim
world. These paintings, completed around 1 140, are attributed to

Arab artists brought to Sicily by Roger n.

Very few examples of Fatimid manuscript illustrations have
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survived, but the painting tradition of the period can be recon-

structed from the compositions seen on wall paintings, ceramics,

ivorf and woodcarvings. Its stylistic characteristics reveal that

certain elements associated with early Abbasid and Seljuk art

are combined with unique interest in realistic representation.'^

Figures are portrayed in motion, participating in a variety of

activities, and placed within a well-defined space. In the execu-

tion of figures volume is emphasized as well as movement. The

art of the Fatimids reflects the influence of Irak, as well as a

fascination with realism which appears to have been indigenous

to Egypt.

This preoccupation is clearly demonstrated by an episode in-

volving a competition between an Egyptian and an Iraki painter

that took place at the court ofCaliph al-Mustansir around lop.

The Egyptian portrayed a dancing girl about to enter a niche in

the wall by painting her in white against a black ground. His

opponent depicted the girl coming out of the wall by rendering

her in a red dress against a yellow niche. Those present judged

the work of the Egyptian painter far more remarkable and

successful. 5 This episode indicates that the painting styles of

Egypt and Irak were quite similar and were based on contrast-

ing colors. Yet the Egyptians placed more emphasis on realistic

representation with an appreciation ofvolume, space and move-

ment by both the artists and spectators.

The naturalistic mode coexisted with the more traditional

Islamic style which is almost two-dimensional in comparison and

relies upon stylized figures, arabesques and inscriptions. Both

trends can be studied in Fatimid ceramics which were produced

in abundance and are by far the largest group ofobjects executed

in this period.*^

Fatimid pottery is characterized by a buff"-coloredpastecovered

by an opaque white glaze. The luster, applied over the glaze,

tends to be golden or reddish in tone. The most prevalent shapes

are plates with flattened rims and bowls with flared sides. The
decoration appears in the center, enclosed by a band on the rim.

The designs show either radial or cross patterns, utilizing

inscriptions (no. i and floral motifs (no. 1 8), or central composi-

tions with animal and human figures (nos. i6 and 17). An out-

standing feature is the realistic representation ofhuman figures,

such as dancers and hunters, taken from the courtly cycle.

Only two Fatimid ceramics have inscriptions which enable

us to date them. One fragmentary piece bears the name ofGaban,

who was the commander-in-chiefofal-Hakim (996-1021), while

on the second piece the artist includes the name ofanother owner,

Hasan Ikbal al-Hakimi, who served the same caliph.

^

There are also a number ofFatimid pieces, signed by potters

named Sad, Ibrahim and MusHm.^

In contrast to luster-painted ceramics, few examples ofFatimid

metalwork still exist, the most monumental being the large

bronze griffin in Pisa, thought to have been brought to Italy by

the Crusaders. The liveliness and naturalism seen in the repre-

sentation of the human figures can also be observed in the rare

figurines ofrabbits, Hons and deer which are often adorned with

arabesques.

9

Hardly any ofthe luxurious gold utensils and jewelry made for

the court have survived. The bracelet in the exhibition,is an ex-

ceptional example ofthe art ofthe goldsmith (no. 14).
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14 The large oval bracelet, or armlet, is

Armlet constructed as a hollow tube which is

Gold, hammered and chased joined together on the inner side with a

Syria, 1 1 th century seam that has been camouflaged by

the decoration. The circular clasp.

Maximum diameter: 1 2 .9 cm. (s^^ in.) built with several units, is held by a

Height ofclasp: 4.9 cm. (i || in.) draw pin. There is a hinge atone side

48.2
J'

ofthe armlet which allows it to be

iully opened. Twisted ropes, filigree

units and beads adorn the clasp while

bands ot inscriptions, angular ridges

The clasp contains a central diamond-
shaped unit with four small corner

domes around a setting for a large gem.
The surrounding circular portion

reveals four larger domes alternating

with the same number ofsettings.

Unfortunately, the five gems which
once adorned this piece are no longer

preserved. The inner side ofthe clasp

is decorated with fine filigree work.

Eleven bands of^'«/(c inscriptions

encircling the armlet bestow a series of

good wishes. The first six phrases read

in the same direction while the

remaining fi\'e are reversed. The
inscriptions, beginning from the left of

the clasp, read:

. . . J|(2) Jl ^l(l)

. . .
JUiUJI ^..-Jl(4)

. . .
Jl(3)

. . .
Jl ^'UJ! >JI(6)

iLlSOl ir^Jl(7)

liAjJl i^l(8)

:.l^l(ll)

CiJ) rutor y, . . . iiuredui/g,

. . . iiunuaiiii^, (^^^erer-Listiii;^ life, . .
.,

CO triumphant rn tory, perpetuity,

(^6^ eternal ir^lory, goml jartune, . .
.

,

(^yjlperfeet hleniii;^,

CS) complete jaror, [interrupted hy the hii/i^e]

C9J) complete piy, Cj oj) dhundaiit favor,

(^1 l^happiiiea.

Very few ofthe sumptuous gold

objects executed in the Fatimid period

exist today. The provenance and the

date ofthe remaining pieces have not

been properly determined
; they are

assigned either to Syria or Egypt and
attributed to the i ith or 12th century.

The Freer armlet is said to have been

found in Syria together with two other

similar pieces, one ofwhich entered the

Damascus Museum. A related piece is

owned by the Metropolitan Museum of

Art, New York,!" and another less

ornate example is in the Benaki

Museum, Athens.

These rather large bracelets were
either placed on the wrists, over

the cuffs, or were used as armlets on the

upper arms. They may have also been

worn as anklets.
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Bowl

Overglaze painted in reddish luster

Egypt, early 12 th century

Height: 8.9 cm. (3^ in.)

Diameter: 21.0 cm. (8;^ in.)

36.2

The technique ofluster painting,

established in Irak in the 9th and loth

centuries, was transported into Kgypt
and continued to be employed in the

Fatimid period. Fatimid lusterwares

have a buff-colored paste, but they also

use an opaque white glaze over w hich

the luster is applied. The majority

ofthe pieces are bowls and plates

with thin bands on the rims which

enclose hgural compositions, Horal

decorations or inscriptions.

Calligraphy used to decorate objects

and to bestow good wishes is character-

istic ofIslamic art, particularly in

ceramics. The interior of this bowl is

divided into four equal compartments
by bands ot inscriptions which are

rendered in a highly ornate /'«/;f script

and adorned with arabesques. These
bands contain the words -*J

or "pleasure" and "wealtii." The
combination ofthese two words can

also be interpreted as an abundance

ofsweet-tasting things, such as wine,

which would be an appropriate

message to place inside a bowl.

The word or "happiness"

appears in the center of the piece as

well as in the four compartments. It is

also repeated once on the exterior walls.

The spelling ofthis word is identical to

the manner in which the potter Sad

signs his name. This potter is

believed to have worked in Fustat in

the middle ofthe 1 1 th century.^- With
the exception ot an example

representing a priest holding an

incense burner,'^ all the pieces

bearing his signature are fragmentary

and their decorations do not relate

to the Freer bowl. Thus, it is very

difficult to determine whether the

inscriptions on this piece bestow

"happiness" to the owner or repeat

a proper name. However, it is possible

that those inside the bowl are

messages ofgood wishes while the

word on the exterior is meant to be the

signature ofthe artist. This type of

ambiguity and word play is

frequently encountered in Islamic art.

Ifwe can assume that the signature

ofa potter named Sad appears on the

bowl, then the problem ot identifying

him with the Sad ofthe mid-i 1 th

century arises. Until more intact pieces

are discovered, it is not possible to

determine whether all the works

bearing this name belong to the same

person. It is feasible that the artist of

the Freer bowl was inspired by the

earlier Fatimid master and used the

same style in signing his name.

The lack ofcomparable material

makes the date and provenance of this

bowl difficult to establish. It was

executed during the later part ofthe

Fatimid rule, between the 1 1 th and

1 2 th centuries, either in Syria or

Egypt. The attribution to Egypt is

based on few comparable pieces

discovered there. ^*

Since luster painting is applied over

the glaze, it often wears offafter

frequent use. In this example, parts of

the reddish luster have been abraded,

leaving a yellow stain.
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Bowl
Overglaze painted in golden and

reddish luster

Egypt, 1 2 th century

Height: 6.7 cm. (jf in.)

Diameter: 26.1 cm. (10^ in.)

46.30

A number ofFatimid lusterwares

represent courtly activities or genre

episodes, as seen in this example which

portrays a dancing girl flanked by two

wine jars. Holding scarves in her hands

and touching the ground with one

knee, the figure performs a dance

still seen in the Near East. The
"peacock's eye" motifin the

background, pearl bands on the jars

and the wide contour panels around the

main elements can be traced to early

Abbasid pottery (nos. 1 1 and 1 2). The
theme ofa dancer with scarves,

surrounded by jars, can also be found

on the wall paintings ofSamarra.^*

The lively depiction ofthe dancer in

motion, contrasting with the static

representation ofearlier figures, is one

ofthe distinguishable features of

Fatimid art. The figure has a three-

dimensional quality which creates a

sense ofmovement and suggests an

understanding ofspatial values.

The dancer is commonly represented

in Fatimid art and appears on ceramics,

ivories, woodwork and wall paintings

in an almost identical posture."

The exterior ofthe bowl is

decorated with irregular diagonal

strokes painted in reddish luster. It is

interesting to note that both golden

and reddish luster appear on one piece.
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Bowl
Ovcrglazc painted in golden and

reddish luster

Egypt, 12th century

Height:6.7cni.C2Sin.)

Diameter: 26.1 cm.(io^e in.)

46. JO

A number ofFatimid lustcrwares

episodes, as seen in this example which

portrays a dancing girl flanked by two

uine jars. Holding scarves in her hands

and touching the ground with one

knee, the figure performs a dance

still seen in the Near East. The
"peacock's eye" motifin the

background, pearl bands on the jars

and the wide contour panels around the

main elements can be traced to early

Abbasid pottery (nos. 1 1 and i The
theme ofa dancer with scarves,

surrounded by jars, can also be found

on the wall pain tings ofSamarra.'*

The lively depiction ofthe dancerin

motion, contrasting with the static

representation ofearlier figures, is one

of the distinguishable features of

Fatimid art. The figure has a three-

dimensional quality which creates a

sense ofmovement and suggests an

understanding ofspatial values.

The dancer is commonly represented

n Fatimid art and appears on ceramics,

vories, woodwork and wall paintings

n an almost identical posture."

The exterior ofthe bowl is

decorated with irregular diagonal

strokes painted in reddish luster. It is

interesting to note that both golden

and reddish lusterappearon one piece.
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Large Bowl

Overglazc painted in golden luster

Egypt, 1 2 th eentury

Height: 7.0 cm. (2 J in.)

Diameter: 38.5 cm. (i in.)

41.12

Another theme found on Fatimid

lusterwares is the princely hunter, as

seen on this bowl. The youthful rider

holds a hawk in one hand while leading

his mount with the other. His turban

and garments are decorated with

\-arying motifs as are the trappings

of his horse and saddle. Similar to the

previous example, a wide contour

panel appears around the main

personage while the surrounding

area is filled with "peacock's eye"

motifs.

The flattened rim ofthe plate

possesses a kufic inscription, enclosed

by a scalloped band. Since portions

ofthe rim have been restored, the

inscription is not complete:

Perfect bletsing and completeJtiriir anJ

prosperity ami happiness and sajety and . .

.

good health and complete joy to the omier,

may he he saved from evil.

The exterior is decorated with

circles and strokes, similar to early

Abbasid lusterwares (no. 1 1). On the

base there is another inscription

which is interpreted as or "made
in Misr" - that is, Cairo or Egypt.

This phrase also appears on other

Fatimid pieces.

An identical subject, rendered in

luster, decorates a fragmentary bowl

owned by the Arab Museum, CJairo.^"

The similarities seen in the postures

ofthe youthful riders and in the

decorative details suggest that the

pieces are contemporary and may
have been executed in the same

workshop.

'
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Large Bowl

^lazc painted in goldei

Egypt, nth ccntur)'

Height: 7.00111.(23 in,)

Diameter: j8.j cm.(i si in )

41.12

Another theme found on Fatimid

*lusterwares is the princely hunter, as

seen on this bowl. The youtliful rider

holds a hawk in one hand while IcjJing

his mount with the other. His turban

and garments arc decorated with

varying motifs as are the trappings

ofhis horse and saddle. Similar to the

previous example, a wide c

panel appears around the main

personage while the surrounding

area is filled with "peacock's eye"

motifs.

The flattened rim ofthe plate

possesses a Iv/^e inscription, enclbsed

by a scalloped band. Since portions

ofthe rim have been restored, the

inscription is not complete:

qjU-._j jLjl j il-U j*iJj aLIS' jS'jj

Perfect hlesniigaml completefavor diui

prosperity ami bappiiiesi amisafety and . .

.

good health and complete joy lothi

may he be savedfrom evil.

Thcextcrior is decorated with

circles and strokes, similar toearly

Abbasidlustcrwarcs(no. 1 1). On the

base there is another inscription

which is interpreted as or"mad(

in Misr" - that is, Cairoor Egypt.

This phrase also appears on other

l-atimid pieces.'^

An identical subject, rendered in

luster, decorates a fragmentary bowl

owned by the Arab Museum, Cairo."

The similarities seen in the postures

ofthe youthful riders and in the

decorative details suggest that the

pieces are contemporary and may

have been executed in th

workshop.
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Bowl
Overglaze painted in reddish luster

Syria, 12 th century-

Height: 6. 3 cm. (2 1 in.)

Diameter: 21.3 cm. (8|in.)

66.26

Aside from figural compositions and

inscriptions, Fatimid lusterwares are

also decorated with floral motifs, often

arranged in radial compositions. This

example shows a large quartrefoil

motifwith each lobe enhanced by a

trilobed leaf. ScroUing branches and

spUt leaves adorn the zones between

the petals.

The quatrefoil designs or cross

patterns are frequently seen in

contemporary ceramics, used alone or

in conjunction with other motifs. A
bowl decorated with the identical bold

composition and possessing the same
dimensions has recently been

pubhshed.^^ The existence ofa

duphcate example is extraordinary

since matching pairs ofbowls have

rarely survived. The slightly greenish

tint ofthe opaque white glaze found on

both examples suggest that they were

made in Syria.

The styHstic development and

different workshops ofFatimid

lusterwares have yet to be identified.

The precise dating ofthese wares also

presents a problem since only two
datable examples exist, both ofthem
fragmentary. They were executed

toward the end ofthe reign ofCaliph

al-Hakim (966-102 1).
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pis. XVIII-4 and XXVI-6; Ettinghausen, "Painting in the Fatimid Period,"

fig. 2 ; Kiihnel, Elfenbeimkulpturen, nos. 89(A), 90 (E and F) and 96 on pp. 69, 70 and

72, pis. XCVn, XCIX and C.

17. Wiet, "Deux Pieces de Ceramique fegyptienne." p. i79,fig. 2;

Bahgat and Massoul, La Ceramique Musulmane de I'Egypte, p. 2 2 and pi. A, fig. 6.

1 8. Lane, Early Islamic Pottery, pi. 26B.

19. Le Musee Nicolas Sursock, Art Islamique dansles Collections Prive'es Libanaises,

Beirut, 1 974, no. i j on p. 1 1 1 and pi. 1 1
5-. The dimensions ofthis bowl are

6.5- X 2i.ocm.
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THE CLASSICAL AGE

Art ofthe Atabeks andAyyubids

[50]

The most complicated problem for historians ofthe Islamic world

is the analysis ofevents that took place in the Near East between

the arrival of the Seljuks and the Mongols, that is from mid-

iith to mid-i^th century. It was a period of poHtical confusion

characterized by the rise and fall of scores of dynasties and a

multitude of alliances and battles between the local groups and

the newcomers. Yet it was the greatest age for the development

ofIslamic art and civilization, truly a classical period in the history

ofthe Near East.

The Seljuk Turks, who lived in the northern regions of the

Caspian and Aral Seas, had converted to Islam in the loth century.

They started moving into the Muslim world by way of Trans-

oxiana, led by two brothers, Tughrul and Chaghri Bey. The
Seljuks were soon masters of Iran and in 105-5' Tughrul entered

Baghdad, receiving the title of sultan from the Abbasid caliph.

Within a few years Syria and Palestine were added to their domain

and in 1071 Alp Arslan, the second sultan of Baghdad, defeated

the Byzantines at the Battle ofMalazgirt (Manzikert), beginning

the Islamization ofAnatoHa.

Under the Seljuk rule, Sunnism was revitahzed and for the

first time in 300 years the world of Islam was consolidated.

However, the political stability established by the Seljuks lasted

for only halfa century, weakened by the gulfbetween the Turk-

ish rulers and the Arabic- or Persian-speaking peoples, and by the

petty rivalries between the Seljuk princes and their Turkish

atabeks, or regents. The conflict between the Sunnite Seljuks

and the Shiite Fatimids further undermined the strength of the

empire, making the Near East vulnerable to the Crusaders and

the Ismailis, or the Assassins. The latter, a fanatic Shiite sect

active in Iran and Syria, systematically assassinated of the fore-

most leaders ofthe society.

After the death of Sanjar, the last great Seljuk sultan, in 11 5"/,

various members ofthe house set up independent regimes in Irak

and western Iran, Syria, Kirman and Anatolia. In the 12th

century a number ofatabeks rose to power, including the Artuk-

ids in Diyarbakir and Jazira, the Zengids in Syria and Palestine,

the Eldigiizids in Azerbaijan and the Salghurids in Ears. The
Seljuks ofRum, or Anatolia, survived until the 1 300s, when they

too were replaced by smaller principalities.

The Seljuks were most influential in the reestablishment ofthe

orthodox faith. Members of the family and the atabeks fought

diligently against the Crusaders. The seven Crusades to the Near

East between 1096 and 1 270 were confronted by armies ofmixed

allegiances but a singular aim. Cities such as Jerusalem, Edessa,

Antioch and Tripoli, in which the Crusaders set up their own



states, continually changed hands during the 200-year wars be-

tween theMuslims and theChristians.TheCrusaders themselves

were torn by internal feuds and the lack of strong leadership.

A most vahant opponent of the Christian invaders was Nur

al-Din whose father had founded the Zengid dynasty (1127-

1222). At the request of the Fatimid caliph, who was being

threatened by the Crusaders, Nur al-Din dispatched his Kurdish

commander Shirkuh to defend Cairo. After successfully repelling

the enemy, Shirkuh's nephew, Salah al-Din, established himself

in Egypt and founded the Ayyubid dynasty (i 169-1 2 yo).

Salah al-Din, who was of the orthodox faith, extinguished the

last of the Shiite Fatimids and obtained recognition of his sove-

reignty over Egypt, Yemen, Palestine and Syria from the Abbasid

caliph in 1175". His ambition was to recapture Jerusalem and to

annihilate the Latin states. It was partially fulfilled in 1 187 when

the Ayyubids entered Jerusalem and Salah al-Din reached an

armistice with Richard Coeur de Lion.

The ensuing Ayyubid sultans continued thejihad, or holy war,

against the Crusaders, interrupted by moments ofpeace. In 1 229

al-Kamil, the last ofthe great rulers, signed a lo-year treaty with

Frederick 11, concedingJerusalem and Nazareth to the Crusaders.

The mutual respect and admiration that existed between the two

leaders was one ofthe marvels ofthe age. This remarkable sultan

received such renowned individuals as Saint Louis and Saint

Francis of Assisi in his court, as both sides sought to improve

relations between MusUm and Christians and to establish peace-

ful coexistence in the Near East. Upon the death ofal-Kamil, war

broke out again and in 1244 Jerusalem was reinstated by the

MusUms for the last time.

The Ayyubids were not immune to the fate of other Islamic

dynasties and their strength was soon weakened by internal

quarrels. In 125-0 Egypt was seized by the Mamluks, Turkish

slave troops that had been serving the Ayyubids. The northern

branch of the family was eliminated by the Mongols who swept

through the Near East, devastating the cities and killing the

inhabitants, including the last Abbasid caliph. The Mamluks

would be the only power strong enough to stop the Mongols and

to salvage the caliphate.

In spite of the political turmoil, this period witnessed a phe-

nomenal burst of artistic energy, creating the most brilliant

examples of illustrated manuscripts, metalwork and ceramics.

With the rise ofwealthy middle classes in the prospering cities,

such as Mosul, Aleppo, Damascus and Diyarbakir, artists re-

sponded to the demand for their work by producing an incredible

variety ofobjects.

During the second half of the 12th century all forms of art

reveal a tremendous vitality in the representation of human

figures. In the next 100 years the painting studios of Irak and

Syria, specifically those in Baghdad and Mosul, created an extra-

ordinary number ofillustrated manuscripts.

Of the few remaining illustrated manuscripts that were pro-

duced prior to iiyo, the most outstanding examples are the

Treatise on the Fixed Stars by al-Sufi' and the Automata by al-Jazari.^

The manuscripts produced after this date included a variety of

subjects among which were scientific studies on astronomy, cos-

mology and medicine; books on horses and the usefulness of

animals ; and a great number ofHterary works.

The illustrations of early scientific manuscripts display a

characteristic feature of the period, representing narrative and

genre episodes not always provided by the text. The artists

added personages and elaborate settings to the scenes which

normally required only a visual commentary on the passages.

This feature is clearly present in medical works like the Kitab al-

Diryak,^ a study on antidotes to poisons, and the Materia Medica,

a treatise on the pharmaceutical uses ofplants (nos. 19-2 'f).

The expansion of the text and the inclusion of descriptive

vignettes are also seen in the illustrations of the literary works.

Outstanding examples of this development can be found in

the frontispieces of the Kitab al-Aghani, a compendium of great

pre-Islamic and Islamic poets, originally conceived as a 20-volume

series the Kalila wa Dimna, lessons on princely behavior taught

through the stories enacted by animals;^ and the Makamat of

al-Hariri, the epitome of the Arabic belles-lettres style blended

with the narrative representation in paintings.*^ The most re-

markable examples appear in the 12 illustrated copies of the last

work, 6 of which were executed in the first half of the 13 th

century.^

The influence of Byzantine and Syrian manuscripts is quite

visible in the early miniatures of the period. However, with the

full development of illustrated literary works, such as the

Makamat, an "Arab" style of painting evolves, characterized by

the portrayal ofcontemporary figures and settings.^

The predominance of human representation is also observed in

the inlaid brasses of the period wliich are adorned with astro-

nomical subjects, signs ofthe zodiac and scenes ofprincely enter-

tainment along with real or fantastic animals, inscriptions and

arabesques. The most creative workshops for metalwork appear

to have been in Syria, particularly those in Mosul, which were

extremely productive during the long reign of Badr al-Din Lulu

(1222 -79), formerly a regent ofthe Zengids.^

[SO



There exist a number of signed and dated examples by artists

who worked in the studios of two celebrated masters of Mosul,

Ibrahim ibn Mawaliya and Ahmad al-Dhaki (no, 26). An extra-

ordinary group of objects combines purely Islamic themes with

scenes taken from Christian iconography, reflecting the cultural

fusion ofthe age (nos. 2 7 and 2 8).

The major centers ofpottery also seem to have been located in

Syria, more specifically in Rakka.'° The themes and techniques

employed by the Rakka potters, also found on examples from

Fustat, Hama, Rusafa and Baalbek,' are closely related to those

seen in Seljuk Iran. Among Syrian pottery are sgraffiato wares

decorated with polychrome glazes (no. 29); underglaze-painted

examples, using either a clear glaze over polychrome pigments

(no. 90) or a turquoise glaze on top ofblack-painted motifs (nos.

31-35); and wares combining underglaze painting with brown-

ish red lusters which are applied over the glaze (nos. 34-36).

There are also a great number of utilitarian monochrome-glazed

pieces with molded and carved designs (nos. 37-39). The decora-

tions reflect the repertoire of the period with arabesques and

inscriptions, human and animal figures.

[52]
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The Materia Medica ofDioscorides

One ofthe first scientific books to be The Freer Gallery owns seven

translated from Greek into Arabic was illustrated folios from this work

the Materia Medica ofDioscorides. The (nos. 1 9-2 v). The paintings not only

author, who lived in the first century include the plants described by the

A.D., was attached to the Roman army author, but also show human

and studied the flora ofAsia Minor figures who either partake in

during his military service. In his discussions or prepare the medications,

treatise, di\-ided into fi\'e books, The painter depicts events not found

Dioscorides gives the name, descrip- in the text and portrays contemporary

tion, place oforigin or habitat and personages within architectural and

pharmaceutical uses ofsome 700 plants. landscape settings. He thus develops a

In time several apocryphal chapters new iconography for the Materia

on poisons were added and the material Aledica and expands the text with

was arranged in alphabetical order. ^- narrative and descriptive elements.

The first Arabic translation ofthe For the models of medical plants, the

work took place in Irak during the artist relies on the existing Dioscorides

reign ofGaliph al-Mutawakkil (847- manuscripts, but the narrative scenes

861). In the loth century, additional are based on illustrations tound in the

translations were undertaken in Spain literary works ot the period. The
as well as in Iran; in subsequent years, paintings ot this manuscript are not

the book was revised and edited by meant to provide only a \ isual

various Arabic writers. commentary on the text, but to

The original work ofDioscorides decorate the book in a superb

contained drawings ofthe plants manner with rich compositions,

discussed in the text. The earliest dramatic episodes and descriptive

illustrated Arabic manuscript ofthe \ignettes. The work has been

Materia Aledica was completed in 1 08 3 attributed to the school of Baghdad,

and possesses 620 images (University based on the stylistic teatures ot the

Library, Leiden, Cod. Or. 2 89). There miniatures and the narrative emphasis

exist 1 2 other illustrated Arabic copies ofthe scenes.'^

as well as se\ eral fragmentary

sections.^^

The majority ofthe illustrated

manuscripts ot the Materia Medica

belong to the 1 3th century. With the

exception ot one, which was executed

in Spain or North Atrica, these

manuscripts w ere made in the central

Arab lands. The most outstanding of

them is dated Rajab 62
1 /June-July

1224. Its colophon states that the

work was copied by Abdallah ibn

al-Fadl, who may also have been

responsible for the paintings.

The bulk ofthe 1224 manuscript

is in Istanbul (Suleymaniye Library,

Ay a Sofya, no. 3703) and consists ot

Books IV and V ofthe Materia Medica.^*'

The Istanbul manuscript contains 202

folios and possesses only one painting

which shows human figures while

all the remaining images depict plants.

More than 30 ofits miniatures are now
dispersed in various public and private

collections in both the United States

and Lurope. The text is written in

black lunkhi script with red titles and

each page contains 1 3 Imes ot text. Detail ofno. 2 )
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Autumn C'rocus

From the Afjtcrij McJnaoi Dioscoridcs

Copied hv Ahdallali ibn al-l'"adl

Irak, dated 12:4

Heiglit: ; : .0 cm. (i 2 1 in.)

Width: 22.>-cm.(8Jin.)

4V2V

The tuHo helonij;s to liook \\\ entitled

Herhs and Rontu and inckides tlie

description and ilkiNtration ol the

Colchiciim AiitioniidlL'.in autumn

crocus, w hich is mentioned in

Chapter 84. The text states that in

autumn the pktnt produces a w liite

tlower which resembk^s the sartron

;

later it bears large leaves. The stalk

grows about a span (2 3 cm. or 9 in.)

in length and contains dark red,

almost black fruit. The root is encased

b\- a brownish black skin ; w hen it is

peeled, the inner white portion is

edible and has a pleasant juicy taste.

The illustrated plant here fits this

description : it possesses thick brown

roots speckled with dots ; a tall

stem, which bears four symmetrically

arranged lea\'es and two flt)wers,

grows from the root. Although the

text specifies w hite blossoms, the

flowers appear blue. In the margin is

the caption, "Picture ofthe Autumn
Crocus."

The other side ot the folii > contains

the description as well as the

illustration ot the mushroom w hich is

discussed m the pre\'ious chapter.

kul
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Physician and Attendant with

Heliotrope

From the Materia Medica ofDioscorides

Copied by Ahdallah ibn al-Fadl

Irak, dated 1224

Hei;j;ht: ^3.0 cm. (13 in.)

Width: 24.9 cm. (pH in.)

38. ir

The passage accompanying the

illustration corresponds to Book IV,

Chapter 165-, and discusses the

heliotrope. This plant is the fourth of

the species ofthe Euphorhia Cbaracias, or

thedwarfmountain pine. The text,

which is on both sides of the folio,

explains that the four or five stalks

emerge from a single root. These stalks

are about a span in length and are filled

with juice. The fruit grows like "little

heads" on top ot the stalks which turn

to the sun, giving the plant the name,

"the gazer upon the sun". Both the

fruit and the juice in the stalks are

edible.

The painter has taken considerable

liberties in the representation ot the

plant. It is shown to be taller than the

text suggests and has only one stalk

with four rounded fruit growing at the

top. Two figures, standing on the

spreading roots which function as the

ground line, flank the plant.

The personage on the right, with a

white beard, hooded cloak and long

garments, is the physician. He is

portrayed in an identical manner

throughout the manuscript. The other

figure, with long black hair and beard,

short tunic and high leggings, is the

attendant who is also consistently

represented in the images. The
attendant is cutting the stalk with a

long knife, or sword, while holding it

steady. The physician points to the

plant w ith one hand and brings the

index finger ot the other towards his

f ace. These gestures indicate that he is

meditating on the medical properties

of this particular flora. The caption,

"Picture ofthe Fourth," refers to the

heliotrope w hich is the fourth

species in the group.

The personages in this work bear a

close resemblance to the figures found

in contemporary literary works, attired

in similar headgear and garments.

[55]



The Preparation ofMedicine from the

Flower ofthe Wild Vine

From the Mdteria Medica of Dioscorides

Copied hy Abdallah ibn al-Fadl

Irak, dated 12:4

Height: 3Vi cm.(i ViV i"-)

Width: 23.2 cm. (9s in.)

The text refers to the medical uses of

the Oiihiiitbe, or the flower ofthe wild

vine, which is the fifth chapter in

Dioscorides' Book V, entitled J'lucsjiid

If 'nies. After the flo\\ ers are picked and

dried, they are prepared in an earthen

ves^el. The pharmaceutical properties

of tlie plant seem unlimited. When the

preparation is drunk, it is beneficial for

the stomach and ureter, and cures

constipation ; when mixed with the oil

ofroses and applied to the skin, it cures

headaches; when mixed with honey,

myrrh and saffron, it cures sores; when

mixed with flour and wine, it cures

swollen eyes and acid stomachs; when

mixed with honey, it cures eye troubles,

splitting ofthe gums and whitlows (an

inflammation of the finger or toe).

The illustration is divided into two

portions by a large tree which bears red

fruit amidst green leaves. On the far

left, a princely figure is seated cross-

legged on an ornate throne and listens

intently to the doctor who faces him.

The physician sits on a low stool and

contemplates the ailment prior to

giving a prescription.

On the other side ofthe tree, an

attendant prepares the medicine on a

portable oven. He uses a stick to stir

the mixture which is cooking in a large

round earthenware pot.

The only portion of the illustration

that relates to the text is the vessel in

which the medicine is being prepared.

The artist has added the narrative

vignette ofthe doctor prescribing

medication to an ailing prince, an

episcjde not mentioned in the text.

^ 0 y ^ & A
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Two Men Obtaining Lemnian Clay

From the Materia Medica ofDioscorides

Copied by Abdallah ibn al-Fadl

Irak, dated 1224

Height: 5
3. i cm. (i 3 T^i;

in.)

Width: 2 4.6 cm. (9 }J in.)

32.2 IV

This foUo contains Chapters 1 10

through 1 14 ofBook V, which

describe such mineral substances as

quicksilver, a particular red earth from

C^appadocia, another type which comes

from the Island ofLemnos and

copperas water.

The upper halfofthe page on

display discusses how the Lemnian

clay is obtained and used to cure

swollen hands after being saturated

with wine. The caption ofthe

illustration appears in the margin,

"P'igurcs ofTwo C;lay Diggers."

The following section is devoted to

copperas water, which can be found in

the copper mines ofCyprus, in caves or

in Spanish soil.

The illustration shows two men
working in a claypit, one holding a

basket and the other digging with a

spade. Two different types oftrees

flank the figures who are beardless and

wear short tunics.

The workman on the left is bare-

footed and has tucked his shirt into his

belt, exposing his wliite under-

garments. Both figures are represented

without the customary gold haloes

surrounding their heads. In this manu-

script the haloes seem to be reserved

for the more important figures, such as

the physicians, attendants and

patients.



The Physician Hrasistratos w ith an

Associate

From the Materia ii/cf/zVi/ ofDioscorides

Copied by Abdallah ibn al-Fadl

Irak, dated 1224

Height: 32.2 cm.(i2-}-J- in.)

Width: 24.8001.(9! in.)

This portion ofthe manuscript belongs

to the Introduction ofthe Second

Supplement which was added later to

the five books ofthe Materia Medica.

The text quotes the physician

Erasistratos who prescribes several

cures for an ailment : drinking a drug

mixed with water, using the cupping

treatment or applying caustic medi-

cation on the skin.

The caption in the margin,"Picture

ofErasistratos," clearly identifies the

major figure in the illustration.

Erasistratos, more commonly known
as Eratosthenes ofAlexandria (ca.

276 B.C. - ca. 194 B.C.), was one of the

most learned men in antiquity. He
wrote on a great variety of subjects,

including medicine.

Erasistratos is show n in a relaxed

mood, reclining on a bench and

leaning against a cushion. I le has

removed the charactei istic hooded

cloak ofthe physicians and reveals his

bare head with closely cropped white

hair. The bench is covered by a rich

carpet decorated in squares, typical of

early Islamic geometric rugs.'^ In front

ol the physician there is an open

bookstand which contains a

manuscript written in simulated

Syriac. A figure with long dark hair

stands facing the famous doctor.

Both Erasistratos and his associate

seem to be meditating on the various

cures mentioned in the text, using the

traditional gesture of cuntemjilation.

r
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Man Bitten by a Mad Dog
From the Materia Medica ofDioscorides

Copied by Abdallah ibn al-Fadl

Irak, dated 1224

Height: ^^2 cm.(i^iV in.)

Width: 2f.ocm.(9-[| in.)

This passage, from the first chapter of

the Second Supplement, discusses the

symptoms ofa dog suffering from

hydrophobia and the predicament of a

person bitten by such an aminal. The
injured person may develop such

symptoms as barking like a dog and

showing great fear of light. The text

includes a section on se\ eral historical

personages who were afflicted w ith

hydrophobia and comments on the

remedies which cured them.

The caption ofthe illustration,

"Picture ofa Mad Dog Biting a Man,"

clearly identifies the scene. Set against

a background densely filled with trees

and clusters ofgrass, the pathetic-

looking scrawny dog is about to bite

the leg ofa man. The dog, ob\ iously

suffering from hydrophobia, has

glazed red eyes, foaming mouth and

hanging tongue. The imfortunate

victim recoils in horror while trying to

ward offthe attack with a stick. The
spectator on the tar left gestures

toward the incident, commenting on

the disease.

This painting pro\ ides a perfect

example ofthe manner in w hich the

painter expands the story and repre-

sents narrative features not given in

the text. The scene becomes a dramatic

image, enhancing the pictorial \ alue

ofthe manuscript.

[59]



Physician and Attendant Preparing

a Cataplasm

From the Materia 3/('(//fi/ ofDioscorides

Copied by Abdallah ibn al-Fadl

Irak, dated 1224

Height: 33.1 cm. (i 3
jL in.)

Width : 24.6 cm. {9^ in.)

32. 20V

The reverse ofthe folio lists 16

harmful creatures which are poisonous

to man, such as the wasp, bee, scorpion

and various snakes. The side on

display discusses the antidote to the

sting ofa phalangium, a venomous
spider. A poultice is made from a

mixture ofthe ashes of the fig tree, salt

and w ine; it can also be prepared from

the pulverized root of the wild

pomegranate or from birth wort which
is combined with barley flour and

vinegar. The wound should be bathed

with seawater or water boiled with the

balm before the poultice is applied. In

addition to bathing in warm water

for several days, the patient should

drink a medication made from various

ingredients such as anise and birth wort.

This portion ofthe text is also from

the Second Supplement, CJiapter 2 1,

and was not included in the original

work ofDioscorides.

The illustration, entitled "Picture of

a Physician Preparing a Cataplasm,"

shows the doctor seated on a bench,

instructing his attendant. The cushion

and the carpet on the bench, as well as

the open bookstand, are identical to

those seen in number 23.

The attendant, who is seated on a

stool in front of the doctor, is stirring

the poultice in a large basin. A tall

candlestick with a bird on top is placed

between the figures. The large

cupboard on the far left contains the

medical supplies.

In c<jntrast to the outdoor scene

discussed in the previous image, this

example shows a fully-equipped

chamber with the proper furnishings.

Both the interior and exterior settings

ofthe manuscript are closely related

to those found in the literary works of

the period.

1 .A^
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Ewer
Brass, inlaid with silver

Made by Kasim ibn Ali for Amir
Shihabal-Din

Syria, dated 1232

Height: ^6.7 cm. (14^ in.)

Diameter: 21.3 cm. (8| in.)
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This magnificent ewer, one ofthe few

signed and dated pieces ofIslamic

metalwork, is decorated with

arabesques inlaid with silver. The body
is ovoid, tapering toward the foot,while

the tall neck flares at the mouth ; the

spout is straight and the curved handle

is adorned with a round thumb rest. A
hinged flap co\'ers the mouth.
The piece, shaped by hammering

and spinning, is constructed ofseveral

units, such as the body, neck, handle

and spout, which were soldered

together.

The main decoration is a series of

ogival medallions outlined by thin

bands and split leaves, joined by
crescents. The floral arabesques fill

the medallions which are handled as

separate units. Two horizontal rows,

each with five units, appear on the

neck while the body reveals four

registers often medallions. The
medallions are placed alternately

and vary in size to fit the contour of

the piece.

Dirterent parts ofthe ewer are

outlined by thin pearl bands which
demarcate the neck, shoulder, body
and foot. Braids appear around the

mouth, above the foot and on the

handle. The two pearl bands on the

neck and the braid above the foot are

placed on thick projecting rings which
encircle the ewer.

Two iiaskhi inscriptions appear on the

lower portion ofthe neck. The upper
band contains the dedicatory message
while the name ofthe maker and the

date are placed in the ten lobes ofthe

scalloped collar:

J.SS\ J:^NI ^."^'1 UV_>i M\j >li

jbls J J^^ -i.;UI aaIjJI

4J J "J ^'
^ ' ^ ^ J

(jlory diidpr(nprnt\' to our nhnrrr, the

illustnuus amir, the great, thepious, the

devout, the chaste, the loyal ^-imir Shihab

al-Dmiya w'al-Dii/, Qhc officer^ of
al-Malik al-Aziz.

The work ofKasim ihii Alt, the ghulam
Qlave or servaiitf) ofIbrahim ihii Mawaliya
al-Mawsili. This (^was madef) in Ramazan

ofthe year dzg (^August-September 1 2J2^.

A third band ofiiaskhi inscriptions

placed on the foot bestows the

traditional scries ofgood wishes to the

owner.

The spout is decorated in a some-

^\hat different manner: the upper and

low er portions ha\'e two narrow panels

with /«/;f inscriptions while a third

inscription appears adjacent to the

body below the ring. Geometric

interlaces adorn the wide central

portion ofthe spout. Thin strips

ofcopper are seen in the bands

which encircle the spout. Since

the kufic script, decoration and copper

inlay seen here do not appear on other

portions ofthe ewer, it is highly

probable that the spout belongs to

another contemporary piece. All the

known ewers from this period reveal

similar additions and repairs.

Kasim ibn Ali, the maker ofthe

Freer ewer, was trained in the atelier

ofIbrahim ibn Mawaliya, which

executed two other metal pieces.^' The
object belongs to group ofmetal work
which was made in Mosul, the most
renowned center for inlaid brasses in

the 1 3th century.^*

The amir, or commander, who
commissioned the work is identified as

Shihab al-Din Tughrul, the Turkish

atabek, or regent, ofthe Ayyubid
Sultan ofAleppo, al-Malik al-Aziz

Chiyath al-Din (i 2 16-37).

Ghiyath al-Din was enthroned w hile

a child and his regent ruled Aleppo
until the sultan becameofagein 1232.

Shihab al-Din was renowned for his

loyalty and piety which accounts for

the epithets used on the ewer. This

amir founded the Atabekiya Madrasa
in Aleppo where he was buried in
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This magnificent ewer, one of the few

signed and dated pieces oflsbmic

metalwork, is decorated with

arabesques inlaid with silver. The body

is ovoid, tapering toward the foot,while

the tall neck flares at the mouth; the

spout is straight and the curved handle

IS adorned with a round thumb rest. A
hinged flap covers the mouth.

The piece, shaped by hammering
and spinning, is constructed ofsevcrnl

units, such as the body, neck, handle

and spout, which were soldered

together.

The main decoration is a series of

ogival medallions outlined by thin

bands and split leaves, joined by

crescents. The floral arabesques till

the medallions which are handled as

Separate units. Two horizontal rows,

each with five units, appear on thfr

neck while the body reveals four

registers ot ten medallions. The
medallions are placed alternately

and var)' in size to fit the contour of

the piece.

Different parts ofthecwcrare

outlined by thin pearl bands which

demarcate the neck, shoulder, body
and foot. IJraids appear around the

mouth, .ibovf the- foot and on the

handle. The two pearl bands on the

neck and the braid above the foot arc

placed on thick projecting rings which

encircle theewer-

Two lunkl't inscriptions appear on the

lower portion oft lie neck. The uppt-r

band contains thededicatorj' message

while t he name oft he maker and i he

date are placed in the ten lobes oft he
scalloped collar:

>vi Ju-^ij >]i

G/ory amiprotperity to oiir master, the

illmtrioHS amir, the great, tbepioiis, the

lierout, the chaste, the loyal AmirShihah

al-Dun ya m'al- Din, (the ofjicer} of
al-Malik al'A-ziT,.

The irork ofKasim ihi Ali, the ghulam
QIave or servant^ ofIhrahim ihii Mairalija

af-Mawii/i. This (^nhts mnie) in HamaZiUi

oftheyear 62g (^August-Septemher 1 2j2y

A third band ofiiaskhi inscriptions

placed on the foot lx.stows the

traditional scries ofgood wishes to the

The spout is decorated in a some-

what different manner: the upper and

lower portions have two narrow panels

with /7//(f inscriptions while a third

inscription appears adjacent to the

body below the ring. Geometric

interlaces adorn the wide central

portion ofthe spout. Thin strips

ofcopper are seen in the bands

which encircle the spout. Since

the script, decoration and copper

inlay seen here do not appear on other

portions ofthe ewer, it is highly

probable that the spout belongs to

another contemporary piece. All the

known ewers from this peril >J revt al

similar additions and repairs,

Kasim ibn Ali, the maker ol the

I'reer ewer, was trainedin the atelier

of[brahim ibn Mawaliya, which

executed two other metal pieces.'^ The
object belongs to gnjupofmetalwork

which was made in Mosul, the most

renowned center for inlaid brasses in

the ijth century.'"

The amir, or commander, who
commissioned the work is identified as

Shihabal-Din Tughrul, the Turkish

atabek, or regent, ofthe Ayyubid
^Sul tan ofAleppo, al-Malikal-Aziz

Ghiyath 3l-Din(i 2 16-^7).

Gliiyathal-Din was enthroned while

a child and his regent ruled Aleppo

until the sultan liccameofagein 12^2.

.Shihabal-Din was renowned for his

loyalty and picly which accounts f'or

theepithets u-^ed on the ew er. This
amirfounded the Atabekiya Mad rasa

in Aleppo where he w as buried in

I2J}-
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/*'" Basin

Brass, inlaid with silver

Made for Sultan al-Malik al-Salih

Najm al-Din Ayyub
Syria, ca. 1240

Maximum height; 23.3 cm.(9-8-in.)

Rim diameter: ^0.0 cm. (19^ in.)

Base diameter: 38.0 cm. (i y in.)

This spectacular basin cpitomi7xs the

technical and aesthetic achievements

of the Syrian metalworkers. Its com-

position is based on a series of wide

horizontal zones, interrupted by

medallions and adorned with figural

compositions, animals, arabesques and

inscriptions.

Three thin strips filled with palm-

ettes, braids and arabesques appear

on the exterior ofthe widening rim.

Four horizontal bands of unequal

width divide the body of the basin.

The uppermost band shows a highly

ornate plaited kufic inscription inter-

sected by five polylobed medallions

which represent scenes from the Life

ofChrist. Below it is a zone ofalmost

equal width, containing five panels

separated by polylobed medallions;

tour riders are depicted in each ot these

panels. The third band is considerably

narrower and possesses 2 <j animals

running counterclockwise, broken

into groups of five by small roundels

which portray musicians. The lowest

zone is filled with a floral arabesque.

On the rim ofthe interior there is a

thin arabesque scroll framing a frieze of

40 animals which run counterclock-

wise. The interior walls are divided

into three horizontal zones. The upper

zone is the widest and reveals a

i/askhi inscription, once again

interrupted by five polylobed

medallions. The central band

represents an arcade with a standing

figure placed in each ofits 39 arches.

The lowest zone is decorated with an

arabesque, identical to that portion of

the exterior.





Brass, inlaid with silver

Made forSultan al-Malik al-Salih

Najm al-Din Ayyub
Syria, ca. 1 140

Maximum licigh t : 2 j . j cm. (9^ in.)

Rim diameter: ^o.ocm.(i9 in.)

Base diameter: j8.ocm.(i j in.)

This spectacular basin epitomizes the

technical and aesthetic achievements

ofthe Syrian metalworkers. Its com-

position is based on a series ofwide

horizontal zones, interrupted by
medallions and adorned withfigural

positions, animals, arabesques and

inscriptions.

Three thin strips filled with palm-

;, braids and arabesques appear

on the exterior ofthe widening rim.

Four horizontal bands ofunequal

width divide the body ofthe basin.

The uppermost band shows a highly

plaited kufic inscription inter-

sected by five polylobcd medallions

which represent scenes from the Life

ofChrist. Belowitisazoneofalmost

equal width, containing five panels

separated by polylobed medallions;

four riders are depicted in each ofthese

panels. The third band is considerably

and possesses 2 y animals

running counterclockwise, broken

into groups offive by small roundels

which portray musicians. The lowest

filled with a floral arabesque.

On the rim ofthe interior there is a

thin arabesque scroll framing a frieze of

lis which run counterclock-

wise. The interior walls are divided

into three horizontal zones. The upper

zone is the widest and reveals a

uaskhi inscription, once again

interrupted by five polylobed

medallions. The central band

represents an arcade with a standing

figure placed in each ofits ?9 arches.

The lowestzoneis decorated with an

arabesque, identical to chat portion of

the exterior.
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The interior ofthe base is consider-

ably w orn from excessive use and

its decoration is badly damaged. It

re\'eals three concentric bands, the

outer one tilled w ith arabesques. The
second band, interrupted by
medallions, represents five groups of

figures, each w ith three personages.

The center ofthe base is adorned with

a radiating pattern and shows

arabesques evoK ing from a series ol

animal and human heads.

A European coat ofarms has been

engraved on the exterior ofthe base.

It possesses a shield with a chevron,

two roses and a rampant bull. The
shield is Hanked by two unicorns, a

knight's helmet and another bull,

amidst fioral decorations and ribbons

bearing a Latin motto. The coat of

arms has been identified as that of

the Counts de Borniol ofFrance, who
most likely owned the piece in the

1 8th century as suggested by the style

ofengraving.^'*

The backgrounds ofthe bands and

medallions are filled with a variety

of decorative motifs, revealing

arabesques composed oflarge split

leaves and palmettes, concentric

scrolls and tightly-wound branches.

Thin strips encircle the units and

twist around the medallions which

are placed in alternating positions.

An unusual feature is the appearance

ot human and animal heads in the floral

arabesques; they are located behind

the knjic inscriptiijn and in the large five

medallions ot the central band ofthe

exterior as well as on the inner side of

the base and in the medallions between

the iiaskhi inscription.

The complex iconography includes

both Christian themes and secular

princely entertainment. The fi\'e

medallions ofthe top register on the

exterior depict the Virgin and Child

flanked by two angels; the Annuncia-

tion with an angel appearing before

Mary
;
Christ, holding a bowl, joined

by two personages, possibly repre-

senting the Last Supper; the Entry

intojerusalem with Christ mounted on

a donkey and accompanied by a pair of

figures; and the Raising ofLazarus in

which Christ, attended by a man,
approaches Lazarus who is emerging
from a stone sarcophagus. The
personages in these five scenes as well

as the 39 figures standing under the

arches in the interior are definitely

taken from Christian images. They
w ear long loose robes, are bareheaded

and have haloes around their heads.

Prototypes tor the scenes trom the

Life ofChrist and the saints under the

arcades can be found in Eastern

Christian book illustrations and

architectural decoration.

More characteristic ot contemporary

Islamic metal work are the themes of

princely entertainment, the ruiming

animals and the inscriptions. The
five panels of the exterior depict tour

mounted figures participating in a

polo game. Some ot the panels show
additional animals, such as hares and

dogs. The riders, placed against long

branches laden with blossoms, are

attired in long garments and turbans.

The mo\ ement ot the players and their

mounts is represented in an extremely

skillful manner.

f igures playing tambourines, flutes,

lutes and lyres are seen in the small

medallions below the polo players.

N 1 usicians also appear in the central

band ofthe base; here they are com-

bined w ith drinking figures who hold

wine bottles, beakers and cups, actively

partaking ofcourtly entertainment.

There is a similarly lively depiction

in the animals which appear in the

friezes on both the exterior and

interior. An extraordinary \'ariety of

real and imaginary tour-legged animals

are represented, such as bears, woh^es,

lions, leopards, deer, hares, donkeys,

bulls, jackals, boars, kylins, unicorns

and sphinxes.

'Lhe basin w as made tor Sultan

al-Malik al-Salih Najm al-Din Ayyub,
the ruler of Diyarbakir(t 2 32-39),

Damascus (i 2 39 and 1 245- -49) and

Egypt (i 240-49). The dedicatory

inscription on the exterior, rendered

in /«/;(, reads:

\^\}\ a-_JI ;^IUJI dilii jlkiJI UV^i >
ajjll L.\X\ ail^l j.UI Jul

(ilor y to our mailer, the Sultcii/ al- Malik

a/Sa/ih, the irne, the illustrious, the

learned, the efji cieiit, the dejeiider Q)j the

faith^, the warrior Q)j the frontiers^, the

supporter Q)j IslanQ, the rictor, Najm
al-Diii ^-iyyuh Ahu Qic.^ Aluhammad ilui

Ahu Hakr ihii .-i yyuh.-"

The longer inscription in the

interi(jr, w ritten in iiaskhi script, repeats

almost the same phrases

:

Glory to our master, the Sultan al- Malik

al-Salih, the wise, the illustrious, the

learned, the efjii ieiit, the dejeiider Q)f the

jaith^, the warrior Qij thejroiitiers^, the

supporter (^uflslam^, the conqueror, the

victor, Najm al-Dunja w'al-Din, the lord

ofIslam and Muslims, AhtiH-Vath Ayyub,

ihn al-Malik al- Kamil Nasr al-Dunya

w'al-Din Muhammad ihn Ahu Bakr ihn

A yyuh, the helored of the Commander of the

Faithful (that is, the Caliph^, (ma y his)

victory he <^lorious.-^

Tiiree other pieces ot metal work
bear similar dedications to Najm
al-Din. One ofthese is a plate in the

Lou\'re, Paris ; the other two are large

basins with almost the same dimen-

sions, owned by the Musuem of

Islamic Art, Cairo, and the Uni\'ersity

of Michigan.

This illustrious sultan was so fond of

polo that he built a special field in

Cairo. His personal interest in this

game helps to explain the

predominance of the polo players on

the Ereer basin.

During the Ayyubid period there

w as a close contact betw een the

Christians and Muslims, strengthened

by political alliances and even

friendship among the (Jrusaders and

the sultans. This is reflected in the

complex iconography ot the basin

that combines Christian and Islamic

themes, also found on other

contemporary pieces (see no. 28).

Ironically, Najm al-Din died while

fighting against the Crusade ofSaint

Louis.

There exist few comparable basins

which w ere executed in the workshops

ofMosul. One ofthese was made by

Ahmad al-Dhaki for al-Adil II (i 2 38-

40), the brother and predecessor of

Najm al-Din.-'* Another example, with

a matching ewer, is signed by Ali ibn

Abdullah.-'^

Basins with a similar shapes

continued to be produced in the

Mamluk period. The most renowned

example is the so-called Baptistere de

Saint Louis, which w as made in the

first halfofthe 14th century.-" Another

contemporary Mamluk basin w as

commissioned by Hugh IV' de

Lusignan, the king ofjerusalem and

Cyprus (i 324-79).-' Both objects

follow the mid-i 3th century shape

with a flat bottom and straight walls

as seen in the Ayyubid examples made
for al-Adil II and Najm al-Din.

[68]
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Canteen

Brass, inlaid with silver

Syria, mid-i^th century





The shape of this unusually large and

sumptuous canteen is based on pilgrim

bottles which date as for back as the

Parthian period. The body ofthe piece

is in two sections. The bulging halt

joins the flat portion at the sides, its

seam hidden by the decoration. The
middle ot the flat side possesses a pit.'*

The canteen was most likely hung on a

post inserted into the pit and was

turned by the two slender handles

until water, filtered through the

strainer placed inside the neck,

flowed from the spout.

Similar to the previous object (no.

2 7), the decorative repertoire consists

ofwide bands and medallions filled with

arabesques, inscriptions, animals and

figural compositions which represent

Christian and Islamic themes.

The spherical part ofthe body has a

central medallion which portrays the

Virgin and Child Enthroned, flanked

by four flying angels and two saints.

This portion is enclosed by a band of

inscriptions. The outer zone

contains three large panels separated

by medallions and filled with

arabesques composed ot animals and

birds. The three panels represent the

Nativity, the Presentation in the

Temple and the Entry intoJerusalem

from the cycle ofthe Life ofCihrist.

Interlacing bands with meander

patterns surround the medallions

between the panels and link them

with the central unit.

A second band of kujic inscriptions

appears on the outer zone, which

curves down to meet the sides ofthe

canteen. The central zone ot the side

walls contains a frieze ofhighly

sophisticated animated script,

utilizing human and animal figures.

The flat portion ofthe piece, turned

up to join the convex: halt, torms

the last band of the sides. It is adorned

with 30 roundels in which hawks

attacking birds alternate with units

depicting diverse activities, such as

princely figures surrounded by

drinking bowls, wine bottles and cups,

or musicians playing tambourines,

lyres, flutes and drums. The two

inscriptions as well as this band are

encircled with thick braids executed

in relief

The flat side ofthe canteen shows

two concentric zones surrounding the

pit. On the outer zone is an arcade with

2 7 figures standing under the arches.

Two ofthese personages represent the

Visitation with the Virgin and

Archangel Gabriel. The remaining

figures portray either the patriarchs of

the Church who are attired in long

flowing robes and hold censers, books,

scrolls, howls and beakers ; or the

warrior saints who carry swords. The
inner zone depicts nine horsemen

participating in a mock battle or a

tournament.

The spout is adorned with

arabesques and braids while a band of

i/ciskhi inscriptions appears on the neck.

The combination ofChristian and

Islamic themes (such as saints, scenes

from the Life ofChrist, princely

entertainment and Arabic

inscriptions) can also be tbund on other

contemporary Syrian metal work.

The inscriptions which appear on

the spherical portion have been fully

translated. The kitfic band around the

central medallion begins after the

roundel immediately above the

Virgin

:

Eternal o/ory ami iecure life and

iiicreasi//g riches and eiiduriiigpower and

safe conquest andperpetuity li-sa Qo the

ownerj.

The longer kufic inscription on the

outer rim, or shoulder, starts after

the roundel on the lower left ofthe

canteen

:

juji . . .
Ji ^^[^\ 41

J

^UJl J^^\j ^tl-llj

aJl^jl -^^\ i-JUJl i.^Jl 4JUI iJjaJlj

Eternal j^lory and secure li fe and

completeprosperity and increasing riches

and good fortune and . . . erer-lastingjavor

and generosity andabundant good fortune

and triumphant victory andenduring

power, safe conquest, ever-lastingfn^or and

perject honor li-sa Qo the ownerf).

[71]



The naskhi inscription on the neck

cannot be fully deciphered. However,
it has been suggested that two ofthe

words might heal-ikram mdal-afyah,

meaning "honoring" and "health."

These words are often used in

connection with eating or drinking,

appropriate to the purpose ofthe

canteen.

The most problematic inscription is

the animated script which appears on
the side walls ofthe object. The few

words that have been deciphered

bestow the traditional good wishes

which also appear in the kufic

inscriptions.^"

Since the canteen is not dated or

signed, the attribution to Mosul,

mid-i^th century, is based on its

stylistic and iconographical evidences

which show affinities with the dated

pieces made in the workshops ofthat

city.

This type ofNear Eastern canteen

was the prototype for a unique 15-th-

century Chinese blue and white

porcelain which is also owned by the

Freer Gallery .^^

[72]
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The naskbi inscription on the neck

cannot be fully deciphered. However,

it has been suggested that two ofthe

words might be ://-i^ri/w/ and al-ajiyab,

meaning "honoring" and "health."

These words are often used in

connection with eating or drinking,

a'ppropriate to the purpose ofthe

The most problematic inscription is

the animated script which appears on

the side walls ofthe object. The few

words that have been dcciphc

bestow the traditional good w
which also appcarin the kitfic

inscriptions.^"

Since the canteen is not date

signed, the attribution to M
mid-i jth century, is based o

Stylistic and iconographical i

which show affinities with the dated

pieces made in the workshops ofthat

city.

This type ofNear Eastern canteen

was the prototype for a unique ijth-

century Chinese blue and white

porcelain which is also owned by the

Freer Gallery

ul,

vidences
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Bowl

Incised and painted witli green,

yellow and purple glazes

Syria, late 1 2th-early 1 3th century

Height: 7.6 cm. (3 in.)

Diameter: 28.3 cm.(i 1 1 in.)

42.13

Many ofthe techniques and themes

initiated in Iran during the Seljuk

period are also found in Syria which

was ruled by the Ayyuhids at the time.

One type ofware executed during this

period uses the sgraffiato technique in

which the rough reddish paste ot the

piece was coated with a thin layer ofa

fine-grained white clay, or engobe. The

design was incised on the engobe and

polychrome glazes were applied into

the designated areas. Then the piece

was covered by a transparent glaze.

The purpose ofthe incised lines was to

prevent the different colored glazes

from running into the adjacent areas.

Both the Iranian and Syrian examples

tend to represent single real or

imaginary animals, enclosed by floral

scrolls and arabesques.

In this piece, a heraldic bird appears

in the center ofthe bowl, surrounded

by loosely executed leaves. The
central medallion is framed by a plain

zone and a chevron design composed

ofmulti-colored leaves appears on

the rim.

In contrast to the contemporary

Iranian examples, the glazes ofthe

sgraffiato wares made in Syria have a

tendency to run. This feature is

clearly visible on the rim and cavetto

ofthe bowl in which the glazes have

spilled over into the neutral zones.

An unusual incised piece showing a

rider was found in Aleppo which

establishes the Syrian provenance of

this typeofware.^^

BO

Small Bowl

Underglaze painted in black, blue,

green and brownish red

Syria, early 13 th century

Height:4.i cm.(i|in.)

Diameter: 1 5.2 cm. (6 in.)

Another type ofSyrian pottery, based

on Seljuk examples, is the polychrome-

pain ted ware commonly called miiiiii,

"enameled," or bajt rang, "seven-

colored," in Iran. The Iranian examples

were fired twice : hrst to affix the

underglaze colors which require a

higher temperature, then fcjr the

additional pigments which w ere

applied over the glaze and retired at a

lower temperature.

Contrary to the Iranian mhiai wares,

this example is underglaze painted and

was fired only once. The coarse

off-white paste has a coating ofa fine-

grained engobe; the design, outlined in

black, is filled with colors and the piece

is covered by a transparent glaze. The
glaze is quite thick and has a greenish

tinge; it has decomposed with large

areas ofiridescence covering the

surface.

The bowl shows a seated youth-

ful figure, set offby a wide neutral

band, placed against a floral arabesque.

A simulated knjic inscription,

written in reserve, appears on the rim.

The wide contour band around the

main theme, reminiscent ofearly

Abbasid and Katimid pottery, is

frequently seen on other Ayyubid wares.

The figure sits cross-legged with one

hand resting on his thigh while the

other holds up a beaker. He wears a cap

with a high front and a garment

adorned with arm bands and floral

arabesques. Both the posture and

costume ofthe personage arc

commonly seen in miniatures and

metalwork (see for instance nos. 28

and 47).

Although there is not an abundance

ofpolychrome-painted wares from

Rakka, a number ofpieces decorated

with princely hunters, drinking

figures, musicians and animals ha\'e

been published. Comparable

fragments were found in Hama,
Baalbek and Fustat.3'
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Bowl

Painted in black under turquoise glaze

Syria, late 1 2th~early 1 3th century

Height: 7.6 cm. (3 in.)

Diameter: 26.6 cm. (loi in.)

47.8

A third technique employed by the

Syrian potters reveals black motifs

painted under a transparent turquoise

glaze. This type ofware has a coarse

ort-white paste covered by an engobe.

The black pigment, applied to the

engobe, is at times quite thick and

appears in reliefunder the turquoise

glaze.

The shape ofthis bowl, with a wide

flattened rim, is typical ofAyyubid

wares (see nos. 29, 50 and 34). A
series oflines varying in thickness

frames the rim which is decorated

with widely spaced dots. The center

ofthe bowl represents a heron

enclosed by a neutral zone while the

surrounding area is filled with dots,

circles and strokes. The exterior is

plain with a thin line encircling the

walls.

The animal is rendered in silhouette,

set offby the wide contour band. The
delicate curves ofthe neck, head, long

beak and slender legs are sketchily

drawn whereas the body is fully

painted ; the wings, chest feathers and

the joints ofthe legs are executed in

reserve. The rhythm ofthe curves,

repeated in the enclosing contour

band, forms a harmonious composition

accentuating the roundness ofthe

bowl.

The sophistication ofthe design is

characteristic ot the Syrian workshops

which produced an abundant

quantity ofblack and turquoise wares,

unequaled in their spontaneous and

delicate drawings. Most ofthese

wares represent animals or birds, the

latter being a favorite motif.

A related piece with a heron was

formerly in the Kelekian Collection,

New ^'ork, while another depicting

two birds is owned by the Metropolitan

Museum ofArt, New York.^^ The
same rhythmic feeling appears in an

example in the British Museum,
London. It is executed in an identical

technique, but employs an arabesque

as its main theme, presented in

silhouette and surrounded by a neutral

zone.'®

32

Small Vase

Painted in black under turquoise glaze

Syria, late 1 2 th-early 1 3th century

Height: 14.6 cm. in.)

Diameter: 12.1 cm.(4|in.)

04.292

This vase belongs to the same group as

the previous example (no. 31).

Although the piece is a small utili-

tarian object, its harmonious pro-

portions and charming animals reveal

the high aesthetics ot the Syrian

potters.

The slightly flaring rim has a thin

band while loosely drawn curving

strokes adorn the neck. Three gazelles

with elongated horns appear on the

body, surrounded by haphazardly

placed dots and curls. Similar to the

heron discussed earlier, the animals are

shown in silhouette with parts oftheir

bodies rendered in reserve.

The thick cracked glaze, unevenly

applied and not fully covering the base,

gathers into pools at the foot. This

feature is typical ofthe Ayyubid wares

which appear to have been speedily,

and at times carelessly, executed.

The shape ofthe vase is also

characteristic ofthe Syrian workshops

and is repeated in different techniques

and varying sizes (see no.
3 3).



Large Vase

Painted in black under turquoise glaze

Syria, late 1 2th-early 1 3th century

Height: cm. (12 J in.)

Diameter: 2 1.6 cm. (8| in.)

08.136

The shape of this piece is similar to that

ofthe vase discussed previously,

although considerably larger in size.

It is divided into horizontal units

containing solid bands, scrolls and

large dots; the rim shows a thick band

while the neck has an arabesque frieze;

the shoulder possesses a zone ofloosely

drawn strokes above another thick

band which is also repeated at the base.

The main theme ofdecoration is a

series ofmore or less alternately placed

diamond-shaped strokes which cover

the body, similar to that seen on the

rim ofthe heron plate (no. 31).

The fine-grained white engobe

placed over the coarse body is uneven

and does not fully extend to the base.

The turquoise glaze is also haphazardly

applied and stops above the lower band.

The interior ofthe vase is partially

glazed.

A group ofsimilar Rakka vases have

been published, some ofthem almost

identical to the Freer piece. ^' This vase

was purchased in Aleppo, together

with numbers 3 s and 36. According to

an eyewitness report, these objects

came from Rakka and were packed

inside a large jar.
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34
Bowl
Underglaze painted in blue and

turquoise, overglazc painted in

brownish red luster

Syria, late 1 2th-ear!y i ^th century

Height: 7.7 cm. (3 in.)

Diameter: 25- .9 cm. (10^ in.)

42j;

A fourth type ofSyrian wares combines

luster painting, which is applied over

the glaze, with underglaze-painted

blue and turquoise motifs. This group

ofwares is often decorated with

arabesques and inscriptions, and reveals

an extraordinary variety ofshapes,

such as jugs, vases, cups, goblets, ewers

and jars. However, the most frequently

encountered pieces are bowls with wide

flattened rims, as seen in this example.

The bowl is decorated with con-

centric bands, in the center ofwhich is

a radiating floral motifcomposed by

split leaves and petals. A thin frieze

adorned w ith trilobed leaves encircles

the central medallion as w ell as the

wide band which surrounds the inner

walls. This band is broken into four

units by roundels which also contain a

trilobed leaf The four units are alter-

nately decorated with floral motifs and

inscriptions rendered in the cursive

script. Ik'causeofthe excessive amount

ofiridescenceon the piece, the

inscription in only one ofthe units is

clearly visible. It reads Ul

or "worthy of(it)."

The rim has a loosely exeCLited scroll,

inspired by calligraphy, set within two

solid bands. The exterior has a similar

scroll drawn in a larger scale.

The otf-white paste and the white

engobe seen in the other types of

Syrian wares were also employed in

luster-painted pottery. The trans-

parent glaze with a greenish tone,

show ing a tendency to crackle and

collect in pools, can also be found on all

Ayyubid pottery.

An almost identical piece is owned by

the Metropolitan Museum ofArt,

New York,^* while close to a dozen

bowls of this type are in the Freer

collection.

Jug
Underglaze painted in blue, overglaze

painted in brow nish red luster

Syria, late 1 2th-early 1 3th century

Height: ip.'f cm.(7 JJ in.)

Diameter: 1 3.2 cm. ii;
in.)

08.140

The single-handled jug is another

frequently encountered shape in

luster-painted wares from Syria. It

has a tall neck, bulbous body and

high foot and the same decorative

repertoire found on the bowls, sue

as horizontal bands of floral arabesques

inscriptions and scrolls.^"

The neck ofthe jug contains a /('w^f

inscription in which the word
or "happiness" is repeated three

times. Like the previous example, the

letters are enclosed by a contour panel

and placed against a background
ofconcentric circles. A scroll

resembling cursi\ e writing appears on

the shoulder while the body is

decorated w ith rounded blossoms and

split lea\'es joined by intersecting

branches. Thin blue lines appear

around the lip, shoulder and above

the foot.
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Basin

Underglaze painted in blue, overglaze

painted in brownish red luster

Syria, late 1 2 th-early 1 3 th century

Height: lo.y cm. in.)

Diameter: 28.0 cm. (11 in.)

08.148

One ofthe unique pieces made in the

Syrian workshops is this basin, the

shape ofwhich reveals the influence of

contemporary metalwork (see no. 2 7).

The kufic inscription set against a

concentric scroll ground and the two

mock handles attached to the outer

walls also suggest a metal prototype.

The medallion in the base is

decorated with a large flora! arabesque

composed ofstylized blossoms and

leaves. Two bands filled with trilobed

leaves and scrolls, imitating the cursive

script, encircle the central medallion.

The walls reveal a highly ornate kufic

inscription, bordered by thin blue

lines. The word or

"happiness" is repeated 1 2 times

in this zone.

The exterior is broken into a series

ofvertical panels by blue and brownish

red luster strokes ; the panels are

filled with simulated cursive

inscriptions and scrolls. The two

handles are executed in reliefand are

painted in blue and luster.

The manner ofdecoration and the

employment ofcertain motifs, such as

the large central arabesque, bands with

trilobed leaves and scrolls imitating

writing, are very close to those seen in

numbers 34 and 5 ^. Since all three

pieces are executed in an identical

technique and style, it is highly

probable that they were made in the

same workshop.





Basin

Undcrglazc painted in blue, ovcrglazc

painted in brownish red Iusilt

Syria, late uth-early ijth century

Height: io.ycm.(4jin.)

Diameter: 28.0cm. (ii in.)

08.148

One ofthe unique pieces made in the

Syrian workshops is this basin, the

shape ofwhich reveals the influence of

contemporary meralwork (see no. 27).

The kiijic inscription set against a

concentric scroll ground and the two
mock handles attached to the outer

walls also suggest a metal prototype.

The medallion in the base is

decorated with a large floral arabesque

composed ofstylized blossoms and

leaves. Two bands filled with trilobcd

leaves and scrolls, imitating the cursive

script, encircle the central medallion.

The walls reveal a highly ornate hijic

inscription, bordered by thin blue

lines. The word ;aU- or

"happiness" is repeated 1 2 times

in this zone.

The exterior is broken into a series

ofveriical panels by blue and brownish
red luster strokes ; the panels are

filled with simulated cursive

inscriptions and scrolls. The two

handles are executed in reliefand are

painted in blue and luster.

The manner ofdecoration and the

employmentofcertain motifs,such as

the large central arabesque, bands with

trilobed leaves and scrolls imitating

writing, are very close to those seen in

numbers J4and ^y. Since all three

pieces are executed in an identical

technique and style, it is highly

probable that they were made in the

same workshop.
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Oblong Stand

Molded and turquoise glazed

Syria, late i2th-early 1 3th century

Height: 18.7 cm. (7! in.)

Width: 2 8.6 cm. (11-^ in.)

Depth: 14,1 cm.(^^ in.)

09.42

A substantial number ofSyrian wares

are utilitarian objects, such as lamps,

small tables and stands, decorated in

reliefand covered with monochrome
glazes. This example was executed from

a mold which left the design in

low relief The glaze, almost invisible

under the iridescence, was originally

turquoise and was applied directly to

the otf-white paste.

The object is shaped like a hollow

oblong box which rests on four stubby

feet. The upper surface is decorated

with arabesques and possesses two
fairly large holes, thought to be for the

placement of bowls. Each of the two
short sides depicts an arch with

arabesques adorning the spandrels. The
longer sides possess an inscription

written in naskhi script with floral

motifs filling the background. The
message reads 4-.^^ SJi^\ or

"prosperity to the owner."

The stand was most likely placed

on a table and used during meals or

when refreshment was being serN'ed.

Since the diameter of the holes (7 cm.

or 2| in.) is fairly small, rather

diminutive cups or bowls must ha\'e

been inserted into the openings.

A number ofrectangular stands

with two openings at the top have

been published ; some are molded and

turquoise glazed while others are

painted in luster and blue. Syrian

potters also produced three-sided

stands which ha\'e three holes at the

top.*" These pieces are generally

decorated with arabesques,

inscriptions, and at times with

confronting animals, such as

sphinxes. Several examples bear the

same inscription which appears on

the Freer stand.""!
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oblong Stand

Molded and turquoise glazed

Syria, late 12 th-carly 1 3 til century

Height: i8.7cni.(7tin.)

\Vidth:28.6cm.(ii^i'n.)

bcpth:i4.icm.(n'irin.)

094J

A substantial number ofSyrian wares

are utilitarian objects, such as lamps,

small tables and stands, decorated in

reliefand covered with monoclirome

glazes. This example was executed from

a mold which left the design in

low relief. The glaze, almost invisible

under the iridescence, was originally

turquoise and was applied directly to

the off-white paste.

The object is shaped like a hollow

oblong box which rests on four stubby

feet. The upper surface is decorated

with arabesques and possesses two
fairiy large holes, thought to be for the

placement ofbowls. Each ofthe two
short sides depicts an arch with

arabesques adorning thespandrels. The
longer sides possess an inscription

written in HdsLhi script with floral

motifs filling the background. The
message reads a.,:.^ J'-j"!'' or

"prosperity to the owner."

Thestand was most likely placed

on a table and used during meats or

when refreshment was being served.

Since the diameter ofthe holes (7 cm.
or2iin.)is fairly small, rather

diminutive cups or bowls must have
been inserted into the openings.

A number ofrectangular stands

with two openings at the top have
been published ; some are molded and
turquoise glazed while others are

painted in luster and blue. Syrian

potters also produced three-sided

stands which have three holes at the

top.*" These pieces arc generally

decorated with arabesques,

inscriptions, and at times with

confronting animals, such as

sphinxes. Several examples bear the

same inscription which appears on
the Freerstand.*'
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Hexagonal Table

Molded and pierced, turquoise glazed

Made by Muhammad
Syria, late i2th-early 13th century

Height: :;8.7 cm. (i ^--j- in.)

Width: 28.8 cm. (i if in.)

09.41

This example is a larger floor model

ofthe stand discussed previously

(no. 37). The top is decorated with

1 2 pierced roundels which alternate

with six-pointed stars. Each ofthe

six sides are identical : a panel ofkufic

inscriptions appears above a square

unit which is decorated in the same

manner as the top, followed by a panel

odiiiikhi inscriptions. Below is a

trilobed arch which rests on the

stubby feet.

The iridescence has camouflaged

most ofthe turquoise glaze. Like the

previous stand, this table is also

hollow and its inner surflice is glazed.

Since the molds and thick glaze

were imperfectly applied, the

sharpness ofthe inscriptions has been

obliterated. The words in the upper

panels can no longer be deciphered.

The uaskhi inscription in the lower

panels reads ^ that is,

"the work ofMuhammad."
Aside from this example, three

almost identical hexagonal tables

possess the same inscription. They
are owned by the Freer Gallery

(no. 1 5.1 1); the David Collection,

Copenhagen ; and the Turkish and

Islamic Arts Museum, Istanbul.''^

These three tables were made from

the same mold and are the only known
examples which bear the signature of

Muhammad.
Syria was renowned for the

execution ofceramic household

furniture. The Freer Gallery owns

two other hexagonal tables (nos. 1 1 . i

and 1 1. 2) and another example was

published by Arthur Lane.*^
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Tombstone
Carved and turquoise glazed

Made tor Sadullah

Syria, i2th-i ^th century

Height: ^ v7 '-^m- (HtV
Width : 26.0 cm. (loj in.)

OS -2)7

As seen from this example, the Syrian

potters also executed tiles which

w ere used as headstones tor graves.

The piece is shaped as a rounded arch

w hich is slightly pointed in the center.

It is divided into three portions; the

upper tw o panels contain a cursive

inscription w hich reads jII j.^^ 'jo J ^Xi

or "this is the turkit (tomb) of

Sadullah."

The inscription w as car\ ed and

the tile w as then covered w ith a deep

turquoise glaze which has partially

decomposed.

A large number ot tiles w ere among
the finds ofRakka and other Syrian

sites. The Freer Gallery ow ns a

collection ot monochrome-glazed

ceramic tiles, most ofwhich are

unadorned, large and square pieces.

There are also molded corner tiles

constructed as two rectangular slabs,

joined together at right angles.

These pieces were used to tace the

exteriors and interiors ofbuildings;

they decorated the structures and

provided excellent insulation against

the elements.

The personage whose name appears

on the Freer tombstone is unknown.
The small size and rough quality ot

the piece indicate that it was one of

the inexpensive tiles made tor the

public.
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NOTES

The ClassicalAge

1 . The oldest copy, dated 1 009, is published in Emmy Wellesz, "An Early

al-Sufi Manuscript in the Bodleian Library in Oxford," Ars Orientalis,

vol. in (195^9), pp. 1-26.

2. See DOS. 44-5'2 for Mamluk examples ofthis work.

3. There exist two illustrated copies ofthe Kitabal-Biryak: the earliest, dated

1 199, is in Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, Arabe 2 964 ; and the other, executed in

the mid-i 5 th century, is owned by Vienna, Nationalbibiiothek, A. F. 10.

A. S. Melikian Chirvani, "Trois Manuscrits de I'Iran Seljoukide,"

Ars Orientalis., vol. XVI(i957), pp. j-fi.

4. Only six volumes with frontispieces have survived : Istanbul, Millet Library,

Feyzullah Efendi, nos. 1 765- and i j66, vols. XVII andXIX(ca. 1218-19);

Cairo, Egyptian National Library, Adab 5-79, vols. II, IV and XI (the latter dated

1 2
1 7) ; and Copenhagen, Royal Library, no. 168, vol. XX (dated 1 2 1 9).

5. M. Stern, "A New Volume ofthe Illustrated Aghani Manuscript."

Ars Orientalis, vol. n(i95'7), pp. foi-702 ; Melikian Chirvani, "Trois Manuscrits.'

See nos. p and and the preceding discussion.

6. See the two articles by Oleg Grabar, "A Newly Discovered Illustrated

Manuscript ofthe Maqamat ofHariri," Ars Orientalis, vol. V(i963), pp. 97-1 10;

"The Illustrated Maqamat ofthe Thirteenth Century : the Bourgeoisie and the

Arts," in The Islamic City, Oxford, 1970, pp. 207-2 22.

7. Three ofthese copies are in Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, Arabe ^92 9 (early

1 3th century), Arabe 6094 (dated 1222), and Arabe 7847 (dated 1237). The
remaining works are in Leningrad, Academy ofSciences, S. 2 5 (ca. 1 2 20);

Istanbul, Siileymaniye Library, Esat Efendi, no. 29i6(dated 1242-78); and

London, British Museum, Or. 1200 (dated 125-6).

8. Ettinghausen, Arab Painting. Hugo Buchthal, " 'Hellenistic' Miniatures in

Early Islamic Manuscripts," Ars Islamica, vol. VII (1940), pp. 1 2 <^-i 3

A complete Ust ofmanuscripts can be found in Kurt Holter, Die Islamischen

Miniaturhandschriften vor 1350, Leipzig, 1937 ;
Hugo Buchthal, Otto Kurz and

Richard Ettinghausen, "Supplementary Notes to K. Holter's Check List of

Islamic Illuminated Manuscripts Before A.D. 1 3 70," Ars Islamica, vol. Ill (1940),

pp. 147-164.

9. The major examples ofmetalwork executed in this period have been

published by D. S. Rice in a series ofarticles collected in "Studies in Islamic

Metalwork : II—HI," Bulletin ofthe School ofOrientalandAfrican Studies, vol. XV
(195-3), PP- ^^~79 ^""^ 229-2 3 2 . Also by the same author see "The Brasses of

Badr al-Din Lulu," Ibid., vol. Xn(i95o), pp. 627-634; and "Inlaid Brasses from

the Workshop ofAhmad al-Dhaki al-Mawsili," Ars Orientalis, vol. II (1957),

pp. 283-326. Two other pieces are analyzed in Geza Fehervari, "Ein

Ayyubidisches Rauchergefiiss mit dem Namen des Sultan al-Malik al-Adil EI,"

Kmstdes Orients, vol. V (1968), pp. 37-5-4; and Volkmar Enderlein,"Das

Bildprogramm des Berliner Mosul-Beckens." Forschungen und Berichte,

Berlin, 1973, pp. 7-42.

10. Friedrich Sarre, Die Keramik von Raqqah, Berlin, 192 r .Jean Sauvaget,

"Tessons de Raqqa," Ars Islamica, vol. XIII-XIV (i 948), pp. 3 1 -45-.

ErnstJ. Grube, "Raqqa-Keramik in der Sammlung des Metropolitan Museum in

New York," Kunstdes Orients, vol. ^(1965-), pp. 42-78.

1 1 . Friedrich Sarre, Keramik undandere Kleinfunde der Islamischen Zeit von Baalbek,

Berlin-Leipzig, 1927. Paul J. Riis and Vagn Poulsen, Hama:les Ferrerieset Poteries

Medievales, Copenhagen, 195-7.

12. C. E. Dubler, "Diyuskuridis," Encyclopedia ofIslam, 2nded., Leiden, 1965-,

vol. n, pp. 349-3 50; Charles J.
Singer, "The Herbal in Antiquity,"

Journal ofHellenistic Studies, vol. XLVII(i92 7), pp. 1-72 ; Robert T. Gunther,

The Greek Herbal ofDioscorides, Oxford, 1934; Curtis Sprengel, Pedanii Dioscoridis

Anaxarbei De Materia Medica, Lipsiae, 1830.

1 3 . For the most complete study ofthese manuscripts see ErnstJ. Grube,

"Materialien zum Dioskurides Arabicus," in Ausder IVeltder Islamischen Kunst,

pp. 163-194. The fragmentary sections, not mentioned in the above article, are in

Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan's Collection, Geneva, published in Anthony Welch,

CollectionofIslamic Art, Geneva, 1972, vol. I, pp. 21-28.

14. The manuscripts formerly in the Aya Sofya collection oflstanbul have now
been transferred to the Siileymaniye Library in the same city.
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1 5-. Hugo Buchthal, "Early Islamic Miniatures from Baghdad,"

Journal ofthe JFahers Art Gallery, vol. V (1942), pp. 19-40; Florence E. Day,

"Mesopotamian Manuscripts ofDioscorides," Bulletin oj the Metropolitan

Museum ofArt, vol. VIII, no. 49- (May, 1950), pp. 2 74-280.

16. Amy Briggs, "Timurid Carpets," Ars Islamica, vol. VII (1940), fig. 1 3.

17. The master, Ibrahim ibn Mawaliya, made the undated ewer which is now in

the Louvre, Paris. One ofhis pupils, Ismail ibn Ward, was responsible for the box

dated 1 2 20 in the Benaki Museum, Athens. For a thorough study ofthese two

pieces as well as the Freer ewer see Rice, "Studies in Islamic Metalwork : H."

1 8. For the works ofanother contemporary atelier see Rice, "Inlaid Brasses."

"Al-Mawsili" used in the names ofthe artists literally means from Mawsil,

that is, from Mosul.

19. The basin was formerly in the collection ofDue d'Arenberg ofBrussels;

however, the design on the base is not the coat ofarms ofhis family.

In 1903 the piece was exhibited in Paris and in 1910 it was shown in Munich.

Gaston Migeon, Exposition des Arts Musulmans au Musk des Arts De'coratifs,,

Paris, 1905, pis. 1 1 and 1 2 . F. Sarre and F. R. Martin, Die Ausstellung von

Meisterwerken Muhammedanischer Kunstin Miincben, 1910, Munich, 191 2, vol. I,

pp. 6-8 ; vol. n, pi. 147. Neither publication mentions the existence ofthe

coat ofarms on the base which has been identified by Helmut Nickel.

Dr. Nickel, suggests that it belongs to a cadet branch ofthe Borniol family since

there are inconsistencies in the code ofhatching the colors. The Borniol counts

were from the Dauphine, Nivernais, Normandie, Provence and Rouergue regions

ofFrance. SeeJohannes B. Rietstap, ^r;«om/ General,London, 1965-, vol. 11, p. 1207.

The Latin motto, deciphered by Walter Angst, reads : depulsis bostibus an glis rosa

(^anglis rosa^ nonfert iste ingum - solum dulce ingum ChriQyi delucae stemmate Taurus,

meaning "neither the beating ofthe enemy nor the increase ofthe rose make me
bear that yoke (it is not the beating ofthe enemy English rose that makes me
bear that yoke) - only the sweet yoke ofChrist is the garland oflight for the bull."

It is implied that the design was engraved after an English victory over the French.

20. Although the inscription reads ahu Muhammad, that is, "the father of

Muhammad," it should he ihn Muhammad, "the son ofMuhammad,"
This personage, whose full name is al-Malik al-Kamil I Nasr al-Din Muhammad
(1218-38 in Egypt and 12 38 in Damascus), was the father ofNajm al-Din.

The correct genealogy appears on the inscription placed inside the basin.

21. This inscription was published in Etienne Combe,Jean Sauvaget and

Gaston Wiet (ed.), Repertoire Chronologique d'fyigraphie Arabe, Cairo, 1941,

vol. XI, no. 4302 on pp. 199-200.

2 2 . The plate, formerly in the collection ofNicholas Landau, is published in

Gaston Wiet, "Inscriptions Mobilieres de I'Egypte Musulmane,"

fournal Asiatique, vol. CCXLVI (195-8), pp. 2 39-241, pi. II; and

A. S. Melikian Chirvani, L'Artdu Metal Islamique, Paris, 1971, no. 1 5-3.

For the Cairo basin see Wafiyyah Izzi, "An Ayyubid Basin ofal-Salih Najm
al-Din," in Studies in Islamic Artand Architecture in Honor ofProfessor K. A. C.

Creswell, Cairo, 1965', pp. 2 7
3 -2 79. The Michigan basin is pubhshedin Oleg

Grabar, "Two Pieces oflslamic Metalwork at the University ofMichigan,"

Ars Orientalis, vol. IX (1961), pp. 360-366.

23. D. S. Rice, "Studies in Islamic Metalwork : I," Bulletin ofthe Schoolof
Oriental and African Studies, vol. XIV (195-2), p. 5-72.

24. This basin is in the Louvre, Paris. Rice. "Inlaid Brasses,"

pp. 301-3 1 1, figs. 26-29, 31 and 3 3-3 7' pis. 6-9.

2 5-. Both pieces are in the Museum fiir Islamische Kunst, Berlin.

Ernst Kuhncl,"Zwei Mosulbronzen und Ihr Meistcr,"

Jabrbuch der Preussiscben Kunstsammlungen, vol. LX (1939), pp. i -20.

26. This remarkable piece, made in Syria or Egypt, has been thoroughly

analyzed and published by D. S. Rice, The Baptisthe de Saint-Louis, Paris, 195-3

;

and "The Blazons ofthe Baptistere de Saint-Louis," Btdletinofthe School of
OrientalandAfrican Studies, vol. XIII (19 jo), pp. 367-380.

27. D. S. Rice, "Arabic inscriptions on a Brass Basin made for Hugh IV de
Lusignan," in Studi Orientalistici in onore di Giorgio Levi Delia Vida,

voL II, pp. 390-402.

28. The dimensions ofthe pit are : diameter i o. i cm. (4 in.),

depth 18.7 cm. (7I in.).

29. The models for the scenes on the canteen and comparable Islamic pieces are

published in Laura T. Schneider, "The Freer Canteen," Ars Orientalis,

vol. IX (1973), pp. 1 37-1 j6.

30. The portion which has been read by Dr. YousifGhulam contains the words

:

al-ixxal-daim w'al-ikbal al-shamil w'al-jaddal-zaid, that is,

"eternal glory and continuing favor and increasing riches."

31. Acc. no. 5^8.2. Published inJohn A. Pope, "An Early Ming Porcelain in

Muslim Style," in ^w^/isT JVelt der Islamischen Kunst, pp. 35-7-375-.

3 2 . Lane, Early Islamic Pottery, pi. 3 5-B.

3 3 . Sauvaget, "Tessons de Raqqa." pp. 3
1 -45-, fig. 1 1 . Lane,

Early Islamic Pottery, pis. 78 and 79. Grube, "Raqqa-Keramik," figs. 28, 30-34.

34. Riis and Poulsen, Hama, p. 187. Sarre, Die Keramik von Baalbek, fig. 22.

Musee de I'Art Arabe du Caire, La Ceramique tgyptienne, pis. 122 and 124.

3 5-. Pezard, La Ceramique Archaique de I'Islam, pi. CXLVIII

;

Grube, "Raqqa-Keramik," fig .14.

36. R. L. Hobson,A Guide to the Islamic Pottery ofthe Near East,

London, 1932, pi. VH.

37. Grube, "Raqqa-Keramik" figs. 5'-io,particularlyfig. 7;

Lane, Early Islamic Pottery, pi. 80A.

38. Grube, "Raqqa-Keramik," fig. 22.

39. Several identical jugs are in the collection ofthe Metropolitan Museum of

Art, New York. Ibid., figs. 24-26.

40. Ibid., figs. 3 and 4. Lane, Early Islamic Pottery, pi. 60B. Le Musee Nicolas

Sursock, Art Islamique, nos. 29-31. Vagn Poulsen, "Islamisk Fayence fra Syrien,"

in C. L. Davids Sanding: FJerdedel Jubilaeumsskrift ig^^-yo. Copenhagen, 1970,

vol. IV, nos. 22 and 24on pp. 289 and 291.

41 . Grube, "Raqqa-Keramik," fig. 3 . Le Musee Nicolas Sursock,

Art Islamique, no. 31. Poulsen, "Islamisk Fayence," no. 24.

42. Ibid.,no. 23 on p. 290; Can Kerametli, "Asya'dan Anadolu'yaTurkCini ve

Seramik Sanati," Tiirkiyemiz, vol. Ill, no. 9 (Feb., 1973), p. 12.

43. Early Islamic Pottery, pi. 4jB.
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SECOND CLASSICISM

Art ofthe Mamluks andPost-Mongol Irak

Following the pattern ofother Islamic dynasties ofthe Near East,

the Ayyubids relied upon their professional Turkish guards, the

Mamluks, which literally means "those owned." The Mamluks

rose to power during the reign of Sultan Najm al-Din Ayyub

and overthrew their masters in 125-0. They continued the Sun-

nite poHcy of the Ayyubids and installed in Cairo the uncle of

the last Abbasid cahph, who was one ofthe very few to escape the

Mongol massacre ofBaghdad.

The Mamluks, who ruled for more than two and a halfcentur-

ies, are distinguished by two separate lines: the Bahri (125-0-

1382), the slaves of the Ayyubids; and the Burji (1382-15-17),

the mamluks of the Bahri sultans. Ethnically the Bahri Mamluks

were Kipchaks from southern Russia whereas the Burji were

primarily Circassians from the Caucasus.

The early political history ofthe Mamluks is most impressive.

They defeated Hulagu's army at the celebrated battle at Ain

Jalut in 1260, stopping the destructive advance of the Mongols.

By the end ofthe 1 3 th century the last ofthe Crusaders had been

forced to evacuate Syria and Palestine, and the feared Shiite sect

ofthe Assassins was crushed and rendered harmless.

The Mamluks acquired well-deserved fame as the defenders of

the true faith against the pagan Mongols, Christians and hereto-

dox Shiites. Their boundaries soon extended from Cyrenaica on

the Mediterranean to the Taurus Mountains in southern Ana-

tolia, incorporating Nubia, the Hijaz, Syria and Palestine.

Their invincible armies formed a major threat to the Ilkhanids

(12 56-1 3 5-3), a branch of the Mongols who had converted to

Islam and settled in Irak and Iran; and to the Ottomans (1281-

1923) who were rapidly expanding from their small principaUty

situated in the northwestern corner ofAnatoHa.

The Ilkhanids were soon weakened by continual warfare and

internal strife and their domains were divided among a number

of local dynasties. The Jalairids (13 36-143 2) inherited Irak and

Azerbaijan, and made Baghdad their capital. They eventually

succumbed to the wave ofa new invasion from the East, this time

under the leadership of Timur, or Tamerlane. The Timurids

(1370-15-06) settled in Iran and founded a great empire which

in time was replaced by the Sa favids (15-01-1732).

In the 1 6th century the Ottomans evolved as the strongest

power within the world of Islam. Sultan SeHm I defeated the

Safavids in 15-14 and overpowered the Mamluks at Marj Dabik

(near Aleppo) in 15-16, capturing Cairo within the next year.

The last member of the Abbasids was taken to the court at

Istanbul (formerly Constantinople) and the caliphate, as well as

the holy sites in the Hijaz, were passed on to the Ottomans.
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During the reign ofthe ensuing sultan, Siileyman the Magnificent,

the Fertile Crescent was subjugated. In i^y Baghdad became a

part of the Ottoman Empire which now stretched from the heart

of Europe to the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea, embracing the

entire Near East and the northern shores ofAfrica.

Under Mamluk rule, Egypt and Syria enjoyed a tremendous

economic and cultural revival. The sultans and their officials

supported architectural activities and commissioned a vast num-

ber ofmanuscripts, ceramics, glass, metalwork and textiles. The

science ofheraldry was extensively developed during this period

with each corps within the complex hierarchy of the system

identified by its own blazon. These blazons appear on the objects

made for the rulers and their amirs, or officers, enabHng us to date

a great number ofpieces.

'

The architecture of the period is distinguished by its monu-

mental size and superb use ofstone. The mosques, madrasas and

mausoleums ofsuch great sultans as Baybars, Kalaun, Hasan and

Kait Bey in Cairo are among the most outstanding examples of

Islamic architectural genius.^

The art ofthe book flourished in the 14th century; spectacular

Korans were commissioned by the members of the court (nos.

40-43) and the secular works of the previous age were recopied.

Among the illustrated manuscripts are several versions of the

Makamat,^ Automata (nos. 44-5'2) and the Kalila wa Dimna (nos.

5-3-5'4). The stylistic features of Mamluk paintings reveal the

influence of the classical period as well as ofCentral Asia and the

Far East. Certain elements, such as phoenix, lotus blossom, peony

and cloud bands, were introduced into the artistic vocabulary by

the Mongols. The miniatures are characterized by their highly

decorative and stylized figures, minimum settings, and abundant

use ofgold and primary colors.

Competing with the manuscript activities ofEgypt and Syria

was Baghdad, a most proHfic center under the Jalairids. During

the relatively short life span of this dynasty, the production of

illustrated manuscripts was extensive. A limited number ofworks

reflect the vestiges of the classical period (nos. 5"
5"

-70) while the

majority of manuscripts show the evolution of a new style and

iconography which formed the basis of the great painting tradi-

tion ofIran, reaching its epitome under the Timurids in the lyth

century .4

The most renowned achievement ofthe Mamluks is seen in the

execution of enameled and gilded glass, the best examples of

which were made in Syria. ^ The decoration was applied in opaque

vitreous enamels and gold, and fixed by firing. Diverse pieces,

such as bowls, goblets, beakers, vases, bottles and flasks, are

adorned with inscriptions, heraldic emblems, arabesques, and

human and animal figures (nos. 71-77). Mamluk glass was in

great demand throughout the world and was imported to vari-

ous countries. It influenced Venice which became the major

center for the glass industry after the fall ofthe Mamluks.

A parallel development can be seen in the production ofinlaid

metalwork which was also introduced to the West. The tech-

niques perfected by the Ayyubid masters were revived by the

Mamluk artists who created stunning examples of basins, ewers,

candlesticks and even large tables and Koran cases.*^ The majority

of the brass objects are inlaid with silver and gold, adorned with

prominent inscriptions and geometric compositions mixed with

arabesques and animals (nos. 78-80). The technique ofinlaying

was gradually replaced by engraving, and there was a decline in

Mamluk metalwork toward the end ofthe i yth century.

Very few intact pieces ofMamluk pottery have survived.'' The
existing examples generally follow the types established in the

earlier periods, such as molded or carved monochrome-glazed

pottery, underglaze-painted pieces, slip-painted or sgraffiato

wares. A series of heavy, coarsely executed ceramics shows a

more typical Mamluk character. These pieces use intense green,

brown and yellow glazes with carved or incised designs ; their

decorative repertoire is generally restricted to bold inscriptions

and heraldic emblems. There also exist imitations of Chinese

celadons and blue and white wares.

After the i6th century Cairo, Damascus and Baghdad con-

tinued to be active, but the center of artistic production shifted

to Istanbul, the capital of the Ottoman Empire. The Mamluk
period was the last creative age in the Arab world. The artists

reemployed the techniques and themes developed in the past and

produced superb objects in which calligraphy and arabesque

found ultimate expression. Their works influenced the arts of

Venice and Istanbul as well as the cultural centers ofIran.

Detail ofno. 41
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40
Bookbinding

Leather on pasteboard ; blind tooled

and gold tooled

Made for Amir Aytmish al-Bajasi

Egypt, late 14th century

Height: 37.1 cm.(i4f in.)

Width (single cover): 2j.)Cm.

(io|in.)

The exterior ofthe binding is covered

with brown leather, blind tooled and

gold tooled. Gold lines and dots adorn

the outer borders, central medallions

and corner quadrants ; traces ofblue

pigment appear in the outlines ofthe

borders and medallions.

Each ofthe two covers contains a

central medallion composed of

geometric interlaces arising from an

eight-pointed star. The medallion,

set against a plain field, is enclosed

by a scalloped border and possesses

finials which extend on its vertical

axis. The four corner quadrants,

filled with braided patterns, are

surrounded by ogival petals, repeating

the overall design ofthe central

medallion. Two borders, decorated

with braids and arabesques, frame

the covers.

The richly adorned flap contains

the same two borders but here the

field is completely covered with

interlacing patterns. The medallion

ofthe flap has a geometric design

utilizing a central ten-pointed star.

The interior ofthe binding lacks

a doublure; it is covered with

pale brown leather, decorated w ith

arabesques executed in a lighter shade.

This bookbinding can be dated

fairly accurately and is a part ot a

30-volume Koran. Each volume

most likely contained ajuz, or the

prayers for each day ofthe month.

Aside from the Freer example, there

exist five other covers which belong to

this set.* Two of these have sections of

the Koran which contain the name of

the donor.*

The dedication states that the

Koran was made for Amir Aytmish
al-Bajasi who presented it to the

library ofa madrasa built and

endowed by him. This structure

originally stood near the Bab

al-Wazir, one ofthe gates ofTripoli

in Lebanon. Ay tmish, a commander of

Sultan Barkuk (i 382-89 and

1 390-99), died in 1400 which provides

the terminus ante quern date for the

Koran and its bindings.^"
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4°
Bookbinding

Leatheron pastcboardi blind tooled

and gold tooled

Made for Amir Aytmish al-Bajasi

Egypt, late 14th century

Height: i7.icm.(i4| in.)

WidthCsinglecovcr):27.TCm.

(login.)

ililL

The exterior ofche binding is covered

with brown leather, blind tooled and

gold tooled. Gold lines and dots adorn

the outer borders, central medallions

and corner quadrants ; traces ofblue

pigment appear in the outlines ofthe

borders and medallions.

Each ofthe two covers contains a

central medallion composed of

geometric interlaces arising from an

eight-pointed star. The medallion,

set against a plain field, is enclosed

by a scalloped border and possesses

finials which extend on its vertical

axis. The four corner quadrants,

filled with braided patterns, are

surrounded by ogival petals, repeating

the overall design ofthe central

medallion. Two borders, decorated

with braids and arabesques, frame

the covers.

The richly adorned flap contains

the same two borders but here the

field is completely covered with

interlacing patterns. The medallion

ofthe flap has a geometric design

utilizing a central ten-pointed star.

The interior ot the binding lacks

a doublure; it is covered with

pale brown leather, decorated with

arabesques executed in a lighter shade.

This bookbinding can be dated

fairly accurately and is a part ofa

jo-volume Koran. Each volume

most likely contained aJiiz, or the

prayers for each day ofthe month.

Aside from the Freer example, there

exist five other covers which belong to

this set.^ Two of these have sections of

the Koran which contain the name of

the donor.*

The dedication states that the

Koran was madefor Amir Ay tmish

al-Bajasi who presented it to the

library ofa madrasa built and

endowed by him. This structure

originally stood near the Bab

al-Wazir, one ofthe gates ofTripoli

in Lebanon. Aytmish, a commander of

Sultan Barkuk(i}82-89and

1 ^90-99), died in 1400 which provides

the terminus ante quern date for the

Koran and its bindings.^"
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Tw o Pages from a Koran

Ink, color and gold on paper

Egypt, mid-i4th century

Height : 40.9 cm. (16 J in.)

Width (single folio) : 5 2 .0 cm.

(i2f in.)

This spectacular double page contains

two verses from the Koran surrounded

by an elaborate composition utilizing

geometric and floral elements. Each

page has two borders which encase the

rectangular field on three sides,

excluding the edge next to the

binding. The outermost and wider

border contains an arabesque design

which is repeated in the circular

ornament placed in the middle ot

the margin ; the inner border reveals

a braided pattern. A band filled with

a floral scroll surrounds the central

portion on four sides.

The central portion is divided into

three units, the upper and lower of

which are narrower and contain

the verses which are enclosed by

cartouches. The verses are rendered

in white kufic script and are placed

against a gold scroll. The square

unit in the middle reveals an intricate

geometric pattern which radiates

froma 12-pointedstar; the zones

between the interlacing braided bands

arc filled with blossoms, leaves and

arabesques. Similar braided bands

frame the three units of tlie central

portion and the outer borders.

The passage is from Sura IX, The

Immunity, verses 128 and 129:

Certaiiil y ciii Apostle has cimie to you

among yourselves, grievous to him is your

falling into distress, excessivel y solicitous

respecting you, to the believers [/'c is]

compassionate, merciful.

But ifthey turn hack, sa y : God is

sufficientfor me, there is no God hut lie;

on Him do I rel y, and He is the Lord oj

^ k k f
, ^ :

t
, i' Tit. X > : -K- :

<" ' t' ' ^
i., i



^ V -y

On the reverse of these folios are

the preceding and ensuing sections

ofthe manuscript. The text is written

in thuluth script, 1 2 hnes to a page,

and is adorned with illuminated

headings and verse stops. The Freer

Gallery owns four other folios from
this work in addition to these pages.

The two most outstanding features

ofMamluk art can be observed in this

example : the precise execution ofa

highly complex geometric design (also

seen in contemporary bookbindings,

no. 40) and the naturalistic repre-

sentation ofthe floral elements,

particularly the lotus blossom which
frequently appears in post-Mongol art

(compare with nos. 73, 73, 76 and 78).

The grandiose size and refined

execution of the double folios suggest

that the original manuscript was
commissioned by the court. An
almost identical page appears in the

Koran made for Arghun Shah, dated

between 1 368 and 1
388."
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Two Pages from a Koran

Ink, color and gold on paper

Egypt, mid-i4th century

Hciglit:4o.9cm.(ifiJin.)

WidthCsingle folio): J2.0 cm.

(r4in.)

This spectacular double page contains

two verses from the Koran surrounded

by an elaborate composition utilizing

geometric and floral elements. Each

page has two borders which encase the

rectangular field on three sides,

excluding the edge nest to the

binding. The outermost and wider

border con tains an arabesque design

which is repeated in the circular

ornament pbced in the middle of

the margin
i
the inner border reveals

a braided pattern. A band filled with

a floral scroll surrounds the central

portion on four sides.

The central portion is divided into

three units, the upper and lower of

which are narrower and contain

the verses which are enclosed by

cartouches. The verses are rendered

in white iw/ic script and are placed

against a gold scroll. The square

unit in the middle reveals an intricate

geometricpattern which radiates

(rOma 12-pointed star; thezones

between the interlacing braided bands

arcfilled with blossoms, leaves and

arabesques. Similar braided bands

frame the three units of the central

portion and the outer borders.

The passage is from Sura IX, Tbn

immimity, verses 1 :8 and 129:

Certainly 1" ^-Iposrlc has com toyou

among yoiinefres, griepous to him it your

falling into distress, excessively solicitous

respecttiigyou, to the believers [he is]

compassioiiatej merciful.

But ifthey turn hack, say: God is

sufficientfor me, there is no God hut lit

;

on Him do I rely, and He is the Lordof

mighty power.

On the reverse of these folios are

the preceding and ensuing sections

ofthe manuscript. The text is written

in /^(/wri script, 12 lines to a page,

and is adorned with illuminated

headings and verse stops. The Freer

Galler)' owns four other folios from
this work in addition to these pages.

The two most outstanding features

ofMamluk art can be observed in this

example : the precise execution ofa

highly complex geometric design (also

seen in contemporary bookbindings,

no. 40) and the naturalistic repre-

sentation ofthe floral elements,

particularly the lotus blossom which
frequently appears in post-Mongol art

(compare with nos. n, 7h 7^ and 78).

The grandiose size and refined

execution ofthe double folios suggest

that the original manuscript was
commissioned by the court. An
almost identical page appears in the

Koran made for Arghun Shah, dated

between 1 168 and 1 288."
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Two Pages from a Koran

Ink, color and gold on paper

Egypt, mid-
1
4th century

Height: 40.9 cm. (i6g-in.)

Width (single folio): 32.0 cm.

(i2|in.)

io.j9v-30.y6r

These tw o folios are trom the same

manuscript as the previous double-

page illumination (no. 41). The text

is written in black thuluth script;

the decorative chapter headings

contain the same style ofwriting

rendered in white. This type ofscript

with large and elaborately rendered

letters is a \-ariation ofthe cursive

hand. The thuluth was perfected

under the Mamluks and was used

not only in manuscripts but also in

architectural decoration and on

portable objects, such as glass,

metalwork and ceramics (see nos. 73,

74, 76 and 78).

The tolio on the right has an

illuminated chapter heading on the

top ofthe page. Two panels with

loosely executed floral arabesques

appear above and below the heading,

which is adorned with gold blossoms.

The inscription gives the title of

Chapter XLII, The Surd ofthe Counsel:

Fifty-three rerses. This page includes

the first five verses following the

basmaLt, separated by verse stops

rendered as gold rosettes.

The opposite page contains the

final seven verses from Sura LXXIX
and the first 1 8 verses ofthe following

chapter. The chapter heading appears

about the middle of the page and

con tains the words The Sura of He
Frow)ied: Fourty-trro /"m« (revealed

at) Mecca. Seventy ofthe chapters in

the Koran are said to have been

revealed at Mecca and 44 at Medina.

t
• /-Itif
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Two Pages from a Koran

Ink, color and gold on paper

Egypt, late 14th century

Height: ^2.9 cm. (i 2|f in.)

Width (single folio): 24.8 cm.

(9s in.)

48.9r-32.i V

The Freer Gallery owns three folios

from this Koran which was written

in iiaskhi script. The pages on display

have rectangular illuminations with

trefoil-shaped marginal ornaments

enclosed by thin blue lines. Wide
braided bands frame the illuminations

and divide them horizontally into

three units. The narrower upper and

lower units possess oblong cartouches

which contain kufic inscriptions,

written in w hite against a blue field

filled with gold blossoms.

The central units have vertical

bands on either side, decorated with

gold flowers against a brown field.

The square zones in the middle possess

eight-petaled medallions which also

contain white kufic inscriptions,

placed against a blue field adorned

with gold floral motils.

The three lines of writing on the

right page are from Sura LVI, entitled

The Great Event, and contain verses

7^ to 77. The opposite page continues

with the following three verses ; on

the verso of this folio is the heading

ol the first chapter. The Opening, and

the first seven verses.

The section contained in the

double frontispiece is one ofthe most

popular passages in the Koran,

stating its divine revelation

:

But nay / 1 smear hy the setting or falling

ofstars,

And it IS indeeda mighty oath if you onl y

kiierr,

Certainly it is an honored Koran

In a hook that isprotected

None shall touch it save thepurified

[It isl a revelationjrom the Lord ofthe

worlds.







Two Pages from a Koran

Ink, color and gold on paper

Egypt, late 1 4tli century

Height: 32.9cm. (12^ in.)

Width (single folio): J4.8 cm.

(93 in.)

48.9r-j2.1v

The Freer Gallery owns three folios

from this Koran which was written

in iiaskhi script. The pages on display

have rectangular illuminations with

trefoil-shaped marginal ornaments

enclosed by thin blue lines. Wide
braided bands frame the illuminations

and divide them horizontally into

three units. The narrower upper and
lower units possess oblong cartouches

which contain iu/c inscriptions,

written in white against a blue field

filled with gold blossoms.

The central units have vertical

bands on either side, decorated with

gold flowers against a brown field.

The square zones in the middle possess

eight-petaled medallions which also

contain white iw/f inscriptions,

placed against a blue field adorned

with gold floral motifs.

The three lines ofwriting on the

right pageare from Sura LVI, entitled

The Great Epent, and contain verses

7f to 77- The opposite page conrinucs
with the following three verses; on
the verso of this folio is the heading

ofthe first chapter. The Opening, and

the first seven verses.

The section contained in the

double frontispiece is one ofthe most
popular passages in the Koran,

stating its divine revelation

:

But nay 11 swear hy the setting orfalling

.liidit tsindeeda mighty oath ifyou only

Certainly it is an honored Koran

In a hook that isprotected

None shall touch it save the purified

[It is] a revelation from the Ijtrdofthe

JTorlds.

r
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The Automata ofal-Jazari

The Kttah fi Marifat al-Hi ya! al-

Haihiasiya, or the Book ofKnowledge of

Ingenious Mechanical Devices, commonly

called the Automata, was written by

Badi al-Zaman ibn al-Razzaz al-Jazari

and dedicated to Nasr al-Din (1201-22),

the Artukid ruler ofDiyarbakir.

Al-Jazari, who served the Artukid

family for 2 f years, had previously

been employed by the father and

brother ofNasr al-Din.

The Automata is devoted to the

construction of mechanical devices,

grouped under six categories. Each

device is discussed in a separate

chapter which contains a number of

sections; these sections give detailed

specifications ofthe various compo-

nents used in the automaton.

The first category lists ten different

types ofclocks which employ either

the system hydraulics or heat (water

clocks and candle clocks). The second

contains ten drinking vessels in the

form ofgoblets, animals or figures ; it is

followed by ten automated pitchers

and basins used for bloodletting or

handwashing. The fourth category has

ten chapters on the construction of

fountains and other hydraulic systems

while five similar machines

constitute the next category. The

last group contains five miscellaneous

mechanisms such as an automated

palace gate, protractor, alarm clock,

locks and bolts. In the Introduction to

the work, al-Jazari mentions that he has

provided a drawing for each section

and marked it with letters for guidance.

He makes reference to 17^ illustrations

plus a list ofthe 2 1 letters used to mark

his drawings.

Fourteen illustrated Arabic copies

ofthe Automata are presently known. 1-

The earliest ofthese contains 1 79

folios with 60 illustrations (Istanbul,

Topkapi Palace Museum, A 3472).

Its colophon states that thecalli-

grapher, Muhammad ibn Yusut ibn

Osman al-Haskafi (from Hasankeyf,

near Diyarbakir), copied it in 1 206

from the autograph ofal-Jazari who

must have completed the work shortly

before this date. The copyist most

likely followed the original illus-

trations which have also been repeated

in the later manuscripts.

The Freer Gallery possesses nine

paintings which belong to two

separate 14th-century Automata

manuscripts, one ofwhich was

copied by Farruk ibn Abd al-Latif

al-Yakuti al-Mawlawi in Ramadan

7 1 ^/December 1 3 1 The text,

written in black naskhi script with red

ink used to mark difierent sections,

is 2 1 lines per folio.

This manuscript was originally in

Istanbul and later in the Kevorkian

Collection, New York. The paintings

are presently dispersed in various

public and private collections, and

eight ofthese are owned by the

Freer Gallery (nos. 44-5-1).

The provenance ofthe 131^

manuscripts has been the subject of

debate in the past, attributed by

different scholars to Diyarbakir,

Damascus or Cairo. It is now generally

agreed that the work was executed

in Syria which was ruled by the

Mamluks at that time.

This work is one ofthe oldest

Automata manuscripts in existence.

A notation in that colophon states

that it is "a copy ofa copy ofthe

autograph" ; that is, a copy ofthe

1206 manuscript.

The other Automata manuscript

has a more definite provenance. The
bulk ofthe work is in Istanbul

(Suleymaniye Library, Aya Sofya, no.

3606, 246 folios with i4illustrations)

while several paintings are owned by a

number ofcollections. The colophon

states that it was finished in Satar

7 s T/February-March 1 3
5-4 and

copied by Muhammad ibn Ahmad
al-Izmiri for the treasury ofAmir
Nasr al-Din Muhammad, the son of

the late Excellency Tulak al-Hasani

al-Malik al-Salihi.i^ Tulak, the tiuher

ofthe amir who commissioned the

work, served Sultan al-Malik

al-Nasr Hasan (i 347-5-1 and 135-4-61)

and died during the interim rule of

Sultan Salih (i 3 5 1-54).!* His son,

Nasr al-Din Muhammad, was most

likely active during the second reign of

Sultan Hasan (see nos. 76 and 78 for

other works executed during the

period of this ruler).

The Freer Gallery possesses only one

painting from the 1 3 54 manuscript

w hich is assigned to Cairo (no. 52).

The text is written in black )iaskhi

script and each folio contains 1
5- lines.

It is believed that the copyists ofboth

the 1315- and 1 3 5-4 Automata were also

the illustrators ofthe manuscripts.

Due to the scientific nature ofthe work,

the paintings are faithful copies ofthe

original illustrations with only minor

changes.
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Signs ofthe Zodiac from the Palace

Water Clock

From the Automata ot al-(azari

Copied by Farruk ibn Abd al-Latif

Syria, dated 1 3 1

7

Height: 3 1.5- cm. (i 2f in.)

Width: 2 1.9 cm. (8f in.)

30.74V

The first chapter ofCategory I

discusses a water clock which is

constructed like the facade ofa palace.

It has an arched gate below which

musicians are placed ; a large bird placed

above a vase appears on cither side.

Two narrow panels, each with 1 2

windows, adorn the upper portion.

Above the flat roof there is a semi-

circular disc containing the signs of

the zodiac with two spheres repre-

senting the sun and the moon.^^

At given intervals the windows
open, changing colors or revealing a

figure; the birds drop balls from their

beaks into the vases, ringing cymbals;

the zodiac disc revolves and the

musicians play.

The clock is operated by a compli-

cated hydraulic system hidden behind

the facade. The chapter contains ten

sections which explain different

components of the automaton ; the

ninth section refers to the construction

ofthe zodiac sign.

The large disc, made from copper, is

haqimered to the required shape; the

1 2 signs ot the zodiac are placed on the

outer rim. Two smaller discs are

joined to the large one ; the inner disc

represents the sphere ofthe sun while

the outer depicts that ofthe moon.

The illustration shows a green disc,

most likely simulating copper, with 12

gold figures on the rim, depicting the

zodiac signs. The figures surround a

series ofconcentric circles containing

two gold roundels which represent the

sun and the moon. The painting

appears below the last six lines of

Section 9.

Starting from the top, proceeding

counterclockwise, the figures

represented are: Cancer (crab), Leo

(lion), Virgo (figure holding two
stalks and a sickle). Libra (seated and

crowned figure holding a scale),

Scorpio (figure holding a scorpion),

Sagittarius (archer), Capricornus

(goat), Aquarius (figure drawing
water from a well with a bucket),

Pisces (seated figure holding up two
fish), Aries (ram), Taurus (bull) and

Gemini (figure with two heads).

6
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The Water Clock ofthe Drummers
From the Autoyruta ofal-Jazari

Copied by Farruk ibn Abd al-Latif

Syria, dated i ^ i y

Height: 50.8 cm. (i 2^ in.)

Width : 2 1 . cm. (8 1^ in.)

42.IO\'

The second chapter ofthe same

category begins w ith a section w hich

describes the appearance and operation

of the w ater clock of the drummers.

Similar in construction to the previous

automaton, this example resembles a

recessed alcove with a frieze of 1

2

roundels at the top; below it is a panel

with 1 2 crenellations and a figure. On
the base ofthe alcove there are seven

musicians. A pair on the left blow

trumpets while another pair on the

right play cymbals. In the center is a

seated figure w ith double drums,

flanked by two standing drummers. In

a niche above the musicians a filcon

hovers over a large vase.

At every hour the figure on the

parapet moves over one crenellation

the falcon leans forward to drop a ball

from its beak into the vase, which

rings a chime, and the musicians play

their instruments.

The illustration, faithfully following

al-Jazari's specifications, appears at

the end ofSection i . The folio on

display shows the painting and the

beginning ofthe ensuing five sections

which are devoted to the construction

ofthe different parts operating the

clock.

The figures are attired in short coats

w ith decorative arm bands and borders

around the collars, cufis and hems.

They are either bareheaded or w ear

turbans and wide brimmed hats.

Although the motifs on the garments

(floral and geometric designs, and

concentric swirls) are frequently

encountered in Mamluk paintings,

they can be traced to i ^th-century

images (see nos. 20-2 ^). Since the

painter ofthe i 3 1 y Automata relied on

the first copy, he has reproduced not

only the exact compositions but also

the decorative details which appeared

in the 1 206 manuscript.

The figure on the parapet stands

between the second and the third gold

roundels and crenellations. The time is

probably just before three o'clock, and

the musicians are ready to play their

instruments.
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4.6

The Candle Clock ofthe Swordsman
From the Automata ot al-Jazari

Copied by P'arruk ibn Abd al-Latif

Syria, dated 1315'

Height: 30.8 cm. (1 2 g in.)

Width : 2 1 .9 cm. (8| in.)

30.7ir

Chapter 7 ofCategory I describes a

clock which is based on the system of

heat released through a burning

candle. In the first section, its

appearance and working principle are

explained : the tall brass candlestick

has a falcon at the base and a bracket

near the top on which a black figure

holding a sword is perched. The candle

has a wick at its tip and is constructed

in two shells which contain the

mechanism. It is activated by the

burning ofthe wick and the drop of

the balls.

The candle is lit in the evening;

each hour the falcon releases a ball

from its beak into the base and the

figure strikes the wick with his sword,

cutting ofi'the burned portion. The
passage oftime can be told from the

number of balls which have fallen

into the base.

The remaining two sections are

devoted to the construction ofthe

parts and the regulation ofthe

movement ofthe sword.

The painting graphically represents

the candle clock with the base and
candle portrayed in cross section.

Letters mark the various segments,

which are explained in the text as each

unit is described. The figure with a

halo around his head, referred to as

a "black ghulam" a servant or slave,

is shown as a bearded man with a dark

complexion and short black hair. His

placement on the projection and the

position of his hands follow the

specifications given by the author:

one hand rests on the bracket while

the other holds the sword across his

chest. He is watching the flames which
rise from the top ofthe candle.

The falcon at the bottom ofthe

candle has a gold ball in his beak,

ready to drop it into the base which
already contains the first ball. The
time represented is shortly after the

first hour following sunset. A portion

ot the text appears on the right,

written as a slender column with 2

1

lines.

vvi
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A Mechanical Boat with Drinking

Men and Musicians

From the Autonhitd ot al-Jazari

Copied by Farruk ibn x\bd al-Latit

Syria, dated 1 3 1 y

Height: 30.2 cm.(irjin.)

Width : 2 1.7 cm. (Sfe in.)

30.7 ^r

The second category in al-Jazari's

work contains automata used in

drinking parties. A number ot these

de\'ices are basically elaborate princely

toys, such as this boat which is

described in the first section ofthe

fourth chapter.

According to the text, the boat is

made ofwood and has a deck on top

;

on its stern, there is a domed pavilion

with an enthroned king. A servant,

holding a bottle and cup, stands in

front ot the king who is surrounded

by his boon companions. Musicians

are seated on a platform placed on the

opposite end ofthe boat while sailors

holding oars stand on the gunwale.

In the following two sections

al-Jazari explains the mechanism

which is hidden in the hull ofthe

boat. When the boat is placed on a

pool, the hydraulic system is acti\'atcd

and the sailors begin to row. Every half

hour the musicians play their

instruments. The performance is

repeated 1
5- times.

The painting shows a princely

figure seated cross-legged on the far

right ; he holds a handkerchict in one

hand and a cup in the other. Like his

companions, he wears a tall hat with an

upturned brim. Three ofthe

companions are seated and have cups

in their hands, while a fourth stands

behind them. The servant with the

wine bottle and cup appears in front of

the king. On the left is the platform

with the musicians.

The painter ofthe 131^ manuscript

has deviated from the text and

eliminated certain figures. Al-Jazari

writes that the king is accompanied by

his chamberlain and weapon bearer,

and has companions on both sides ofthe

pavilion. Behind the musicians should

be a sailor holding the rudder and

another with an oar should be standing

on the gunwale next to the king.

This illustration is the only one in the

group which is painted sideways.

Apparently the artist chose to use the

lieight ot the tolio to accommodate the

extended composition.

[106]
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A Container for Dispensing Wines

From the Automata ofal-Jazari

Copied by Farruk ibn Abd al-Latif

Syria, dated 1 3 1 y

Height: 30.1 cm. (11 Jin.)

Width: 2 1.9 cm. (8f in.)

10.J2X

A container which can dispense a

combination ofdifferent wines

mixed with water is the subject of

the first section ofthe fifth chapter

in Category II. The vessel is a large

deep bowl made ofbrass; it rests on

a high foot and has a domed cover

mounted by a large ball. Near the

foot is a valve in the shape ofa cow
with a disc on its back. Seated on the

disc is a man who extends his right

hand to touch the disc with his

index finger.

Water and four different kinds of

wine (aromatic, rose, red and white)

are poured into the container which is

capable ofdispensing either one kind of

wine or water, or any given wine

mixed with water in various

proportions, such as one-third wine

with two-thirds water, one-fifth wine

with four-fifths water, etc.

This marvelous contraption is

operated by the figure on the disc

which is marked with the possible

combinations. When his finger points

to one ofthe marks, a series ofvalves

and ducts connected to the five

chambers w ithin the bowl are

activated and the desired "cocktail"

is prepared.

The illustration shows a large

footed bowl covered by a domed
lid, adorned with arabesques, floral

scrolls and braided bands (for a

comparable shape executed in glass

see no. 72). The turbaned figure on

the cow correctly places the index

finger of his right hand on the disc

which is almost hidden under his

garments.

The last five lines ofSection I

appear above the painting while

three lines ofthe following two

sections are placed on the bottom

ofthe folio.

I



49
A Mechanical Device with Two

Drinking Men
From the Automata ofal-Jazari

Copied by Farruk ibn Abd al-Latif

Syria, dated 1 3
1

5^

Height: 30.9cm. (i2fif in.)

Width: 20.4cm.

30.77r

Another automaton which is purely

tor princely entertainment consti-

tutes the ninth chapter ofCategory

II. It is constructed like a rectangular

platform with four columns at the

corners which carry a domed pavilion.

On the platform are two elderly

sbaykbs, or holy men, according to

al-Jazari. Each figure holds a wine

bottle and a cup in his hand. At

seven- oreight-minute intervals,

one of the hgures pours wine into the

cup of his companion who drinks it

and nods his head with pleasure

several times ; then the action is

reversed and the other figure is

offered a drink.

Al-Jazari writes that the platform

and figures are made ofcopper, the

columns of bronze and the vessels ot

silver. The hydraulic system, hidden

in the pavilion, contains a water

tank and the mechanical parts.

The illustration, which takes up

the entire folio, shows two bearded

figures sitting cross-legged on the

platform. They hold wine bottles and

beakers, or cups, in their hands. The
pa\'ilion abo\'e them is exposed to ex-

plain the operating systems and shows

ducts and tanks connected to the

figures. The large dome on the top and

the sides ofthe pavilion are decorated

with arabesques and floral scrolls.

The unit sits on four feet and was

probably placed on a table during its

performance. Al-Jazari's statement

that the figures are intended to

represent old sbaykbs adds an extra

touch oflightheartedness to the

mechanical toy since religious men
generally abstained from drinking

alcoholic beverages.

Due to the large scale ofthe figures,

the details are clearly visible. The
painter ofthis manuscript uses fine

white strokes to suggest volume, as

is particularly noticeable in the faces

o[ the sbaj'kbs.

o:
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The Basin ofthe Two Scribes

From the Automata ofal-Jazari

Copied by Farruk ibn Abd al-Latif

Syria, dated 131^

Height: 30.8 cm. (i 2 g i"-)

Width: 19.7 cm. (7I in.)

30.76r

The third category ofthe Automata

contains pitchers, basins and other

containers used for washing hands

or bloodletting. The first section of

the sixth chapter describes a basin with

two scribes which is employed in

phlebotomy, measuring the exact

amount ofblood taken from the

patient.

The basin is on a pedestal with

four columns rising above it. On top of

the columns is a platform where

two scribes are seated. One ofthe

scribes is placed inside a circle divided

into 1 20 numbered units and holds a

pen resting on the circle. The second

figure carries a tablet and a pen

which points to the marks on the

tablet.

The basin is placed in front ofthe

patient to be bled and the device is set

to zero by running a small quantity ot

liquid through it. When one dirham

(approximately 3
grams or . 1 6 ounces)

ofblood is collected in the basin, the

pen ofthe first scribe moves to the

first digit on the circle and the tablet

ofthe second scribe rises until his pen

points to the first mark. The pens of

the scribes move in accordance with

the amount ofblood accumulated in

the basin, until the number 1 20 is

reached by both.

Al-Jazari states that the basin can

be removed, washed and replaced. The
basin is constructed ol brass and the

figures are made ofcopper plates.

The painting shows the basin,

pedestal, columns and platform in

cross section and reveals the pulleys

which move the arms ofthe scribes

as the weight ofthe blood in the basin

activates them. The first scribe has a

large pen resting on the edge ofthe

platform while his companion holds

up the tablet on which the first mark
appears. In the painting, the pen

ofthe second scribe is omitted ; the

figure is merely pointing to the mark.

The text, placed on the far right,

is in a columnar form as seen in

number 46. The last two lines present

the title ofthe ensuing portion.

Section 2 , which explains the mechanism,



The Basin ofthe Servant

From the Automata ofal-Jazari

Copied by Farruk ibn Abd al-batif

Syria, dated 1 3 1 >

Height: cm. (12 J in.)

\Vid\h: 2'i.6cm.(8i-in.)

A hand w ashing device in the form of

a servant pouring water from an

ewer is described in the tenth

chapter ofCategory III. It consists

ofa square platform on which a

knecHng hgure is placed ; the tigure

holds a pitcher in his right hand and

a towel and comb in the other. Four

columns rising from the corners ot

the platform carry a domed pavilion

with a bird on top. Below the ewer is

a basin which contains a duck.

When the bird on the dome
whistles, water begins to pour from

the tank stored in the pavilion

through the spout ofthe pitcher and

the o\\ ner washes his hands. The
water collected in the basin is drunk

by the duck and subsequently

released through its tail into the

container hidden under the platform.

Upon the conclusion ofthe washing,

the towel and comb are extended to

the owner, who dries his hands and

combs his hair, and returns them to

the servant.

Al-Ja/ari's specitications indicate

that the platform is made ofcopper

while the ewer is brass.

The illustration takes up the entire

folio and represents the outer

appearance ofthe device as well as

the mechanism which moves the

hands ofthe figure. The system is

based on the shifting ofthe weight

ofwater in the tanks above and below

the servant. This automaton, like

number 49 with the drinking )7'j)'(7>.f,

is meant to be placed on a table and

rests on four feet.

The golden ewer held by the figure

is decorated with arabesques and

braided bands ; it has a single handle,

a lid and a curved spout which is

shaped like a dragon. The servant

wears a long-sleeved dress and coat,

and has a small cap on his head.

Floral scrolls and arabesque

cartouches decorate the pavilion

while the dome seems to be covered

with hexagonal tiles. Although the text

mentions that the figure holds a comb
and a t(n\ el in his lett hand, the former

is omitted in the painting.

|iio|



Man on Balcony from the Elephant

Water Clock

From the Automata ofal-Jazari

Copied by Muhammad ibn Ahmad
al-I/,miri for Amir Nasr al-Din

Muhammad ibn Tulak

Egypt, dated 13^4

Height: 39.7 cm. (i vf in.)

Width: 2 7.5- cm. (10 j| in.)

32.i9r

The most elaborate and complicated

automaton in the book is the elephant

water clock which is described in the

fourth chapter ofC^ategory 1. Its

outer appearance shows an elephant

carrying a domed pavilion in which

a scribe is seated ; a driver is perched

on the elephant's neck and two

entwined dragons extend from the

center ofthe pavilion. There is also a

man seated on a balcony which

projects from the root.^'

The 1 2 th section ofthe chapter is

devoted to the construction ofthe

balcony with the seated figure. At

given intervals the balcony rotates

and the figure moves ; a ball is dropped

into the mouth ofone of the dragons,

then fed to the other dragon which

drops it into a bucket. Meanwhile, the

driver is activated and the scribe's pen

mo\'es to indicate the passage oftime.

The illustration shows a bearded

figure sitting cross-legged on the

balcony. He wears a turban and a long

garment decorated w ith arabesques

and arm bands. He holds an ornate

gold ball in his right hand while his

left hand appears to have just released

an identical object. The semi-

circular band above the figure

contains i ^ rounded openings,

seven ofwhich are silver and seven

black; the central opening is painted

halfsilverand halfblack. The balcony

rests on two projecting brackets which

are drawn in cross section.

According to al-Jazari, at every

halfhour, the openings above the

figure change color; the figure moves

his head, leans to one side, picks up

a ball and drops it into the mouth of

the dragon.

[Ill]



The Sulwan al-AIuta ofibn Zafar

Few books in the ancient world have

been as widely read and circulated as

the collection ofanimal fables called the

Alirror oj Kings, or the Kalila wj Dimiia

after two jackals who are the pro-

tagonists ofthe stories. The work,

which is a compilation oftwo Indian

epics, the Panchataiitra and the

Alabhharata, is attributed to a Brahman
named Bidpai, writing about 300 A.D.
It uses animal stories to instruct rulers

on morals and conduct. There exist

several Sanskrit versions, one ofwhich
was translated into Pahlavi and Syriac

in the6th century.

Although the Pahlavi version is now
lost, it was rendered into Arabic by
Abdallah ibn al-Mukaffli around

7^0 A.D. Al-Mukaffa's work was the

source for subsequent translations

into Syriac, Greek, Persian, Hebrew
and Spanish, which in turn were

rendered into Slavonic, Turkish,

French, German, Danish, Dutch,

Latin, Italian and English. There are

also Ethiopic, eastern Turkish,

Mongol, Malay andJavanese editions.

The Arabic version has been revised

and edited with a number ofsections

added by the subsequent authors.

There are also many imitations ofthe

Kalila wa Dimna and many translations

ofthese imitations.

Although the oldest illustrated

Arabic manuscript was executed in the

first quarter ofthe 1 3th century,

literary references indicate that the

Kalila wa Dnnna was adorned with

paintings at an earlier period. Al-

Mukaffa mentions the existence of

illustrations in the introduction to his

translation and Firdausi states in the

old preface to the Shahname that the

Samanid prince, Nasr ibn Ahmad
(914-942), was delighted by the

images in the Persian metrical version

ofBidpai's work.-"

There exist five illustrated Arabic

copies ofthe Kalila wa Dimna which
were made in the 14th century.^^

A work closely related to these

manuscripts is a Mamluk copy ofthe

Sulwan al-Muta, originally written in

1
1
5-9 by ibn Zafar ( 1 1 04-70). The

author, called al-Sikilli since he was
born in Sicily, wrote on various

subjects, including the Sulwan al-Muta

which is a collection offables based on
the Kalila wa Dimna.

Ibn Zafar's book was translated into

Italian, English and Turkish. The only

known illustrated Arabic copy was
executed in the 14th century. The
bulk ofthe manuscript with 1 10 folios

and 26 miniatures was recently brought
to light while a single page is presently

in Prince Sadruddi.n Aga Khan's

Collection.

The Freer Gallery owns two folios

from this work(nos. and 74).

Each folio possesses one miniature

which has no prototype in Islamic

painting; the scenes are unique to this

manuscript and original creations. The
figural representation, the excessive

use ofgold and the thin blue lines with

minute decorative finials framing the

scenes are closely related to a Mamluk
work which was completed in 1 3 34
and assigned to Egypt.

On the basis ofthe above evidence,

the Freer paintings are also attributed

to Cairo and dated in the second

quarter ofthe 14th century. The text

is written in black naskhi script and has

13 lines per page.

The 14th-century copies ofboth the

Kalila wa Dimna and the Sulwan al-Muta

represent the last flowering age of

illustrated books on animal fables

within the Arab world.

[,I2]
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The Talc ofthe Horse and the Boar

From the Sulwaii al-Muta ofibn Zafir

Lgy pt, second quarter ofthe 14th

century

Heij:;ht: :4.9 cm. (9f^ in.)

Width: i7.6cm.(6 jj! in.)

The text begins with a statement

denouncing corruption and lying, and

continues with the story ofthe horse,

which presumably personifies the soul

ofthe liar. After the horse jumps into a

river and swims across it, he gets his

leather saddle and collar wet. They
swell from the intense heat ot the

sun, surtocating and immobilizing

the animal. The horse remains in this

miserable condition for a number of

days until a wild pig enters the

scene, ready to kill him. The horse

pleads with the boar who pities his

condition and asks what evil he com-

mitted to deserve such a punishment.

Although the horse professes

innocence, the boar answers that if he

is lying and ignorant of his crime, he

cannot be saved.

The painting shows a chestnut

horse with gold saddle and trappings,

facing a gray boar running towards him.

Behind the horse is a plant bearing two
large blossoms which are typical ofthe

fioral motifs found in Mamluk art (see

nos. 41, 4^;, 72, 73, 76 and 78). The
ground is indicated by green foliage

and the sky is rendered as an over-

hanging canopy.

Aside from the two protagonists of

the fable, the horse and the wild pig,

there is an additional figure in the

scene. A bearded man, wearing a

long robe and turban, stands behind

the animals and points to the horse. He
can be interpreted as the commentator,

or the narrator.

The transgression ofthe frame by
the boar, which appears to charge into

the scene from the margin, adds a

sense ofmovement and drama to the

otherwise static painting.



V4

The Tale of the Bear and the Monkeys
From the Sitlir.iii al-Mutj ofihn Zafar

Egypt, second quarter of the 14th

century

Height: 24.9cm. (pjf in.)

Width: 17.6cm. (6 \l in.)

T4-2V

The foHo contains a portion of a story

within a story and resumes with the

tale ofthe bear and the monkey with

failing eyesight. The monkey asks the

bear to take him to the monkey's

doctor. When they reach the residence

ofthe doctor, who was well know n for

his malice and slyness, he runs up a

tree. The bear explains the ailment of

the monkey and asks the doctor to

treat his friend. The malicious

doctor tells the monkey to climb the

tree so that he can see what is wrong

with him.

Although the text is rather vague

about the precise roles ofthe animals,

the painting helps to clarify certain

points. It shows two monkeys in a

tree - obviously the doctor and the

patient - while the bear sits below on

the ground.

The portrayal ofthe animals is

quite naturalistic. The amiable bear

lifts up one paw and talks to the

malicious brown monkey who is

comfortably perched on a branch. On
the left the ailing gray monkey has just

climbed the tree and approaches the

doctor with some degree ofapprehen-

sion. The foreground reveals an

attempt to represent depth by placing

clusters ofgrass, the tree and a body ot

water in receding planes. Similar to the

previous scene, the background is

solidly painted in gold.

This miniature, with its vivacious

representation ofthe animals and

subtle interaction between the figures,

is one ot the most charming and

aesthetically pleasing of all Mamluk
paintings.

4. .
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The Ajjib a/-Makh!ukar ofal-Kazwini

Zakariyaibn Miiliamniad ibn Mahmud
Abu Yahya, commonly known as al-

Kazwini (i 203-83), was born into an

Arab family which had settled in

Kazw in. He w as the kadi of W'asit and

Hilla during the reign of the last

Abbasid caliph, al-Mustasim (i 241 -

^8), and completed his two voluminous

works on cosmology and geography

while residing in Irak.

The cosmology is an encyclopedic

work which bears the title Ajaihal-

Aiukblukat wa Gharaih jl-MajrjudaT, or

the // 'oiiden oj Cnuiridii and Oddities of

Existence. The book is divided into two
parts which discuss heavenly and ter-

restrial bodies. The first part contains

an extensive introduction to the

heavenly bodies (such as the sun,

moon, planets and stars) and the

inhabitants ofheaven (that is, the

angels), and concludes w ith a chapter

on chronology. The second portion

describes sublunar phenomena and

elements (fire, air and water), natural

history (minerals, flora and fnma) and,

finally, man. The book also contains

geographical details such as descrip-

tions ofmajor seas, rivers, islands and
mountains.^*

Al-Kazwini prepared four editions of

the cosmology, one ofwhich was
completed in 1 276. This version was
copied in 1 280 by Muhammad ibn

Muhammad ibn Ali who also illustrated

the work, most likely following the

author's original sketches. This

manuscript, copied only three years

before the death ofal-Kazwini, was
executed while he was residing in

Wasit (Munich, Bayerische Staat-

bibliothek. Cod. Arab. 464).-*

The Ajaih al-AiLikhliikat was sub-

sequently translated into Persian and

Turkish, and a great number ofthese

editions were adorned with

miniatures.-*

Illustrated Arabic copies ofthe work
are rather scarce. Aside from a group of

three manuscripts, which were made
towards the end ofthe 14th century,

only a lew later copies still exist.-'

The oldest ot the 1 4th-cen tury

manuscripts is an undated and in-

complete \'ersion which was acquired

in Algiers by Friedrich Sarre. The work
was first exhibited in 19 10 in Berlin and

Munich, andin ipioand 1931 in

London and Frankfurt.-* In 1 95-4 a

large portion ofthe manuscript

containing 144 folios was purchased by

the New "^'ork Public I library. Spencer

Oillection (MS. 4^-) while the balance

of8 3 folios entered the Freer Gallery

(nos. 74. 3 3"74- 1 14 anJ ^7-

1

1)- The
Spencer Collection owns the original

binding, the beginning ot the manu-
script and the bulk ofthe text. This

portion has relatively few paintings,

most ofwhich depict either astro-

nomical diagrams or illustrate the

sections devoted to fish, trees, birds

and rodents. In contrast, each folio in

the Freer Gallery possesses one or

more paintings.

The manuscript has 2 3 lines per page

written in black iiaskhi script, enclosed

by black and gold marginal lines. The
captions ofdifferent sections appear in

red or blue with the occasional sub-

titles given in yellow. The paintings,

rendered in color and gold, are freely

placed on the folios without any

frames. The manuscript w as paginated

twice: the earlier set is in ink with

Arabic characters w hile the later set

is in pencil and uses the digits known
as "Arabic numerals" in the West.

The manuscript docs not possess a

colophon or any other indication ofits

date and provenance. Similar to a

number ofother Islamic scientific manu-

scripts, the illustrations are archaic

and based on earlier models
;
thus, it

is very difficult to localize and date

the work from its stylistic evidences.

Various scholars have attributed it to

Irak or Iran between 1 3 70 and 1
400.-" It

is generally agreed that the work was

executed in Irak under thejalairid rLile.

However, a contemporary Persian copy

ofthe Ajaih iil-Miikhlukiit, dedicated to

Sultan Ahmad falairid, reveals a

different st\leofpainting.^" The
problem w ill remain imsolved until

comparable works w ith precise dating

and proN'cnance are disco\'ered and

published.

The two other late 14th-century

copies ofal-Kazwini's cosmology seem

to be based on the above manuscript

and were probably executed at a

slightly later period. Llnfortunately^,

they bear neither a date nor a proven-

ance. One of the manuscripts is in the

Academy ofSciences, Leningrad,''

while the other is owned by the

Chester Beatty Library, Dublin.

The Freer manuscript contains the

sections on the heavenly bodies,

including the sun and moon, planets,

constellations, signs of the zodiac and

angels ; the creatures of the earth

;

different species ot fish and other

beings which inhabit the seas; various

types of trees and plants; real and

fictitious animals and birds. The
illustrations on the 16 folios placed on

display are representative ofthe broad

scope ofal-Kazwini's work. They
reveal both its scientific and mytho-

logical character, the latterof w hich

can be related to the fantastic tales in

the Arabian Nights and the royages of
Siiibad, the Sailor (nos. 5" y-70).



Symbol ofVenus and the Orbit ofthe

Sun

From the Ajaih al-Makbltikat o^-A-

Kazwini

Irak, late 14th century

Height: 52.7 cm. (i 2 |in.)

Width: 2 2.4 cm. (8^ in.)

This portion ofthe text, entitled "The
Fifth View ofthe Orbit ofthe Sun,"

describes two spherical planes, the

center ofwhich is the center ofthe

universe. The lower plane is tangential

to the apogee ofthe orbit ofVenus.

Revolving from east to west, this orbit

is concluded in 360 \ days. Al-Kazwini

states that Earth has a separate

orbit whose center, the sun, is outside

the above-mentioned center. The sun

does not revolve, ifit did, there would
be six months ofwinter and six months
ofsummer which would lead to the

extinction of all animal and plant life on

Earth. The author indicates that the

thickness ofthe "orbit ofthe sun" is

3^^,470 miles and mentions that it is

represented by a diagram in his work.

Venus, personified by a female lutist,

is placed on the upper portion ofthe

folio. The crowned figure sits cross-

legged on a cushion and leans against a

pillow while playing her instrument.

The planet Venus, traditionally

shown as a lutist, appears on a great

number ofIslamic objects which depict

astronomical themes. The model for

the figure predates Islam and can be

found in the classical period.

The silver disc on the lower portion

ofthe page is the diagram ofthe "orbit

ofthe sun" mentioned by al-Kazwini.

[116J
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Symbol ofMars

From the Ajaih a!-MakhIukat ofal-

Kazwini

Irak, late 14th century

Height: 32.7 cm. (i 2| in.)

Width: 2 2. 4 cm. (8 It in.)

The author w rites that the orbit of

Mars is bound by two parallel lines

whose center is the center ofthe

universe; the upper line is tangential to

the orbit ofjupiter and the lower to the

orbit ofthe sun. The planet Mars

revolves from west to cast and takes

one year, ten months and 22 days to

complete its orbit. The figure ofthe

orbit is like those ofthe moon, Venus,

Jupiter and Saturn ; and its thickness,

according to Ptolemy, is 20,376,998

miles.

Al-Kazwini mentions that the

astronomers associate Mars with

oppression, subjugation and tyranny.

They call it "the lesser misfortune"

since it is below Saturn in misfortune.

The mass ofMars is approximately one

and a halftimes that ofEarth ; its

diameter is 900,8 3 7 miles and the

planet travels about 40 minutes ofan

arc each day.

Mars is symbolized by a bearded

warrior who sits cross-legged on a

cushion with a pillow behind his back,

similar to the representation ofVenus

seen in the previous image. Mars holds

a silver sword in one hand while

clutching the hair ofa severed head in

the other.

In Hellenistic and Roman art this

planet is personified as a warrior who
wears a helmet and full armor, and

generally holds a sword and shield.

Although Mars wears a helmet in this

painting, he is attired in the costume of

the period with a short-sleeved coat

worn over a long-sleeved garment. The
cloud collars decorating the neck and

shoulders ofthe outfit as well as the

floral motifs embroidered on the coat

and cushion are frequently found in

post-Mongol paintings.

.-zL---^-. —
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Constellations ot the Northern

Hemisphere: Ursa Major and Draco

From the Ajaih al-Mjkblitkat ofal-

Kazwini

Irak, late 14th century

Height: 2 .7 cm. (i 2 J in.)

Width: 2'2.4cm.(8-lil in.)

^4•^9r

The text states that the Great Bear, a

constellation also called the Big Dipper

or Ursa Major, consists of 29 stars in

the figure itselfwith eight additional

stars around it. The stars constituting

various parts ofthe body are given

different names by the Arabs. For

example, the three stars on the tail are

called "the mourning maidens," the

one at the end is named "the leader,"

followed by "the beast." Above the

latter is a smaller star, "the indistinct,"

by which people test the power ot their

vision. Ifthey look at this star and say,

"I take refuge with God of the

indistinct, from the scorpion and the

snake," they will be safe that night

from the attacks ofinsects and

animals.

In the follow ing section al-Kazwini

discusses the names ot the 2, i stars

which make up the constellation "the

dragon," or Draco. The single star on

the tongue is called "the dancer." The

group offour on the head are named

"the mother animals," with the

central one being "the young ofthe

camel."

On the upper halfofthe folio is a

large brown bear while below it is a

blue dragon \\ hose body t\\ ists and

forms a heart-shaped knot in the

center. The stars constituting the

constellations are represented as gold

dots outlined in red.

Ursa Major and Draco are among the

2 1 constellations ofthe northern

hemisphere.



t8
Constellations ofthe Zodiac

:

Sagittarius and CJapricornus

From the Ajaih al- Makblukat o(al-

Kazwini

Irak, late 14th century

Height: 32.7 cm. (i 2 1 in.)

Width: 2 2.4 cm. (8 j| in.)

T4-4Tr

Al-Kazwini states that the constel-

lation known as "the archer" (that is,

Sagittarius), also called "the bow,"

is made upot 3 1 stars. The stars on

the arrowhead, handle and southern

tip ofthe bow and on the right hoofare

called "the ostrich going to drink" to

describe their configuration. The stars

on the left flank, above the arrow, on

the shoulder and under the armpit are

called "the escaping ostrich" as they

suggest an ostrich which has drunk the

water and is leaving the river.

A configuration of28 stars appears in

"the goat," or Capricornus. The first

ofthe two stars on its second horn is

named "Sad, the butcher," wliois

supposed to have killed the lamb

represented by the smaller second star.

Sagittarius is depicted as a com-

posite creature, the upper halfofwhich

is the archer. The figure, shooting with

a how and arrow, wears a crown with

two long ribbons trailing behind his

head. The lower portion ofthe body

resembles that ot a tour-legged animal

whose tail forms a knot and ends w ith

a dragon's head, similar to Draco seen

previously. The centaur is the tradi-

tional symbol ofSagittarius which is

one ofthe signs ofthe zodiac.

Capricornus, also a composite

creature, has the body ofa fish with the

torso, forelegs and head ot a ram. The
silvery body is scaled whereas the blue

torso is coN'ered with tur. Like Sagit-

tarius, it is a part ofthe 1 2 zodiacal

constellations (see no. 44 for the

representations ofthe zodiac).

(J
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Constellations ot the Southern

Hemisphere : Cetus and Orion

From the .ijiiih al-Makhlnkat ot al-

Kazwini

Irak, late 14th century

Height: 32.7 cm. (i 2 1- in.)

Width: 22.4 cm.(8ji in.)

Al-Kazwini writes that there are i >

figures or constellations in the southern

hemisphere, oneot which is "the

whale," or Cetus. This constellation

has 2 2 stars and resembles an animal

tac in g ca s t . Th e fo 1 1ow i n g g rou p of 3 8

stars make up Orion which is also

called Gemini. This constellation

resembles a figure ofa man who holds a

stick in his hand w hile a sword is girt at

his \\ aist. Similar to the previous

examples, the stars ofthe constellation

are identified by their names. For

instance, the group ofnine on the slee\e

is called "the crow n ofOrion", or his

"hair curls."

Cetus, which appears on the upper

halfofthe folio, has the silvery and

scaled body ot a fish with the torso,

forelegs and head ofa quadruped. The
torso is covered with fur and a golden

wing, terminating in a dragon's head,

emerges from the shoulder. The com-

posite character ofCetus resembles

thatofCapricornus(no. 78).

Orion is represented as a long-haired

youth who holds a club in his hand

while a black sword hangs across his

body. The figure wears a short-sleeved

and belted coat over a longer garment,

the right sleeve ot which extends over

the arm to accommodate the nine

stars which constitute this part ofthe

body. In the West, Orion is often

personified as a hunter with a belt and

sword whereas Cetus is represented as

a whale.
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Constellations ofthe Southern

Hemisphere : (brvus and Centaurus

From the Ajaih al-Mdkhlukjt odtV

Kazwini

Irak, late 14th century

Height: 3 2.7 cm. (i 2| in.)

Width: 2 2.4 cm. (8
-1§ in.)

The text states that the constellation

"the raven," or C 'orvus, is in the

southern hemisphere and consists of

seven stars. "The Centaur," or

CJentaurus, is also in the same hemi-

sphere and possesses ^7 stars which

represent an animal whose forepart is a

man and hindpart is a horse. It faces

east and has in one hand two palm

branches while the other holds the paw
ofa lion. Al-Kazwini writes that the

last two stars ofCentaurus are called

"the two sworn upon." According to

tradition, one ofthese stars passes very

near the path ofC>)rvus and some

people insist that it belongs to Corvus

while others swear that it Ix-longs to

Centaurus, the former ha\'ing perjured

themselves.

The little white bird with dark red

wings and tail on the upper left ot the

folio represents Corvus whereas the

magnificent centaur takes up the

lower halfofthe page. This figure

wears a white turban and carries a

uolden branch in his ritrht hand. The
left hand is merely pointing beyond the

folio although the text indicates that it

should be holding a lion's paw. A
golden wing attached to the shoulder

terminates in a dragon's head while the

large tail has the scaled body ofa

serpent and forms a heart-shaped knot

in the center, ending with a terocious-

looking dragon's head (see also Sagit-

tarius in no. 58).

fi'K.lu-^ % .?

[121]
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The Four Angels who Carry the

Celestial Throne

From the Ajaih Lil-Makhltikat ofal-

Kazwini

Irak, late 14th century

Height: ^ 2.7 cm. (i 2| in.)

Width:2'2.4cm.(8tLin.)

This portion ofthe text begins with

praise ofthe angels who bear the

celestial throne, and are the noblest

and closest to God among all the

angels. According to tradition, some

of tlie throne bearers arc in the form

ofhuman beings while others resemble

oxen, eagles or lions. The author

includes a verse about these angels

which had impressed the Prophet

Muhammad:

A man and an ox under his right foot

An eaije and a lion with a manejor the

left.

The text also quotes Abbas, the

Prophet's cousin, who is recorded as

saying that God created four bearers of

the throne, but on the Day of Resur-

rection they will be reinforced by

another four and on that day eight of

them will bear the throne ofGod.

Among them those in the form ot

human beings \\ ho will intercede tor

the sustenance ofman ; the oxen will

plead for the animals, the eagles will

plead for the birds and the lions

will plead for the predatory creatures.

The angels will carry the throne on

their shoulders and should they

become weak, the greatness ofGod
will bear it.

The painter has depicted the angels

in two pairs. Those on the upper

register, the man and the ox, will bear

the right side ofthe celestial throne

while the lion and the eagle below w ill

carry the left. The winged man with

long flowing locks wears a turban and

the characteristic garments ofthe

period. He faces the ox whose tail is

knotted in the same fashion as pre-

viously discussed animals. The lion with

a mane confronts the stationary eagle.

The symbols of the four angels who
bear the celestial throne can be found

in Judaic and Christian traditions : in

the Old Testament they appear in the

vision ofEzekiel and in the New
Testament they represent the fnir

Evangelists.
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The Archangel Israfil

From the Ajaih al-Makhlukat of

al-Kazwini

Irak, late 14th century

Height: 52.7 cm. (i 2 1 in.)

Width: 2 2. 4 cm. (81^ in).

Al-Kazwini writes that the four arch-

angels are called Israfil, Jibril, Mikail

and Izrail. Israfil carries out the orders

ofGod and inspires souls into bodies.

In his mouth he holds a trumpet, the

head ofwhich is as large as the Heavens

and Earth. Israfil watches the celestial

throne for the order to blow his

trumpet, and when he does, every-

one in the Heavens and on Earth will

suffer a deadly shock, except those

whom God wants to be saved. The
archangel is described as having four

wings, each ofwhich is used to block

the East and West, to clothe his body

and to veil his head from the greatness

ofGod. Israfil stands below the celestial

throne and has a plate between his

eyes. God communicates His orders

with a pen which writes on the plate

that is lowered to Israfil. Israfil then

carries out the command through his

assistants who inspire their souls into

matter, flora or fauna. Life on Earth

can only be sustained through these

forces, but should they cease, then

decay sets in.

Israfil, also called the Lord of the

Horn, is shown holding his golden

trumpet in his mouth, ready to blow it

upon orders from God. He wears the

turban and garments ofthe period and

has elaborate sashes wrapped around

his torso. His enormous wing

terminates in a dragon's head, similar to

that seen on the constellations Cetus

and Ccntaurus (nos. ^9 and 60). The
figure is represented in profile with one

leg raised. He appears to be stepping

out ofthe folio with parts of his body

transgressing the frame, a feature

commonly seen in the paintings of this

manuscript. The powerful and

dramatic movement created by the

repetitions ot diagonals and the strong

profile of Israfil is in keeping with the

character ol the archangel who is to

determine the destiny ofman,

announcing the Day otjudgment.

-i«
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The Archangel Michael

From the AJaib al-Makblukat of

al-Kazwini

Irak, late 14th century

Height: 32.7 cm. (i in.)

Width: 22.4cm. (811 in.)

The archangel Mikail, or Michael, is in

charge of the provenance ofbodies as

well as the presence ofwisdom and

knowledge in souls. He stands on the

overflowing sea in the Seventh Heaven
in which the angels are as numerous as

God wishes. No one knows Michael's

qualities or the number of his wings

except God. Ifhe opens his mouth, the

Heavens will be swallowed "like a grain

ofmustard in the sea" ; and ifhe comes
near the dwellers of the Heavens and

Earth, they will burn from his light.

His assistants, who are in charge ofthe

entire world, ha\'e the power ot

resurrection and generation.

Michael, attired in the same gar-

ments as Israfil, is represented in quite a

different manner. The figure turns into

the folio and the curvature ofhis body
creates a rhythmic, self-contained

movement. His inclined head, flowing

locks, bent arms, hips and legs,

accentuated by the ripples of his sashes

and the curves of his wings, create a

softly flowing movement that con-

trasts with the dramatic rendering of

the previous archangel.
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The Traveller's Rescue by the Rukh
From the Ajaib al-Makhlukat of

al-Kazu'ini

Irak, late 14th century

Height: 32.7 cm. (i 2 1 in.)

Width: 2 2.4cm. (8 j3 in.)

One delightful story narrated by

al-Kazwini is the tale ofa traveler who
\\ as rescued from an island by a

miraculous bird called the Rukh.

According to the author, a man from

Isfahan, overw helmed w ith debts and

family expenses, took to the sea.

During the voyage his ship was carried

into a whirlpool by powerful waves.

The captain told the passengers that

they could be saved ifa man sacrificed

himselfand consented to stay on a

nearby island. The man from Isfahan

volunteered on the condition that the

passengers paid his debts and took care

of his children ; the passengers agreed

and he was deposited on the island.

On the island became upon a huge

tree, on top ofwhich was the nest of a

great white bird. This bird flew in every

night and left at dawn. One morning

the man grabbed its legs and the bird

carried him high over land and sea,

finally dropping him in the center ofa

marketplace. When the people and the

king of the town heard his story, the

man was given a great deal ot money
and asked to stay. In time he found his

ship but when his friends asked him

how he was saved, the man from

Isfahan told them that he had given

himselfto God and God had performed

the miracle. Al-Kazwini ends the tale

by commenting that it is a strange

story but it is not beyond the

providence ofGod.

The illustration show s a man holding

onto the legs ofa large white bird

which flies across the folio with

outstretched wings. The bearded man
w ears a turban and has a coat over his

garments. The diagonal placement of

the figures with the legs of the man
hanging out ofthe frame provides a

sense oftremendous height and

mo\'ement, in accordance with the

description of the miraculous flight.

^
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The Sea Horse and the Whale

From the Ajaib al-Makhlukat ot

al-Kazwini

Irak, late 14th century

Height: 52 .7 cm. (i :!|in.)

Width: 2 2.4 cm. (8]-;! in.)

The section on the inhabitants of the

seas describes a creature called "the sea

horse" which resembles a land horse

but has a longer mane and tail, and a

prettier coloring. Its hoofis cloven

like the cow's and its body is a little

larger than that of the donkey. This

is the horse of the Nile in Kgypt which

can overpower and eat crocodiles.

A story is related about one ot the

shaykhs ofKhorasan who came to the

shore with his mare. A black horse w ith

white markings "like coins" jumped

out ofthe water and impregnated the

mare which gave birth to a beautiful

foal. On their next visit to the same

shore, the sea horse reappeared and

took the foal into the sea with him. The
sea horse and his foal were never seen

again.

The sea horse foretells the Hoodmg
ofthe Nile by its tracts, and parts of

its body possess medical properties.

Its tooth, when pressed on a person,

cures stomachaches as well as epilepsy;

its bones can cure sores ifburned and

mixed with its fat and applied to the

infected area. Other parts of the

animal's body prevent swelling, pain

and insect bites.

The next animal described by

al-Kazwini is the whale which is a huge

fish capable ofbreaking a ship.

The black and white sea horse with

two wings appears on the upper

portion of the folio while the large

silvery fish is below. The charming

representation of the incredible sea

horse is very close to the description

provided by the author.

[I26j
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The Egyptian Thorn, Ben Tree and

Turpentine Tree

From the ^djaib al-Makhlukat of

al-Kazwini

Irak, late 14th century

Height: 32.7 cm. (i 2|in.)

Width: 2 2.4 cm. (811 in.)

Three ofthe plants discussed hy

al-Kazwini are the Egyptian Thorn,

the Ben Tree and the Turpentine Tree.

In the description of their properties

the author frequently quotes Ibn Sina,

or Aviccnna.

The Egyptian Thorn is a desert

tree covered with thorns. Its roots

have an aromatic vapor and can be

used as perfume. The Ben Tree is a

well-known plant and bears off-white

pleasant-smelling fruit which are

bigger than peas. The fruit have a

fatty pulp which helps cure leprosy,

freckles, dandrutfand scars as well

as warts, toothaches, scabies and

nose bleeds. The Turpentine Tree

grows in mountains and bears green

fruit which cures scabies and chicken

pox. It can be used as an aphrodisiac

as well as for the treatment ofparalysis

and spider bites.

The Egyptian Thorn, on the upper

right of the folio, has several branches

which bear green leaves and red fruit.

The Ben Tree below consists of three

green bushes whereas the Turpentine

Tree, on the low er right, is a single

plant with red berries. It is clear that

the paintings are not meant to be

scicntihc illustrations of the text and

follow the traditional representation of

trees in illustrated manuscripts.
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The Wild Ox
From the Ajai h ill-Makblukiitoi

al-Kaz\vini

Irak, lace 14th century

Height: 32.7 cm. (i 2| in.)

Width :2'2 .4 cm. (8^1 in.)

The superb animal illustrated in this

folio represents "the wild ox." The
text states that its large horns possess

many branches; every year the animal

casts its horns which are replaced

by those with more branches. While

the new horns are growing, the

creature hides as it has no defense.

The wild ox is attracted to music and

is nor cautious about arrows because

ofthe pleasure it derives from their

sounds.

When the animal is sick, it cures

itself by eating snakes, dragging them
out ot their holes. To counteract the

poison, the wild ox eats crabs and

then drinks water.

The horns, blood and meat ofthe

w ild ox have medical and protective

properties. Ifthe horns are carried or

hung outside a house, beasts ofprey

run away ; it the house is fumigated

with the horns, snakes keep out ; and

it the horn is placed over women in

labor, delivery is hastened. The horns

also ease toothaches and can be used

as ointment to heal cracked limbs of

animals. The blood ofthe wild ox is an

antidote tor poison and the meat helps

to treat dysentery. It is said that there

is a bone in its heart which, ifpressed

on a person with a headache, relieves

the pain.

This remarkable creature is depicted

running to the right while turning its

head back. The dark gray body is

co\ ered with ^ilve^ spots and two
magnificent silver horns grow from

its head. The asymmetrical placement

of the animal with its horns and hoofs

transgressing the frame accentuates its

movement and gives the impression

ofgreat speed.

[128]



The Giraffe

From the ^-ijaih al-Makblukat of

al-Kazwini

Irak, late 14th century

Height: 32.7 cm. (i 2 1 in.)

Width: 2 2.4 cm. (8 }| in.)

)-4.88v

According to al-Kazwini the head of

the girafie is like that of a camel, its

horns like that ofa cow and its skin

like that of a tiger. Its legs resemble

those ofa camel and its hoofs are like

those ofan ox. The neck and forelegs

are very long while the hindlegs are

short. It is said that the giraffe derives

from an Abyssinian camel, a hyena and

a wild cow; ifa hyena mates with a

camel and produces a male offspring

which in turn mates with a gazelle, the

result will be a giraffe. The author

comments that this is quite possible

since in the south, near the Equator,

different species ofanimals gather

around the water holes during the

summer months and a hybrid like a

giraffe can be produced. He goes on to

say that this animal is a wonderful

creature,well known for its beauty

and strange-looking young.

The giraffe illustrated here is indeed

a wonderful and strange-looking

creature : it has a spotted body, a tall

neck, the head ofa camel and two
rather large horns ; its forelegs are

considerably longer than its hindlegs,

a peculiarity noted by the author.
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The Elephant

From xhc Ajaib al-Makhlnkat

al-Kaz\vini

Irak, late 14th century

Height: 52.7 cm. (i2|in.)

Width: 2 2.4 cm. (8H in.)

The elephant is a likeable and good-

humored animal. Although itisoneof

the biggest and bulkiest creatures, it is

more agile and elegant than any other.

Al-Kazwini states that since the ele-

phant's neck is so short, God gave it a

long trunk which serves the function

ofa hand in man. The animal uses its

trunk to feed and defend itself The
elephant has two ears which are like

"shields"
;
they flap and drive the flies

and bugs away from its constantly

open mouth. The animal also has two

huge teeth, or tusks, each weighing

200 or 300 (about 90 to 1 80 kilos

or 200 to 400 pounds). According to

the author, this creature has no joints

except at the shoulders, thighs and

ankles.

The text describes the characteristics

and habits ot the elephant as well as the

medical uses ofthe different parts ofits

body. The animal participates in

battles, moving like "a castle" with

men sitting on its back. Its trunk can

hold a sword and use it successfully

against the enemy, overcoming ^,000

horsemen. Among its many qualities is

the ability to be trained and to obey

commands. The elephant is also known
to breed intense hatred and never tor-

gets ill treatment. The tusk makes

good ointment against freckles and

heals wounds while other parts ofits

body can cure epilepsy, dropsy,

leprosy, tuberculosis, high fever and

tumors. Even its manure appears to

have medical properties and is used

against abdominal pains and un-

wanted pregnancies.

This unique animal is represented

on the lower portion ofthe page with

an embroidered cloth on its hack. Its

pointed tusks, long curving trunk,

large cars and heavy proportions are

depicted with great accuracy.

if-

[30]
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The Fantastic Animal ot Tibet

From the ^ijaih al- Makhlukat oi

al-Ka/,\\ ini

Irak, late 14th century

Height: 32 .7 cm. (i 2| in.)

Width: 22.4cm. (8 \l in.)

Al-Kazwini writes that in Tibet there

is an animal called the sai/aja. Its

description is beyond credulity,

unless one has seen it. It is the largest

ofall land animals and establishes a

home approximately a farsakh wide

(about three miles). Any animal who
looks upon it drops dead but ifthe

saiuija's own sight falls upon another

animal, it too perishes. Since the

animals ofthat country know this,

they approach the sana/a with closed

eyes ; when the saiuijci sees them, it

dies, providing the animals with food

for a long time.

This fantastic animal is represented

as a four-legged creature w ith a long

tail, thin neck and large head. The body

is composed ofstrangely fitted curving

parts, one ofwhich extends from the

chest. The golden animal has silvery

spots and gives the impression of

possessing great ferocity with its

flowing white beard, intense red eyes,

large open mouth and sharp claws. The
posture ofthe saiiajj increases its

terrifying impact by suggesting that

it is about to leap upon a prey.
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Tall Beaker

Glass, enameled and gilded

Syria, late 1 3th century

Height: 29.9 cm. (i if in.)

Diameter: 1 7.2 cm. (6x|j in.)

48.14

The honey-colored fluted beaker with

a heavy splayed toot is one ot the

largest drinking vessels to survive

from the Mamluk period. Character-

istic ot an early group ot enameled

glass attributed to Damascus, the

piece is sparsely decorated with small

motits outlined in red. The design is

rendered in red, white, yellow, green

and blue enamels, and is gilded.

The flaring rim show s a sketchily

drawn braid above a trieze composed
ot blossoms. The body is divided into

two horizontal bands adorned with

three alternating medallions. Each of

the medallions represents a polo player

on a galloping horse. The lively

depiction ot the figures recalls the

horsemen on enameled polychrome
pottery which was executed about a

century earlier.

The bands are further enhanced by
a series ofthin lines, floral arabesques

and scrolls. Arabesque cartouches

and flying birds appear in the zones

between them.

Beakers with this shape are com-
monly found among the glass vessels

ot the period, although the large size

ot the F reer example is quite unusual.

Its closest counterpart is a vessel in the

Bayerische Nationalmuseum, Munich,
which is decorated in a similar manner
showing medallions with riders in the

lower band on the body.^^

Drinking figures holding beakers

are frequently encountered in Islamic

pottery, metalwork and paintings

(nos. 28, 30, 47, and 49). The polo

game was also a popular theme. Its

most outstanding representation was

seen on the large Ayyubid basin made
for Sultan Najm al-Din (no. 27).
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Footed Bowl with Cover
Glass, enameled and gilded

Syria, second quarter ofthe 1 4th

century

Height: 37.1 cm.(i2jin.)

Diameter: 21.0 cm. (85 in.)

S8.i6

This remarkably well-preser\'ed footed

bowl with a domed lid is one ofthe

masterpieces of Mamluk art. There is

only one other example whose cover

has been preserved^'* although

individual lids and footed bowls are

not uncommon among Syrian glass-

ware.^^

The lid, which fits snugly into the

rim ofthe bowl, has a knob conceived

as two superimposed globes. The
domical portion contains a frieze of

six animals broken by three medallions,

each ofwhich depict a hawk attacking

a bird. The animals run clockwise and

represent a chase between a pair of

real or imaginary creatures such as a

wolfand hare, lion and stag, winged
griffin and sphinx.

A similar composition appears in the

upper portion ofthe bowl. In this zone,

winged unicorns, sphinxes, wolves and

stags chase one another; they are

divided into pairs by three large

medallions, each ofwhich represents

a fabulous phoenix against a turquoise

field. The underside ofthe bowl

contains six overlapping roundels,

alternately decorated with a single

lotus blossom or a floral composition

consisting oflotuses and rosettes.

Arabesques fill the bands encircling

the medallions and the horizontal

panels as well as the backgrounds of

the units.

The high splayed foot, attached to

the bowl with a thick ring, contains

three medallions which repeat the

theme ofa hawk attacking a bird that

appeared on the lid. Placed between

the medallions are lotus blossoms and

rosettes.

The abundant use ofgold and

brilliant polychrome enamels including

turquoise is highly unusual as is the

predominance ofanimal combats.

The combination ofNear Eastern

motifs (such as the arabesques and

animals) with those associated with

the Far East (particularly the phoenix

and lotus) is typical ofMamluk art

which incorporated the local themes

with those brought in by the Mongols.

[134]





7?
Deep Bowl
Glass, enameled and gilded

Made for a Rasulid Sultan ofYemen
Syria, second quarter ofthe 14th

century

Height: 2 i.ocm. (8^ in.)

Diameter: 3y.ocm.(i3|in.)

This large unique bowl with a

rounded base was originally placed

on a high glass stand, enameled and

gilded like the piece itself The poly-

chrome enamels are applied to both

the exterior and interior ot the object

which is an unusual feature.

The upper portion, painted on the

outside, reveals a wide zone in which

eight fantastic animals, placed against

a floral scroll, alternate with the

same number ofmedallions. Among
the four-legged winged creatures

encircling the bowl in a clockwise

direction there are two griffins, two

sphinxes, a lion and three unicorns.

Each medallion contains a rosette

composed ot five red petals, identified

as the blazon ofthe Rasulid Sultans of

Yemen. Two thin bands with loosely

draw n arabesques appear above and

below this portion.

The tapering lower part ot the bowl

is enameled on the inner side and

reveals three concentric zones filled

with arabesques. The central zoneis

interrupted by eight medallions which

contain lotus blossoms while the

innermost possesses an inscription

written in thuluth script. The
inscription reads:

1^1

Glory to our master, the sultan, the lord,

the learned, the just, the dejeiider (^oj the

jaith^, the warrior (^oj thefrontiers), the

warden of the marches.

Although the inscription lacks the

personal name of the ruler, its wording
is characteristic ofthat found on other

vessels made for the Rasulid sultans.

On the base ofthe bowl there is a

phoenix in flight, resembling the one

seen on the previous example (no. 72).

The monumental size ofthe piece

and its exquisite decoration justify

the high demand for the works of

Syrian artists not only in the Islamic

lands but also in the West.

I'.K.J
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7i

Deep Bowl

Glass, enameled and gilded

Madefora Rasulid Sultan ofYcm
Syria, second quarter ofthe I4tli

century

Height:

Diamete

,.0 cm. (Si in.)

:jr.ocm.(MSin.)

This large unique bowl with a

rounded base was originally placed

on a high glass stand, enameled and

gilded like the pieceitself." The poly-

chrome enamels arc applied to both

tiicexterior and interior ofthe object

which is an unusual feature.

The upper portion, painted on the

outside, reveals a wide zone in which

eight fantastic animals, placed against

a floral scroll, alternate with the

same number ofmedallions. Among
the four-legged winged creatures'

encircling the bowl in a clockwise

direction there are two griffins, two

sphinxes, a lion and three unicorns.

Each medallion contains a rosette

composed offive red petals, identified

as the blazon of the RasuHd Sultans of

Yemen. Two thin bands with loosely

drawn arabesques appear above and

below this portion.

The tapering lower part ofthe bowl

is enameled on the inner side and

reveals three concentriczones filled

with arabesques. The central zone is

interrupted by eight medallions which

s blossoms while the

t possesses an inscription

written in tbtduthscn^i. The
inscription reads:

Glor V to our master, the sultan, the lord,

the Uariied, thejust, the defender (ofthe

faith), the warrior (ofthefrontiers), the

vardenofthe marches.

Although rheinscription lacks the

personal name ofthe ruler, its wording

is characteristic ofthat found on other

vessels made for the Rasulid sultans.

On the base ofthe bowl there is a

phoenix in Right, resembling the one

seen on the previous example(no. 72).

The monumental size ofthe piece

and its exquisite decoration justify

the high demand for the works of

Syrian artists not only in the Islamic

lands but also in the West.

[i.l7]



Bottle

Glass, enameled and gilded

Made for Sultan al-Malik al-Mujahid

Saifal-Din

Syria, mid-i4th century

Height :49.7 cm. (19^ in.)

Diameter: 24.8 cm. (9! in.)

54.20

This tall bottle was also commissioned
by a Rasulid Sultan ofYemen whose
blazons appear on the piece. The
slightly grayish vessel has a tall

tapering neck decorated with a thick

ring and ten bands ofvarying widths
that are filled with scrolls, arabesques

and blossoms. On the shoulder is a

frieze in which three winged creatures

alternate with the same number of

roundels containing the five-petaled

rosette ofthe Rasulids. The widest

portion ofthe body shows large

inscriptions interrupted by three

medallions which also represent the

Rasulid blazon. The underside of

the body and the splayed foot are

unadorned.

The inscription ,written in thuhiTh

script, gives the title ofa sultan

:

Glury to our master, the sultan, al-Maltk

al-Alujahid, the wise, the just.

The title "al-Malik al-Mujahid"

refers to the fifth Rasulid ruler, Saif

al-Din AH(i522-63).3'

The mythological animals on the

shoulder, the blazons and the script

are very similar to those seen in the

previous example (no. 73). The shape
ofthis bottle with a tall neck and squat
body widening toward the base and
high foot was very popular during the

14th century with numerous examples
executed in varying sizes.



75
Vase with Four Handles

Glass, enameled and gilded

Made for a Rasulid Sultan ofYemen
Syria, late 14th century

Height: 36.2 cm.(i4jin.)

Diameter: 2 3.4 cm. (9^ in.)

34-19

Similar to the previous two vessels

(nos. J 7, and 74) this piece was also

made for the Rasulids of Yemen as

indicated by the red rosettes which

appear on the neck. In contrast to the

other examples ofMamluk glass, the

vase is predominantly decorated in

gold and blue with red and white used

sparingly.

The high straight neck has a band of

loosely drawn arabesques intersected

by four red rosettes and the trailed

decorations ofthe two larger handles.

The shoulder reveals a series ofsimilar

bands which also encircle the large and

small handles, forming four spade-

shaped leaves extending down to the

body. Below the points ofthese leaves

there are irregularly drawn rectangles

decorated with roundels and crescents.

Between them are four large medallions,

each representing a predatory animal,

possibly a lion, attacking a gazelle.

Two-handled vases are commonly
seen in 1 4th-cen tury enameled glass-

wares but examples with four handles

are quite rare.

This piece is said to have been found

in China. The Rasulids, who ruled the

area from the Hijaz to Hadramut, had

international significance within the

Islamic world. They controlled the

sea routes to Africa and Far East, and

commercial embassies from India,

China and Abyssinia are recorded to

have visited Yemen. The vase could

have been given to the Chinese

emissaries or sent to China as a gift

from the sultans. The Rasulids also

had close political and cultural ties

with the Mamluks, as indicated by the

existence ofmetalwork and glass made
in Egypt and Syria for the courts of

Yemen.

[139]
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Mosque Lamp
Glass, enameled and gilded

Made for Sultan al-Malikal-Nasr Hasan
Egypt, ca. 1^60

Height: 33.6cm. (i ^jin.)

Diameter: 30.5 cm. (i 2 in.)

:i40j



The shape of this object is typical of the

glass mosque lamps executed in the

Mamluk period. The upper portion of

the high flaring neck is decorated with

a wide band ofinscriptions, interrupted

by three medallions that contain the

cpigraphic blazon ofSultan Hasan

(1347-71 and 135-4-61). An arabesque

panel, adorned with six lotus blossoms

encased in roundels, appears on the

lower section ot the neck.

Six handles, used for suspension, are

applied to the upper part ofthe body

which is covered with plaited kufic

script, combining geometric and floral

elements. The kufic inscription is

purely decorative and reveals a

dificrent motifin each ofthe units

between the handles. The underside of

the lamp has three medallions with the

epigraphic blazon ofSultan } lasan.

Placed between them are polylobed

rosettes which contain large lotus

blossoms.

The thiiluth inscription on the neck

is from the Koran, Sura xxiv, verse 37.

Glass lamps made for madrasas and

mosques are traditionally decorated

w ith this passage which is from the

chapter entitled The Lightaud

pertains to the manifestation ofdivine

light in Islam:

i_- (_• ^
God is the light ofthe heavens and the

earth; a likeness of His light is like a niche in

which is a lamp; the lamp Qs in a glass and

the glass is as it were a shining star .

.

The three medallions on the neck

bear a naskhi inscription which reads

:

jlUJI UN^i >
Glory to our master, the sultan

The phrase is completed by the

inscriptions in the three medallions

which appear on the lower part ofthe

body

:

al-Malik al-Nasr Hasan.

This form ofa blazon which utilizes

inscriptions is referred to as the

"inscribed shield" and was used on the

objects commissioned by several ofthe

Mamluk sultans.

The largest group ofglass vessels

executed in this period are lamps, the

majority ofwhich were made for the

famous madrasa ofSultan Hasan in

Cairo, built in 1
376-63.''o





The shape ofchis object is typical ofthe

glass mosque lamps executed in the

Mamluk period. The upper portion of

the high flaring neck is decorated with

a wide band ofinscriptions, interrupted

by three medallions that contain the

epigraphic blazon ofSultan Hasan

(1547-51 and J4-61). An arabesque

panel, adorned with six lotus blossoms

encased in roundelsj appears on the

lower section ofthe neck.

Six handles, used for suspension, are

applied to the upper pare of the body

which is covered with plaited hijic

script, combining geometric and Horal

elements. Thekufc inscription is

purely decorative and reveals a

different motifin each ofthe units

between the handles. The underside of

the lamp has three medallions with the

cpigraphic blazon ofSultan Hasan.

Placed between them arc polylobed

rosettes which contain large lotus

blossoms.

The tbiiliirh inscription on the neck
islrom the Koran, Sura XXiv, verse

j

Glass lamps made for madrasas and
mosques are traditionally decorated

with this passage which is from the

chapter entitled The Light and

pertains to the manifestation ofdivine

light in Islam;

God 'ii the light ofthe heavem and the

earth; a likeness ofHis light is like a niche in

which is a lamp; the lamp Qs in a glassand

the glass is as it were a shining star .

.

._)

The three medallions on the neck

bear a naskhi inscription which reads

:

uUJUl L;V>i >
Glory to our viaster, the sultan

The phrase is completed by the

inscriptions in the three medallions

which appear on the lower part ofthe

body:

^bi iiiii

al-Malik al-Nasr Hasan.

This form ofa blazon which utilizes

inscriptions is referred to as the

"inscribed shield" and was used on the

objects commissioned by several ofthe

Mamluk sultans.^*

The largest group ofglass vessels

executed in this period are lamps, the

majority ofwhich were made for the

famous madrasa ofSultan Hasan in

Cairo, builtin ijyfi-fij."
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Small Bottle

Glass, enameled and gilded

Syria, late 14th century

Height: 8.4cm. (3 ^ in.)

\\'idth : 1 2 .0 cm. (4I in.)

Depth : 4.4 cm. (i J in.)

25-8

[142]



The exquisitely decorated small bottle

is painted in thickly applied poly-

chrome enamels which have retained

their brilliance. A thin band ofarab-

esques appears on the neck while a

gold floral scroll with jewel-like blue

blossoms encircles the shoulders and
sides. The front and back panels

represent a group offour figures with

musical instruments. The musicians

are seated in pairs and face the center.

They are attired in colorful garments

which have contrasting belts and

collars. On their heads are either

thickly folded turbans or hats with

w ide brims, a combination which also

appears in Mamluk miniatures (see for

instance, no. 45-).

In one ofthe panels, the men are

depicted playing a lute, lyre, drum and

flute while on the reverse the quartet

consists ofa psalter (?), small lute,

tambourine and a string instrument

which is plucked.

The representation ofmusicians

dates back to ancient Near Eastern art

and continues to be a popular theme
throughout the Islamic period. Figures

playing drums, strings, wind and

percussion instruments are frequently

encountered in ceramics, metalwork
and miniatures as well as on woodwork,
ivories, and architectural decoration

(nos. II, 27,28,4^, 47, •)-^and62).

Some ofthe themes have astrological

significance whereas others reflect the

entertainment ofthe princes, often

accompanied by dancers and drinking

figures.

The variety ofmusicians depicted on

the bottle is extraordinary since each

ot the eight figures pla\'S a difl'erent

instrument.

i
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Plate

Brass, inlaid w ith silver and gold

Made for an anonymous Mamluk Amir
Egypt, mid-

1
4th century

1 [eight: 5.2 cm. (i] in.)

Diameter: 28.9 cm. (i 1 § in.)

The plate with wide flattened rim and

raised central medallion is decorated

with concentric bands containing

inscriptions, floral motifs and animals.

The pearl band on the rim frames 14

four-legged animals (elephants,

sphinxes, unicorns, wolves, deer,

cheetahs, lions, tigers, rabbits, etc.),

which alternate with the same n timber

offlying ducks.

The wide band ot tbidntb inscriptions

around the center is broken by four

ogi\'al medallions w hich are decorated

w ith large lotus blossoms or three

pairs offlying ducks. Pendants ofthe

medallions and arabesque cartouches

are placed in the neutral zones which

encircle both sides ofthe inscription.

The central portion shows a che% ron

pattern around the raised medallion

which is divided into eight units by an

intertw ining ribbon. These units are

alternately adorned w ith lotus

blossoms and two pairs offlying ducks,

repeating the motifs employed in the

outer band. In the center is another

thuluth inscription, revolving around a

six-petaled rosette.

The plate w as originally inlaid with

silver and gold; most ofthe latter is

now lost. The inscription in the center

reads

:

5:ju.i j^ui jui plil jui :a\

His exalted excellency, the lord, the

high, thejust, Qhe officer^ ofal-Malik

al-Nasr.

The longer message on the outer

band is rendered as

:

j:>ui ^s:jui jui

His exalted excellency, the lord, the

learned, the efficient, the just, the ranquisher,

the defender Qifthe faithj, the warrior (^oj

the frontiers^, the warden ofthe marches,

the viceroy, the lord, Qhe officer^ ofal-

Alalik al-Nasr.

Since several Mamluk sultans had

adopted the honorary title of "al-Malik

al-Nasr," it is difficult to identify the

specific ruler mentioned in the

inscriptions. Two ofthe rulers who
used this title were Muhammad ibn

Kalaun (i 294-95-, 1 299-1 509 and

1 509-40) and his son, Hasan (i 547—)" i

and 1 554-61). The style ofwriting, the

use oflotus blossoms and flying ducks,

and the character ofdecoration are

similar to the metal objects executed

in Cairo after the middle ofthe 14th

century. Therefore, it is possible that

the plate was made for one ofthe

oflicers ofSultan Hasan who was a

great patron ofthe arts and commis-
sioned a number ofmetaH* and glass

objects (see no. 76). His officers

also supported the arts and several

objects dedicated to them have been

published*- (see also no. 52).
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Plate

Brass, inlaid with silver and gold

Made for an anonymous Mamiuk Amir
Egypt, niid-i4ch century

Height: J.2cm.(liin.)

Diameter: 28.9cm. (i j g in.)

The plate with wide flattened rim and

raised central medaUion is decorated

with concentric bands containing

inscriptions, floral motifs and animals.

The pearl band on the rim frames 1

4

four-legged animals (elephants,

sphinxes, unicorns, wolves, deer,

cheetahs, lions, tigers, rabbits, etc.),

which alternate with the same number
offlying ducks.

The wide band ofrWff/^'inscriptions

around the center is broken by lour

ogival medallions which are decorated

with large lotus blossoms or three

pairs offlyingducks. Pendants ofthe

medallions and arabesque cartouches

are placed in the neutral zones which

encircle both sides ofthe inscription.

The central portion shows a chevron

pattern around the raised medallion

which is divided intocight units by an

intertwining ribbon. These units are

alternately adorned with lotus

blossoms and two pairs offlying ducks,

repeating the motifs employed in the

outer band. In the center is another

thiilutb inscription, revolving around a

six-petaled rosette.

Theplate was originally inlaid with

silver and gold ; most ofthe latter is

now lost. The inscription in the center

reads:

jOlil a^UI Jul ^Lil Jul jA\

His exaltedexcellency, the lord, the

high, thejust, (the officer^ ofal-MM
al-Nasr.

The longer message on the outer

band is rendered as

:

JjUI J.UI ^Ul j:jLLl JUI yi\

j^UI jOil jOUl J^l

His exalted excellency, the lord, the

learned, the ejiciciit, thejust, the vanquishers

the defender (ofthefaith), the warrior (of
thefrontiers), the warden ofthe marches,

the viceroy, the lord, (the officer) ofal-

Malik al-Nasr.

Since several Mamluk sultans had

adopted the honorary title of "al-Malik

al-Nasr," it is difficult to identify the

specific ruler mentioned in the

inscriptions. Two ofthe rulers who
used this title were Muhammad ibn

Kalaun (i 394-9T, 1 299-1 jop and

I ^09-40) and his son, Hasan (1 J47-5-I

and 1^5-4-61). The styleof writing, the

use oflotus blossoms and flying ducks,

and the character ofdecoration arc

similar to the metal objects executed

in Cairo after the middle of the 14th

century. Therefore, it is possible that

theplate was made for one ofthe

officers ofSultan Hasan who was a

great patron ofthe arts and commis-

sioned a number ofmetal" and glass

objects (see no. 76). Hisofficers

also supported the arts and several

objects dedicated to them have been

published** (see also no. p).
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Bucket

Bronze, inlaid with silver;

inside partially gilded

Veneto-Islamic, mid-i6th century

Height without handle : 16.9 cm.

(6^1- in.)

Height with handle: 52.2 cm. (12 in.)

Diameter: 30.2 cm.(ii|in.)

This object belongs to a distinct type

ot metalwork which was executed in

Venice either by Islamic craftsmen w ho

emigrated there or by local artisans

who imitated the inlaid technique of

the Near East.

There exist a considerable number of

these pieces, 30 ofwhich bear the

signatures ofMuslim artists.*^ The
most prolific ot these artists seems to

be Mahmud al-Kurdi who was respon-

sible for close to 20 ewers, bowls, boxes,

plates, buckets and hand warmers.*^

Dated examples are extremely rare

and only one piece with the date 1 705-

has been published-** while the rest

are assigned to the first halfof the

i6th century.

It is generally believed that in the

i6th century, Venice began to employ
Islamic artists due to the great demand
for Near Eastern metahvork in the

West. In time, local artists also learned

to execute inlaid metal objects. A plate

in the Museum ofArt and Industry,

Vienna, made in i^^oby Nicolo

Rugina Greco ofKorfu, suggests that

by the middle ofthe i6th century

Venice was producing highly success-

ful competiti\'e pieces ofmlaid

metalwork.'"^

The term "Veneto-Islamic" is

applied to this group ot metal objects

which are decorated with a fine overall

arabesque and inlaid with silver. The
earlier examples reveal well-defined

large units which contrast with the

dense background and the motits

generally deri\ e from floral elements.

Although the latter pieces retain the

technical finesse, the decoration

becomes dry and mechanical in

appearance.

The Freer bucket belongs to the

earlier group with its elaborate inter-

lacing bands and cartouches accent-

uated by the finely executed floral

arabesque which appears in the

background. The shape is typically

Islamic with prototypes going back to

the Umayyad period.'"

1 14^.1

A meander pattern appears on the

upper surface ot the projecting rim

^\hich shows an arabesque scroll on its

side. The body is divided into three

horizontal parts with two narrow-

bands encircling a wide central portion.

The same profusion ofarabesques

which appears on the exterior walls is

also seen on the rounded base; here

the motits radiate trom a ten-pointed

star.

The interior, which is partially

gilded, shows a band at the rim and

a medallion at the bottom, both of

which are decorated with large scale

arabesques. The handle is mo\ able and

attached to the piece by two pins

which fit into the holes ofthe brackets.

The Freer bucket exemplifies a rare

group ofVeneto-Islamic objects which

combines engraving and inlaying. The
gilding used in the interior and on the

handle is rather unusual.

Specific models tor this type of

decoration have not yet been estab-

lished. Similar overall arabesques can

be found on i^th-and 16th-century

Iranian pieces^* as well as on Egyptian

and Syrian metalwork. Howe\'er,

closest examples are found among the

Egyptian pieces. A plate, dated i f 16,

and a lighting fixture, dated i yo^, both

made for Sultan Kansu al-Ghawri,

reveal an almost identical style of

decoration together with several other

late Mamluk objects.^'





So

Hand Warmer
Brass, pierced and inlaid w ith siK'cr

Syria, i6th century

Diameter: 1 2.^ cm. (4|f in.)

The globular chafing hall, or hand
warmer, is made up oftwo hemispheres
which lock together by two pins

fitted into groo\ es. Each hemisphere
is decorated in an identical manner and
di\-ided into four concentric units : the

medallion on the top and the wide band
on the sides are adorned with braided

strapwork ; the two narrow strips,

which appear on either side ofthe

wider band, reveal scrolls composed of

intertwining branches and trilobed

leaves. The strapwork resembles a

highly ornate plaited inscription

with rounded forms below elongated

and braided verticals. Thin ribbons

outline the tour units which are

pierced with minute holes.

One of the hemispheres possesses a

cup-shaped hre pot, attached to cir-

cular discs. Each disc has a pair of

pivots placed in the opposite

direction ofthose on the previous disc,

thus enabling the fire pot to remain in

an upright position. Through the

employment ofgimbals the hot coals

are prevented from falling out ofthe

pot when the hand w armer is m()\ ed or

turned.

Similar globular objects with

gimbals, often made ofsilver, w ere

executed in China as early as the T'ang
period. The (Jhinese examples are

slightly smaller and suspended from

chains
;
they were used as incense

burners.^" Identical objects, used as

hand warmers, are also found in the

West with earliest examples dating

from the i uh or 14th centuries.^'

It is thought that Islamic examples

originated in Syria in the 13 th centLuy.

There exist a number of these globular

hand warmers, one of which, ow ned by
the British Museum, London, bears the

the name of the Mamluk official Badr

al-Din Baysari; the piece was made in

Syria between 1 264 and 12 79.^- The
same museum also has a 16th-century

hand warmer which is remarkably

similar to the Freer example. These
late Mamluk pieces were executed

either in Egypt or Syria and may ha\ e

served the double purpose of hand

warmers as well as incense burners.

In the i6th century, when Venice

took over the technique ofinla) ing

metal work, it also started producing

similar objects. The hand warmers
w ere in frecjuent use in Western

churclies and courts, and the Islamic

pieces w ere most likelv made for export

to European count ries with colder

climates.

[14«|



NOTES

Secottd Classicism

9. Those with the dedication arc in the Walters Art Gallery, Baltimore,

MS. j6i,^«zll;andin the Library ofCongress, Washington, D. Cj^azIX.
The other two sections are owned by the Chester Bcatty Library, Dublin,

MS. i4.jS,juz XXII, and MS. 1495', jtiz XXVIII. For the Baltimore cover see

Walters Art Gallery, The History ofBookbinding, no. 61, pp. 28-29 3.nd pi. XVIII

;

and Ettinghausen, "Near Eastern Book Covers," p. 123. The Dublin

bookbindings are published in Arberiy, The Koran Illuminated, nos. 90 and 1 10

on pp. 28 and 34.

10. For the activities and titles ofthis amir see Mayer, Saracenic Heraldry,

pp. 91-92.

1 . L. A. Mayer, Saracenic Heraldry, Oxford, 1933;

and New Materialfor Mamluk Heraldry,JeTusalem, 1937.

2 . K. A. C. Creswell, Muslim Architecture ofEgypt, vol. II, Oxford, i95'9.

J. There exist five Mamluk copies ofthe Makamat, three ofwhich are in London,

British Museum: Or. 97 1 8 (dated between 1271 and 1310), Add. 22114

(early 14th century), and Add. 7293 (dated 1323). The remaining manuscripts

are in Vienna, Nationalbibliothek, A. F. 9 (dated 1334); and Oxford,

Bodleian Library, Marsh 4^8 (dated 1337). The latest copy is from the 17th

century : Manchester,John Rylands Library, Arab. 680.

4. ForJalairid and Timurid paintings see Ivan Stchoukine,

Les Peinturesdes Manuscrits Timurides, Paris, I95'4.

J. The best sources for Mamluk glass are Lamm, Mittelalterliche Glaser;

and Gaston Wiet, Lampes et Bouteilles en Verre (imaille, Cairo, 1929.

6. The most remarkable piece is the so-called Baptist^re de Saint Louis with

almost a portrait quality seen in the depiction offigures. The references to

this basin are given in no. 2 7. Studies ofindividual Mamluk pieces are

published in D. S. Rice in "Studies in Islamic Metalwork : I-V,

Bulletin ofthe School ofAfrican and Oriental Studies, vols. XIV-XVII,(i95'2-y7);

and"Two Unusual Mamluk Metalworks," Ibid., vol. XX (195-7), PP- 487-^00.

Also Peter Ruthven, "Two Metal Works ofthe Mamluk Period," Ars

Islamica, vol. 1(1934), pp. 230-234; Wiet, "Inscriptions Mobilieres," pp. 243-269;

Grabar,"Two Pieces oflslamic Metalwork," pp. 360-367; A. S. MelikianChirvani,

"Cuives Inedits de r^^poque do Qaitbay," Kunstdes Orients, vol. VI(i962),

pp. loo-i 3 3 ;James W. Allan, "Later Mamluk Metalwork," Oriental Art,

vol. XV, no. I (Spring, 1969), pp. 38-43. The collection in Cairo is published in

Gaston Wiet, Objets en Cuivres, Cairo, 1932.

7. Armand Abel, Gaibi et les Grands Fatcnciers (igyptiens de Vtipoque Mamlouke,

Cairo, 1930. M. A. Marzouk, "Three Signed Specimens ofMamluk Pottery

from Alexandria," Ars Orientalis, vol. 11 (i95'7), pp. 497-5-00. Arthur Lane,

Later Islamic Pottery, London, 197 1 . For Fustat finds see articles by Scanlon.

8. One set ofcovers, formerly in the Henri Vever Collection, Paris,

lacks the text, similar to the Freer example.

11. This manuscript is in the National Library, Cairo, MS. 5-4. Ettinghausen,

Arab Painting, p. 174.

1 2 . Al-Jazari's work has been fully translated, illustrated and annotated in

Donald Hill, The Book ofKnowledge ofIngenious Mechanical Devices,

Dordrecht-Boston, 1974. The author mentions 1 1 copies ofthe manuscript,

including a 19-century Persian translation. The following Arabic manuscripts

should be added to this Hst : Istanbul, Topkapi Palace Museum, A 3461

(i 3th century), H414 (15-th century)and A 335-o(dated 145-8-79); Cairo,

Egyptian Library, Riyada 686 (dated 1450).

13. The location ofthe folio with the colophon is presently unknown. It was

first discussed in Mehmet Aga-Oglu, "On a Manuscript by al-Jazari,"

Parnassus, vol. m, no. 7 (November, 1931), pp. 27-28.

14. RudolfM. Riefstahl, "The Date ofProvenance ofthe Automata Miniatures,"

Art Bulletin, vol. IX, no. 2 (June, 1929), pp. 206-2
1

5- ; Eric Schroeder,

Persian Miniatures in the Fogg Museum ofArt, Cambridge, 1 942 , pp. 2 1 -2 7.

I Tulak was the chiefmilitaryjudge ofDamascus in 1 3
5-0 and died in Cairo

in 1 3 52 . See L. A. Mayer, "Zum Titelblatt der Automata Miniaturen,"

Orientalistische Literatur Zeitung, vol. XXXV (i 9 32), pp. 165-1 66.

16. The 135-4 copy ofthe Automata in the Museum ofFine Arts, Boston, shows

the outer appearance ofthis clock. Hill, The Book ofKnowledge, pi. I.

17. A folio from the 1 3 1
5- manuscript in the Metropolitan Museum ofArt,

New York, represents the complete clock. Ibid., frontispiece.

1 8. For an excellen t summary ofthe work and its translations see C. Brockelmann

,

"Kalila wa-Dimna," Encyclopedia ofIslam, vol. 11, part 2, pp. 694-698. There are

several English editions ofthe hook : William Knatchbull, Kalila and Dimnah,

or the Fables ofBidpai, Oxford, 1 8 19 (al-Mukaffa's Arabic translation)

;

Ion Keitli-Falconer, Kalilahand Dimnah, or the Fables ofBidpai, Amsterdam, 1970

(a 6th-century Syriac translation); and A. N. Wollaston, The Anwar-i Suhayli, or

the Lights ofCanopus, Commonly Known as Kalilahand Dimnah, London, 1904

(an early 16th-century Persian translation, see note 20 below).

19. Buchthal, " 'Hellenistic' Miniatures." This manuscript is in Paris,

Biblioth^que Nationale, Arabe 3465-, and has about 100 miniatures which are

attributed either to Irak or to Syria.

20. This translation is now lost. The oldest extant Persian version, completed

around 1x45-, is by Nasr Allah and dedicated to theSamanid ruler Bahram Shah.

There arc about 1
5- illustrated Persian copies ofthis work executed in the 14th and

1 5'th centuries. Another Persian translation, by Husein Waiz al-Kashifi

(d. 1 504), titled the Anwar-i Suhaili, was the source for the Turkish translation

made by Ali Celebi in 15-5-7, called the Hiimayyunname. Only a few illustrated

versions ofthe former have come to light while three copies ofAh Celebi's work
are known to possess miniatures.

[•49]



2 1 . See the two articles by Sofie Walzer, "An Illustrated Leaffrom a Lost

Mamluk Kalilah wa-Dimnah Manuscript," Ars Orientalis, vol. 11 (195-7),

pp. 5^03-504; and "The Mamluk Illustrated Manuscripts ofKalilawa-Dimna,"

in Ausder IFelt der Islamischen Kumt,pp. i95'-2o6.

2 2 . The manuscript is published in the sales catalogue ofHotel George V, Art

Mustihnan, 24 Mars 197 7, no. 131, two reproductions in color. The single folio is

illustrated on the cover ofthe sales catalogue ofHotel Drouot, Importaiite

Collection de Miniatures Orieiitales, 26 Octobre 1973, no. 19.

23. The Makamat ofHoinn in Vienna, Nationalbibliothek, A. F. 9. See Arnold

and Grohmann, The Islamic Book, pis. 43-47 ; and Ettinghausen, Arab Painting,

pp. 148-1J1.

24. The original Arabic copy ofthe cosmology is published in Ferdinand

Wiistenfeld, Zakariya Ben Mtihammed Ben Mabmud el-Caz7i>ini's Kosmograpbie,

Gottingen, 1848, 2 vols. It is also printed in German in Hermann Ethe,

Zakariya Ben Alubammed Ben Mabmudel-Kaxwini's Kosmographie, Leipzig, 1 868,

vol. I. For the activities ofthe author and summary ofthe work, see M. Streck,

"al-Kazwini," Encyclopedia ofIslam, vol. 11, part 2, pp. 841-844.

2 5^. Ettinghausen, Arab Painting, pp. 1 38-1 39.

26. There exist over 5'o illustrated Persian copies, the majority ofwhich were

executed in the i jth and i6th centuries. Several ofthe later manuscripts were

made in India during the Mughal rule. About eight illustrated Turkish versions,

most ofwhich date from the i6th and 1 7th centuries, are presently known.

27. One ofthese, dated mid- 1 6th century, was presented to the Ottoman sultan

Siileyman the Magnificent, while another with extremely crude illustrations was

copied in 1699. Both manuscripts are in Istanbul, Topkapi Palace Museum,
H 408 and R 16^8. The latest work, belonging to the i8th century, is in

Munich, Bayerische Staatbibliothek, Cod. Arab. 462 . See Ettinghausen,

Arab Painting, p. 1 81

.

28. Sarre and Martin, Meisterwerken Muhammedaniscber Kunst, vol. I, no. 6yo,

pis. 1 1 and 1 2, L. Binyon, J. V. S. Wilkinson and B. Gray, Persian Miniature

Painting, London, 193 3, no. 9 on p. 26 and pis. VI A and B. Friedrich Sarre,

Sammlung F. und AI. Sarre: Katalog der Ausstellung im Stadelschen Kunstinstitut,

Frankfurt, 1932, no. 295-, pi. 6.

29. Richard Ettinghausen dates the manuscript about 1 370-80 and attributes

it to Irak while Ivan Stchoukine agrees with the provenance and assigns it to

Baghdad around the beginning ofthe i jth century. Ettinghausen, Arab Painting,

pp. 178-179; Stchoukine, Les Peinturesdes Manuscrits Timurides, p. 37.

30. This manuscript, dated 1 388, is the oldest illustrated Persian translation of

al-Kazwini's cosmology. It is presently in Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, Suppl.

Pers. 332. Stchoukine, Les Peintures des Manuscrits Timurids, pp. 3 2- 3 3 . Basil Gray,

Persian Painting, Geneva, 1961 , pp. 45^ and 48.

3 1 . The Leningrad manuscript has 467 miniatures and is attributed to Baghdad.

See Stchoukine, Les Peintures des Manuscrits Timurids, p. 3 8 ; Pope, A Survey of

Persian Art, vol. IX, pi. 8 5-4; Binyon, Wilkinson and Gray, Persian Miniature

Painting, no. 1 1 on p. 26 and pis. VII A and B.

32. The Dublin copy is incomplete and has about 190 folios with 108 miniatures.

See A.J. Arberry, M. Minovi and E. Blochct, Tbe Cbester Beatty Library:

a Catalogue ofthe Persian Manuscripts and Miniatures, Dublin, 19 5^9, vol. I, no. 128

onpp.y7-j8.

33. Sarre and Martin, Meisterwerken Mubammedanischer Kunst, vol. II, pi. 169.

34. This example is owned by the Toledo Museum ofArt, Ohio, acc. no. 70.^6

A and B; published in "Recent Important Acquisitions," Journal ofGlass Studies,

vol. 13(1971), no. 34on pp. 140-141.
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3^. Lamm, Mittelalteriche Gldser, vol. II, pis. 182 :i, i ^8, 160, 161, 162 and 189.

36. A reproduction ofthe bowl placed on its stand appears in Ibid., pi. 1 79 19.

37. For the Mamluk metalwork commissioned by this ruler and bearing his

title and name see Wiet, Objects en Cuivre, pp. 5^, 1 1, 67, 72, and 161.

38. Aside from glassware, the Rasulids ordered a considerable amount of

metaKvork from the Mamluks. For two plates in Cairo see Ibid., pp. 70-72

and 103-104, and pis. XLVII and XLVIII; also pp. y,9-ii, 20, 21, 24, 48,66-67,

81,161 and 2 7 3 for pieces in other collections.

39. Mayer, Saracenic Heraldry, pp. 34-49.

40. Comparable pieces are published in Lamm, Mittelalterlicbe Gldser,

vol. II, pis. 190-209. Lamm Hsts overp lamps which are attributed to the

madrasa ofSultan Hasan in vol. I, pp. 45^ 3-466. For other examples with the

epigraphic blazon ofthis sultan see vol.11, pis. 193 : 10, 202 : i and 194 : i.

Thirty-five ofSultan Hasan's lamps are illustrated in Wiet, L^ffz/«fr£o«/Yfi//fx

en Ferre Amailles, pis. XXffl-LVin.

41 . For the metal objects dedicated to Sultan Hasan see Wiet, Objects on Guirre,

pp. 1-7, 1 2 -14 and 41-42, pis. Xn, XXVI and XHI.

42 . Mayer, Saracenic Heraldry, pp. 134-139 and 1 70. Wiet, "Inscriptions

Mobilieres", pp. 247-263, pi. V. Rice, "Studies in Islamic Metal Work: I,"

pp. 969-970, pi. 8.

43. L. A. Mayer, Islamic Metalworkersand their Works, Geneva, 1999,

pp. 3
1 -3 2, 67, 96, 98, 63, 78, 87, 91 and pi. XV.

44. pp. 96-98.

49. pp. 31-32.

46. Gaston Migeon, Manuel d'Art Musulmane, Paris, 1 907, vol . II, p. 2 1

8

and fig. 181.

47. The earliest dated inlaid bucket is the Bobrinsky kettle made in 1163

by Masud ibn Ahmad, now in the Hermitage Museum, Leningrad.

Richard Ettinghausen, "Bobrinsky Kettle: Patron and Style ofan Islamic

Bronze," Gazette des Beaux Arts, vol. XXIV (1943), PP- i9?-2o8. Also Mayer,

Islamic Metalworkers, pp. 61-62, with full bibliography ofthe piece.

48. Two vases, dated 1461 and i9ii,arepublishedinPope, ^^wrpeyo/

Persian Art, vol. XII, pis. 1 3 76 A and B.

49. Wiet, Objetsen Cuivre, nos. 239, 3 169 and 7993 on pp. 28-29,76-77,

and 1 3 1 -1 3 3 ; pis. XX-XXI, LVI and LH-Lm.

90. Two examples are published in Bo Gyllensvard, Chinese Gold, Silver and

Porcelain : the Kempe Collection, New York, 1 97 1 , nos. 44a and 44b on pp. 49 and 77.

9 1 . Charles R. Beard, "Chafing-balls and Hand-warmers," Tbe Connoisseur,

vol.CV, no. 461 (January, 1940), pp. 17-21 and27.

9 2 . Mayer, Saracenic Heraldry, p. 1 1 2 . Douglas Barrett, Islamic Metalwork in tbe

British Museum, London, 1949, no. 22.

93. Beard, "Chafing-balls," no. VI.



APPENDIX

Names ofArtists

Abdallahibn al-Fadl: nos. 19-27

Farruk ibn Abd al-Latif: nos. 44-5' i

Kasim ibn Ali : no. 26

Muhammad: no. 38

Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Izmiri : no. <j2

Names ofOwners

Amir Aytmish al-Ba jasi : no. 40
AmirNasral-Din Muhammad ibnTulak: no. 5-2

Amir Shihab al-Din : no. 26

Anonymous Mamluk Amir : no. 78

Anonymous Rasulid Sultan : nos. 73 and 75-

Sadullah: no. 39
Sultan al-Malik al-Mujahid Saifal-Din Ali : no. 74
Sultan al-Malik al-Nasr Hasan : no. 76
Sultan al-Malik al-Salih Najm al-Din Ayyub : no. 2

7

Dated Pieces

1224 Materia Medica ofDioscorides : nos. 19-2 f

1252 Ewerby Kasimibn Ali: no. 26

1315' Automata ofal-Jazari : nos. 44-7

1

135-4 Automata ofal-Jazari : no. p

Accession No, Catalogue No. Accession No.

04,. 202
> ST- )

)

0').2'jJ 39 74.. i6 76

08.136 74. ?Q 77
) /

08.140 78

08.148 ?6 74.4.6 CO

00.AI C4 48 60
00.42 74. 70 61

2 5'.6 II 62

27.7 74.72 6;

29.8 77 74.6i 64.

29.68 7 74.71 67

29.69 7 74.72 66
29.71 6 74.88 68

p J ) 74.07 60

30.76 42 74.1 12 70

42 77.10 27

30.60 3 77.22 26

?0.7I 46 77 12 67

30.72 48 77.10 76

30.73 47 77.2 2 10

30.74 44 78.16 72

30.77 71 66.11 0y
30.76 66.26 18

?o.77J It 49
4.?

32.19 ^2

32.20 25:

32.2 I 22

?2.22 21

32.62 7

33.13 73

id. 10 77

li. 20 74.

?6.2 17

XI.

6

J /
I

^7.11J

I

4
38.1 20

80

41.10 28

41.12 17

42.7 34
42.10 4.7

4.2.1 ? 20

43.2 19

47.14 79
4.0

<iv.i6 2

4.6.20 16

47-7 23

47.8 31

4.8.9 4.?

48.14 71

48.27 14

49.14 13
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